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THE LONG WAR ONSCREEN: 
 
A GENRE STUDY OF THE WAR ON TERROR IN AMERICAN CINEMA 
 
JASON HENSON 
ABSTRACT 
 Over fifteen years since the September 11 terrorist attacks, the United States is 
still fighting the nebulous “War on Terror” — a conflict that includes ground wars in Iraq 
and Afghanistan as well as covert operations around the world (including the homeland). 
American cinema responded to the War on Terror in fits and starts, with many 
filmmakers wary of tackling such a controversial topic. For a War on Terror film to be 
financially successful, it would need to appeal to both supporters and detractors of the 
war effort. To do so, the War on Terror film genre builds on the narrative, 
characterization, and aesthetic frameworks of the war films of World War II and the 
Vietnam War to develop a set of conventions that recall the ideological projects of the 
films of those previous wars. By examining the combat film, espionage film, and 
returning soldier film subgenres, this thesis will demonstrate how the War on Terror film 
genre formally and ideologically represents the divisive ongoing war to appeal to both 
pro-war and anti-war viewers. 
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INTRODUCTION 
This thesis will examine the representation of the War on Terror in American 
cinema as a genre. Three subgenres will be analyzed: the combat film, the espionage 
film, and the returning soldier film. Each of these films will be evaluated by narrative 
conventions, characterizations, and aesthetic techniques, all of which inform the 
ideological function of the genre. The ideological function of the combat film is to 
demonstrate the might of the U.S. military and the moral virtue of the wars in Iraq and 
Afghanistan by depicting patriotic U.S. soldiers fighting and prevailing against a 
uniformly “evil” enemy. The espionage film also performs the moral rightness of U.S. 
foreign policy by using U.S. intelligence gathering agents such as the CIA and FBI to 
justify the “shadow war” against terrorism. Unlike the soldiers and military of the combat 
film, however, the agents and agencies in the espionage film are often morally 
questionable; their moral ambiguity is not, however, detrimental to the moral rightness of 
their mission. The returning soldier film, like the combat film, presents a case for the 
moral rightness of military engagement in Iraq and Afghanistan. Where the combat film 
does so on the battlefield, however, the returning soldier film does so in the homeland by 
engaging in the struggles the soldier faces in returning home. The struggles of the soldier 
speak to the hardships of war, but the necessity of war is nonetheless affirmed by the 
soldier’s sacrifices and the sympathy for the soldier created by melodramatic 
conventions. These three subgenres, therefore, represent three cycles of films within the 
War on Terror that, by borrowing from the war film genres of previous U.S. wars, 
constitute a potential War on Terror genre that can be understood in both formal and 
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ideological structures. 
 The scope of this project requires that certain films be left out of the discussion. 
This study will focus only on narrative films; despite being the most voluminous form of 
War on Terror films, documentaries require a different theoretical framework and are 
thus excluded. The narrative films examined will involve only the current War on Terror 
and wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, not films about previous U.S. engagements in Muslim-
dominant areas that were produced or released post-September 11. This means that films 
such as Black Hawk Down (2001), Jarhead (2005), and Charlie Wilson’s War (2007) are 
excluded. This study will also only involve U.S.-produced films, either by major 
Hollywood studios or independent producers, thus excluding War on Terror films 
produced by U.S. allies, such as the British film Eye in the Sky (2015), or Muslim-
dominated nations such as the Kurdish film Turtles Can Fly (2004). Focusing only on 
U.S.-produced films will ensure consistency in the study’s generic and ideological 
approach to each film. Even within these parameters, however, the corpus of films is too 
extensive to cover every pertinent example. The twelve films examined in this thesis — 
four for each chapter — were thus chosen to provide a survey of the various ways films 
communicate their generic and ideological functions. 
 A brief history of the War on Terror and the American film industry’s approaches 
to it is necessary for this study. Terrorism, certainly, existed long before the 21st century. 
The federal government’s focus on combating terrorism, however, first emerged in the 
1980s after the bombing of U.S. military barracks in Beirut, Lebanon in 1983.1 The 
                                                
1 Alexander Silver, “How America Became a Surveillance State,” Time.com, March 18, 
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current “war on terror,” however, did not begin until September 11, 2001, when hijackers 
took control of four commercial airliners in U.S. airspace and crashed them: two into the 
World Trade Center in New York, one into the Pentagon in Washington, D.C., and one 
into a field near Shanksville, Pennsylvania. President George W. Bush used the phrase 
“war on terrorism” in an address from Camp David on September 16, 2001, which 
became the informal name for the government’s initiatives to prevent al-Qaeda, the 
terrorist network that claimed responsibility for the attacks, from launching any further 
attacks on the United States.2 This included the U.S. invasion of Afghanistan, with the 
assistance of NATO participants, in October 2001 with the intention of capturing al-
Qaeda leader Osama bin Laden, who was believed to be hiding in the Central Asian 
nation with the assistance of the Taliban government. Congress authorized President 
Bush to use war powers to fight state-sponsored terrorist organizations, and Bush’s 
strategy for combatting terrorism established goals that involved pursuing terrorist 
organizations throughout the world and “working with willing and able states, enabling 
weak states, persuading reluctant states, and compelling unwilling states” to join the U.S. 
anti-terrorism effort.3 
 In March 2003, the United States invaded Iraq on the Bush Administration’s 
                                                                                                                                            
2010. Accessed April 2, 2017. 
http://content.time.com/time/nation/article/0,8599,1973131,00.html 
2 Kenneth A. Bazinet, “A Fight vs. Evil, Bush and Cabinet Tell U.S.,” New York Daily 
News, September 17, 2001. Accessed April 2, 2017. 
https://web.archive.org/web/20100505200651/http://www.nydailynews.com/archives/ne
ws/2001/09/17/2001-09-17_a_fight_vs__evil__bush_and_c.html 
3 Office of the Press Secretary, “President Bush Releases National Strategy for 
Combating Terrorism,” The White House, February 14, 2003. Accessed April 2, 2017. 
https://georgewbush-whitehouse.archives.gov/news/releases/2003/02/20030214-7.html 
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assertion that Iraq’s Ba’athist government, led by Saddam Hussein, possessed weapons of 
mass destruction. When no weapons of mass destruction were discovered, however, 
popular support for the war waned, and the Bush Administration opened itself up to 
scrutiny.4 The war in Iraq continued until December 2011, at which point the U.S. 
formally withdrew combat troops under the guidance of President Barack Obama. Over 
the remainder of the decade, President Bush refrained from using the phrase “war on 
terror,” as did President Obama when he assumed office. President Trump, too, has 
largely refrained from using the term even as his foreign policy directly addresses many 
of the goals established by President Bush.5 Though Afghanistan — still ongoing — and 
Iraq remain the only ground wars of the War on Terror, the U.S. military and intelligence 
community is involved in a number of other nations where terrorist organizations operate, 
including al-Qaeda in Yemen, the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL) in Syria and 
Iraq, al-Shabaab in Somalia, and Ansar al-Sharia in Libya.6 
 The representation of the War on Terror in American cinema first emerged in 
documentaries about the attacks and the involvement of the United States in Iraq and 
Afghanistan. Narrative features were less quick to follow; some of the earliest, such as 
Jarhead (2005) and Charlie Wilson’s War (2007), featured pre-September 11 conflicts in 
Iraq and Afghanistan, respectively, as a way of addressing the current wars in those 
                                                
4 Robert Jervis, “Reports, Politics, and Intelligence Failures: The Case of Iraq,” The 
Journal of Strategic Studies 29, no. 1 (February 2006), 49. Accessed April 1, 2017. doi: 
10.1080/01402390600566282 
5 Ben Hubbard and Michael R. Gordon, “U.S. War Footprint Grows in Middle East, With 
No Endgame in Sight,” The New York Times, March 29, 2017. Accessed March 30, 2017. 
https://www.nytimes.com/2017/03/29/world/middleeast/us-war-footprint-grows-in-
middle-east.html?_r=0 
6 Ibid. 
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nations. It was around 2007 that more films began to address the current War on Terror. 
The chapters of this study will address the financial success of these films more in-depth, 
but the box office returns for War on Terror films has been mixed at best. Recent 
successes such as Zero Dark Thirty (2012), Lone Survivor (2013), and American Sniper 
(2014) have inspired more films to address the War on Terror, and recent global events 
such as the growth of ISIL in Syria and Iraq will likely lead to more cinematic takes on 
the subject. 
 Before this study can properly analyze the formal and ideological attributes of the 
War on Terror film, an understanding of “genre” must be provided. Andrew Tudor’s 
seminal work Theories of Film provides a framework for defining a genre. Tudor writes 
that a genre, such as the Western, “provides us with a body of films to which our film can 
usefully compared, sometimes, the only body of films [emphasis author’s].”7 The 
definitions of the genre, however, are often inconsistent: films are “isolated, for which 
purposes a criterion is necessary, but the criterion is, in turn, meant to emerge from the 
empirically established common characteristics of the films.”8 That is to say, the genre is 
defined through common characteristics meant to isolate the film from other films; the 
definition is, therefore, paradoxical and unstable. Tudor argues that genres are culturally 
defined by the “social and psychological context” of the film.9 Moreover, the filmmaker, 
the audience, and the marketer may view the same film through different generic lenses: 
what the filmmaker sees as a Western, for example, the audience may receive as a 
                                                
7 Andrew Tudor, Theories of Film (New York: The Viking Press, 1973), 132–133. 
8 Tudor, Theories of Film, 138. 
9 Tudor, Theories of Film, 149. 
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melodrama set in the American West, while the marketer may advertise a romance.10  
Since genres do not have singular, stable definitions, this study will consider the 
“war film” genre as films that depict soldiers fighting a historical war against an 
ideologically-opposite enemy. The “combat film” will concern soldiers actively engaging 
in violent conflict with the enemy. The “espionage film” will focus on official federal 
government intelligence agents utilizing strategies of spycraft to obtain information 
relevant to preventing a large-scale attack by a foreign body. The “returning soldier film” 
will follow soldiers in the domestic sphere after serving in a historical war. The films 
examined in this study by no means represent the full corpus of these genres, just as the 
provided generic definitions are neither stable nor comprehensive. 
 One of the crucial concerns of this study is how the films of previous wars inform 
War on Terror films. The films examined in this study illustrate that the War on Terror 
film genre is not sui generis but rather an extension of previously-existing genres and 
subgenres. Rick Altman’s Film/Genre elaborates on the origins of genre as a historical 
cycle defined by the film industry and recognized by audiences as a body of similar films. 
As Altman notes, this mode of genre production only works with “the right type of 
material to work with, i.e., texts that clearly and simultaneously support all aspects of the 
standard generic trajectory.”11 Altman further argues that genres are not historically 
stable but in fact change through repetition. The first films in a cycle — that is, a 
collection of similarly-constructed and marketed films — serve what Altman terms a 
                                                
10 Tudor, Theories of Film, 14 
11 Rick Altman, Film/Genre (London: British Film Institute & Palgrave Macmillan, 
1999), 17. 
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“memorial” purpose that re-iterates culturally-important collective experiences.12 If the 
cycle proves profitable, more films are made, resulting in a “pseudo-memorial” that relies 
on the audience’s recognition of the cycle’s tropes. At this point in the cycle, the 
experiences conveyed in the films are codified into a “prepackaged” memory that is 
easily sold to the consumer.13 The codification of a cycle’s tropes results in a genre, and 
just as cycles mix the elements of different films, so too do genres mix the elements of 
renewed cycles over time.14 Altman’s premise, it should be noted, assumes a capitalist 
context for film production, and thus does not consider the possibility of other forces in 
the creation and definition of genres. His argument is nonetheless useful to the project of 
this study as a theory for the evolution of genre through repetition and blending. 
 The historical cycle-genre formulation is evident in the analysis of the films in 
this chapter. As previously stated, this study will demonstrate the influence of World War 
II, Vietnam War, and Cold War films on War on Terror films in generic conventions and 
ideologies. The ideological development of genres, however, is also crucial to Altman’s 
argument. Altman emphasizes that genre and cycle labels are not determined by the 
filmmakers or the viewer but by the studios that must sell the film to the mass audience. 
Genre is, therefore, an inherently promotional function of pre-selling an audience on what 
the film will offer. This also means that genre films will be encoded with specific 
ideological functions that are heterogeneous enough to appeal to the broadest possible 
audience but do not threaten hegemonic values within the film’s cultural context. For 
                                                
12 Altman, Film/Genre, 188. 
13 Altman, Film/Genre, 191. 
14 Altman, Film/Genre, 132. 
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example, a gangster film will feature a protagonist who gains power through committing 
crimes, but he always pays for his illegal actions by the end of the film. The gangster film 
enacts a myth of capitalist success through breaking the law, yet the gangster’s demise 
ensures the hegemonic moral value that crime does not pay. The ideological function, 
too, is closely tied to the notion of “memorial” in that genre films memorialize specific 
ideologies for repeated consumption. The pseudo-memorial, then, is an ideology that is 
not necessarily rooted in a historical reality but is instead myth. The repetition of genres 
is essential to mythmaking, which in turn codifies certain values and ideologies as 
integral aspects of the nation character. This study will examine how the War on Terror 
genre films rehearse myths of American exceptionalism and the inherent inferiority of 
Muslim society. 
 The characteristics of the genre are just as important as the genre’s origin. As a 
genre, the war film requires a conflict between two sides in direct moral opposition: the 
“good guys” and “bad guys” or, more succinctly, “us” and “them.” The American war 
film is consistently structured so that the “us” are U.S. soldiers — unquestionably on the 
side of “good” and the “them” are an enemy of the United States — unquestionably evil. 
Most U.S. wars since the beginnings of filmmaking have been fought in non-European, 
non-white locations, which means that the enemy in most war films is an Other — a 
foreign body (both literal and figurative) who is unlike “us” and therefore pose a credible 
threat to “our” way of life. Edward W. Saïd’s Orientalism provides a useful framework to 
better understand the process of rendering the non-Western enemy into the Other. In 
speaking about what he terms “Orientalism,” Saïd recalls a process in which “the Orient” 
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— that is, the non-Western world (namely Asia) — is constructed imaginatively through 
the experience of “the Occident” — that is, the Western world (namely Western and 
Central Europe and, later, the United States).15 Saïd’s project mostly examines European 
literature about the Orient since the 18th century, mostly focusing on accounts of travelers 
from the colonial era. Indeed, Saïd grounds his theoretical framework in the influence of 
imperialism and mostly concentrates on the constructed imperialist imaginary of the 
Orient rather than the experiences of those who occupy the space as native inhabitants (or 
even those who settled there later). The significance of Saïd’s work, however, lies in his 
consideration of how the imaginary Orient replaced the “real” Orient for the Occident, a 
process that extends beyond literature and into the realms of academia, foreign policy, 
and economics.16 
 For the purposes of this thesis, however, Saïd’s considerations of modern 
Orientalism prove particularly instructive in the presentation of an Othered, foreign 
Muslim population. As Saïd writes: 
“But the principle dogmas of Orientalism exist in their purest form today in studies of 
the Arabs and Islam. Let us recapitulate them here: one is the absolute and systematic 
difference between the West, which is rational, humane, superior, and the Orient, 
which is aberrant, undeveloped, inferior. Another dogma is that abstractions about the 
Orient, particularly those based on texts representing a ‘classical’ Oriental 
civilization, are always preferable to direct evidence from modern Oriental realities. 
A third dogma is that the Orient is eternal, uniform, and incapable of defining itself; 
therefore it is assumed that a highly generalized and systematic vocabulary for 
describing the Orient from a Western standpoint is inevitable and even scientifically 
‘objective.’ A fourth dogma is that the Orient is at bottom something either to be 
feared (the Yellow Peril, Mongol hordes, the brown dominions) or to be controlled 
                                                
15 Edward W. Saïd, Orientalism (New York: Vintage Books, 1978), 2. Page references 
are to 25th Anniversary Edition with new preface by the author. 
16 Saïd, Orientalism, 204. 
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(by pacification, research and development, outright occupation whenever 
possible.”17 
 
 Saïd presents four important concepts about the Orient: the West must be superior 
to it, the West must theorize it, the West must define it, and the West must fear it. These 
concepts are found in the American war film as well. In the War on Terror film, Iraq and 
Afghanistan are frequently depicted as uncivilized and backwards, with most civilians 
either living in rural areas or in bombed-out, mostly abandoned cities. The depiction of 
these locations is typically based on second-hand information, not on actual experience in 
the areas. For example, though financial and logistical concerns are significant in the 
production of a film, it is also perhaps telling that a film such as American Sniper (2014) 
filmed its Iraq-based story in Morocco while Lone Survivor (2013) uses New Mexico for 
Afghanistan. In fact, none of the ten films in this study with scenes set outside of the 
United States filmed in those locations, with Morocco and Jordan most frequently 
representing most of the Middle East. Most significantly, all twelve films present all Iraqi 
and Afghan civilians as potential threats to the U.S. soldier even if they do not physically 
depict the former. The underlying principle in all Saïd’s dogmas is the disavowal of 
history, culture, nation, and identity for the racialized Other. This disavowal is necessary 
to the construction of the enemy in the American war film, for the soldier’s actions 
cannot be justified if there is empathy for the enemy.  
 The War on Terror film does not, however, uniformly Other the Iraqi and Afghan 
people. For example, Norween Mingnant’s chapter “Beyond Muezzins and Mujahideen: 
Middle-Eastern Voices in Post-9/11 Hollywood Movies” explores the treatment of 
                                                
17 Saïd, Orientalism, 301. 
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Middle-Eastern voices and languages in Hollywood films after the attacks of September 
11. Mingnant notes that Hollywood films took several tactics for presenting Middle-
Eastern voices: speaking in English, speaking in subtitled indigenous languages, speaking 
in unsubtitled indigenous languages, or not speaking at all. Although the latter two were 
most common in the years immediately following the attacks, later films were more 
willing to include subtitles for languages ranging from Arabic to Persian, Urdu, Hindi, 
Pashto, and Dari.18 Some films, such as Syriana (2005) and Body of Lies (2008), feature 
U.S. characters speaking in Middle Eastern languages, a trend that Mingnant notes, 
somewhat cynically: “by trying to learn new languages and customs, by recognizing it as 
necessary for the good of the United States, the U.S. characters show a linguistic and 
cultural openness that is quite new.”19 The progression of recognizing Middle-Eastern 
voices was accompanied by the casting of Middle-Eastern actors to play Middle-Eastern 
characters, providing the region with a voice in Hollywood films and creating a more fair 
representation. It should be noted, however, that in many cases Middle Eastern actors 
played characters of different ethnicities; Israeli actors frequently played Arab characters 
in the immediate decade following the September 11 attacks.20 
 “Who is speaking” is important to consider in terms of representation, and in the 
War on Terror film the choice of language is significant. Several of the films examined in 
                                                
18 Norween Mingnant, “Beyond Muezzins and Mujahideen: Middle-Eastern Voices in 
Post-9/11 Hollywood Movies,” in Muslims and American Pop Culture, eds. Anne 
Richards and Iraj Omidvar, Vol. 1 (Praeger, 2014), 172. Accessed September 13, 2016. 
http://site.ebrary.com.ezproxy.bu.edu/lib/bostonuniv/reader.action?docID=10873730&pp
g=188. 
19 Mingnant, “Beyond Muezzins and Mujahideen,” 186. 
20 Mingnant, “Beyond Muezzins and Mujahideen,” 171. 
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this project problematically utilize Middle-Eastern languages spoken by the enemy 
combatants, either by not translating any of their dialogue through on-screen subtitles or 
by only translating portions through subtitles or a translator character. In either case, but 
the speaker’s native language exoticizes the speaker and threatens the safety of the U.S. 
soldier. In other words, the use of native languages does not inherently clash with the 
ideological construction of the war film: language can humanize or vilify the film’s 
Muslim characters, sometimes performing both functions for different characters within 
the film. It should also be noted that only one of the twelve films in this study features a 
white American protagonist who fluently speaks Arabic, further demonstrating the films’ 
use of non-English languages as a threat to the U.S. protagonist. 
 The question of “who is speaking,” though, should not be limited to the 
representation of Muslim characters. Extrapolating on Mingnant’s idea of question whose 
voice is articulating the themes of the film, none of the films discussed in this study were 
made by or star active members of the U.S. military. In some cases, such as Zero Dark 
Thirty (2012) and Lone Survivor, assistance is provided by the military-intelligence 
community, as the CIA cooperated with the filmmakers of the former and the Marines 
assisted with preparation for the latter. The CIA and Marines, however, did not write, 
direct, or star in the films, and therefore the authorship of these films must be considered 
when discussing the ideological structures of the films and the War on Terror genre. 
“Who is speaking” in the returning soldier film, for example, is not necessarily actual 
soldiers but rather the film industry presenting a particular vision of the returning 
soldier’s story. This study will make note of the involvement of the military-intelligence 
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community where appropriate, but otherwise it should be understood that the 
representations and ideologies in these films are articulated by the filmmakers, not 
necessarily by the communities represented in the film. 
 To that end, the representation of U.S. soldiers and intelligence agents in the War 
on Terror is also important. John Garofolo examines the construction of the “warrior” 
identity of soldiers in American war films. Garofolo describes the warrior as “the symbol 
of the nation itself, revered, special, and endowed with superior qualities of bravery, 
virtue, and honor.”21 Military service is, therefore, presented as a “higher calling” meant 
only for those who are worthy of such a distinction.22 The warrior identity is a necessary 
component of the ideological representation of the U.S. soldier: the soldier represents the 
“superior qualities” of the United States and, thus, the moral justification for war. 
Garofolo elaborates that war films are a crucial recruiting tool for the military and thus 
codify the warrior identity for the “armchair warriors” and non-warriors of the United 
States.23 Garofolo quotes author and former Marine Anthony Swofford: “The magic 
brutality of the [Vietnam War] films celebrates the terrible and despicable beauty of [a 
warrior’s] fighting skills. Fight, rape, war, pillage, burn. Filmic images of death and 
carnage are pornography for the military man.”24 In other words, war films embolden 
soldiers and potential soldiers for battle by modelling, instructing, and valorizing the 
warrior identity. 
                                                
21 Garofolo, “War Films,” 38. 
22 Ibid. 
23 Garofolo, “War Films,” 36. 
24 Garofolo, “War Films,” 37. 
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 The valorizing process that Garofolo describes is an essential ideological function 
of the war film. As Garofolo states: 
“A society relies on idealism to raise and maintain a military force. No one goes 
into a war they think they are going to lose, unless they are attacked and have no 
other alternative. Even when forced into war, idealism (and, perhaps, hopeful 
optimism) is a necessary component of encouraging recruits to engage in warfare. 
Otherwise, in the absence of idealism, the military runs the risk of becoming a 
hollow force, as seen during the post-Vietnam War era – a force haunted by 
fighting an unpopular war that called the very existence of the military institution 
into question.”25 
 
To valorize the U.S. soldier is to valorize the institution of the military and, therefore, 
idealize war as a just and necessary operation. American war films perform this 
ideological function through the construction of the warrior identity, which encourages 
viewers of all political persuasions to view the soldier as a “superior” and often 
“apolitical” figure. Moreover, war films present the excitement of war without the danger 
actual soldiers face on the battlefield, giving what Garofolo refers to as “armchair 
warriors” the vicarious pleasure of experiencing war.26 War films, therefore, play to both 
sides of the political divide by presenting war as both exciting and terrifying, with the 
valiant soldier serving as the connective tissue between the two sides. 
 Much of the public discourse about American War on Terror films has not 
focused on pro-war sentiments. On the contrary, many of the films in this chapter were 
promoted by both filmmakers and critics as anti-war statements or, at the very least, 
“apolitical” depictions of the “reality” of war. For example, in promotional interviews for 
Stop-Loss (2008), actors Channing Tatum and Ryan Phillippe described their film as “not 
                                                
25 Ibid. 
26 Garofolo, “War Films,” 48. 
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political” and “not leftist or anti-war.”27 On the other hand, critical reviews of Good Kill 
(2015) frequently referred to the film as “anti-war” in its depiction of drone warfare.28 
The “anti-war” and “apolitical” labels were used as a promotional technique to appeal to 
a politically-liberal audience. Films, however, are heterogeneous in meaning, and both 
Stop-Loss and Good Kill — indeed, every film discussed in this study — are made to 
appeal to both liberal and conservative audiences. 
 A crucial concern of this study is untangling the heterogeneous meanings of the 
selected films, including the notion that the films are “anti-war.” Agnieszka Soltysik 
Monnet argues that no narrative war film can be antiwar since “many films that present 
war as painful, horrific and costly also represent it as important and necessary.”29 Monnet 
asserts that because the Hollywood production system — the creators of American 
narrative war films — is bound to commercial interests, films “will often ‘balance’ 
antiwar themes with patriotic or pro-military gestures or celebrations of individual 
heroism and sacrifice.”30 Therefore, the viewer presented with multiple vantage points for 
constructing the meaning of the film, often through negotiated readings that compromise 
two opposing interpretations. For example, a viewer could interpret a combat film about 
                                                
27 Steve Weintraub, “Ryan Phillippe and Channing Tatum Interview STOP-LOSS,” 
Collider, March 26, 2008. Accessed April 1, 2017. http://collider.com/ryan-phillippe-
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28 Geoffrey Macnab, “Good Kill, film review: Bombs and barbecues for Ethan Hawke in 
the Las Vegas drone zone,” The Independent, April 9, 2015. Accessed April 1, 2017, 
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29 Agnieszka Soltysik Monnet, “Is There Such a Thing as an Antiwar Film?,” in A 
Companion to the War Film, eds. Douglas A. Cunningham and John C. Nelson (Malden, 
MA: John Wiley & Sons, 2016), 404. 
30 Monnet, “Is There Such a Thing as an Antiwar Film?,” 408. 
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the Iraq War as a statement that the reasons for going to war are flawed (anti-war), but 
U.S. soldiers serve in the war because duty to the nation supersedes disagreements on 
motive (pro-war). As Monnet notes, “a specific war may not necessarily depict all war as 
necessarily wrong,” just as depicting war “as costly and horrific may nevertheless suggest 
that a specific war is necessary and worth the cost.”31 Negotiated readings of the war 
appeal to the widest potential audience, thus insuring (theoretically) that producers and 
studios will recoup their investment in the war film. 
 Monnet outlines the strategies that many war films utilize in attempts to condemn 
war, including: 
• Using children as victims of combat (this includes both civilians and young 
soldiers) 
• Focusing on the soldier’s home life and relationships 
• Inclusion of the “enemy” as a humanized figure (either soldiers or civilians, but 
rarely both) 
• Presenting the war through a cynical tone 
• Aesthetic and narrative excess32 
Each of these strategies intends to provoke moral outrage in the viewer that will then 
translate into anti-war sentiments. None of these strategies are utilized equally, however. 
For example, a Hollywood film is unlikely to depict U.S. soldiers killing children, and 
even when one does — such as American Sniper (2014)  — it is because the child poses a 
direct threat to American lives. Similarly, as Saïd and Mingnant touch on and this study 
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will analyze in much greater detail, the “humanized” Other is typically a token figure 
within most U.S. war films. As the returning soldier film will demonstrate, focusing on 
the soldier’s home life and relationships is just as effective in reaffirming the necessity 
and morality of war as it is at making an anti-war statement. This study will, therefore, 
demonstrate that War on Terror films contain heterogeneous ideological concerns that 
often support the principles of the War on Terror with surface overtures made to 
opposition. 
 This thesis will examine the War on Terror film through three distinct subgenres 
of the war film. The first chapter will investigate the combat film, with Lone Survivor 
(2013), American Sniper (2014), The Hurt Locker (2009), and Good Kill (2015). This 
chapter will argue that the War on Terror combat genre is a cycle of films that borrows 
from the conventions of both the World War II and Vietnam War combat genres in 
construction and ideological project. Narratively, the combat film requires an objective 
for the U.S. soldier(s) to complete, typically involving violent conflict with a Muslim 
enemy in either Iraq or Afghanistan. The film will often feature a bifurcated narrative, 
spending some time with the protagonist at home between tours of duty, thus collapsing 
the boundaries between the homefront and the battlefront. The U.S. soldier may be 
traumatized by their experience in combat, but he (always he) nonetheless exemplifies 
the upstanding values of the United States on the battlefield. Muslim characters, on the 
other hand, are typically presented as either active combatants or as potential threats to 
the security of the U.S. soldiers. Very few Muslim characters, if any, are sympathetic to 
U.S. interests, and they are largely characterized as unknowable alien Others. 
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Aesthetically, excessive visuals and sounds such as explosions and gunfire create a 
spectacle of warfare that is at once pleasurable and horrific to the audience. The spectacle 
enunciates the multiplicity of ideological meanings within the text of the combat, yet the 
characterizations of U.S. soldiers and Muslim combatants and the soldier’s successful 
completion of the narrative objective affirm the necessity of the wars in Iraq and 
Afghanistan for the security of the United States. 
 The second chapter will examine the espionage film through the examples of The 
Kingdom (2007), Body of Lies (2008), Zero Dark Thirty (2012), and 13 Hours: The 
Secret Soldiers of Benghazi (2016). This chapter will argue that the War on Terror 
espionage film recycles the generic and ideological structures of the Cold War espionage 
film. The narrative concerns a protagonist who is an intelligence officer for the United 
States — typically the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) or Federal Bureau of 
Investigation (FBI) — tracking a terrorist by navigating both bureaucratic red tape in the 
U.S. government and enemy agents of terrorist networks abroad. The protagonist is 
typically limited in narrative agency at first but becomes more powerful as new 
information is revealed. The intelligence agency that the agent works for may be 
presented as either competent and effective or incompetent and obstructive, but the agent 
is always the former. The agent could also be male or female, which differs greatly from 
the almost exclusively male protagonists of the combat film. Unlike the U.S. soldier, the 
intelligence agent may be morally ambiguous in their work; however, if the agent does 
engage in ethically questionable activity, such as torture, the results almost always justify 
the means. As in the combat film, Muslim characters are almost uniformly dangerous and 
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untrustworthy, as well as incompetent and helpless. The espionage film’s aesthetic excess 
— point-of-view shots, manipulative musical scores — create tension and thrills for the 
viewer, providing a spectacle of intelligence gathering that at once excites and shocks. 
The espionage film not only justifies the non-military aspects of the War on Terror, but 
the genre also enacts a fantasy of the individual’s potential to alter historical events. The 
espionage film, therefore, provides fantastic resolutions to the War on Terror where very 
few successes seem to exist in the real world. 
 Finally, the third chapter evaluates the returning soldier film, with Home of the 
Brave (2006), Stop-Loss (2008), The Messenger (2009), and Grace is Gone (2007) 
serving as case studies. As in the combat genre, the War on Terror returning soldier genre 
is a cycle of films that borrows from the returning soldier films of both World War II and 
the Vietnam War for generic and ideological construction. It should be noted, however, 
that the World War II and Vietnam War ideological conventions are somewhat at odds 
with one another, and the War on Terror returning soldier film attempts to reconcile those 
ideological differences by presenting the war as a necessary action while emphasizing the 
personal struggles of soldiers returning from war. The narrative involves the U.S. 
soldier’s struggle to reintegrate into civilian society after serving in Iraq or Afghanistan. 
Though there may be some sequences within the film set in a conflict zone, most of the 
narrative takes place in the United States — almost exclusively within small towns or 
mid-sized suburban areas. The U.S. soldier is characterized as psychologically damaged 
by the war and struggling to negotiate the warrior identity with the civilian identity. The 
soldier’s reintegration process is hampered by a civilian society that is unprepared to care 
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for the soldier. Muslim characters rarely appear onscreen in returning soldier films, but 
may be spoken of by the soldier — though almost always in either patronizing or 
antagonistic terms. Aesthetically, the returning soldier film utilizes visual techniques such 
as close-ups and aural aspects such as excessive musical scores to generate an emotional 
spectacle that is coded as “personal” for the soldier. The melodramatic excess creates 
sympathy for the soldier in his struggle to adjust to life after war as a civilian, but it does 
not question the soldier’s patriotism. Indeed, the soldier frequently affirms the necessity 
of going to war and fulfilling the “higher calling” of the warrior. The returning soldier 
film, too, affirms the necessity of the War on Terror and the virtue of U.S. soldiers. 
 By analyzing the combat, espionage, and returning soldier film genres in-depth, 
this study will provide a framework for understanding how the War on Terror is depicted 
in American war films. If genres are formed from film cycles that reiterate a certain set of 
formal conventions, then War on Terror films reconfigure the conventions of war films 
from World War II and the Vietnam War to form subgenres that are specific to the War 
on Terror. Similarly, if genres are ideologically-loaded constructs, then War on Terror 
films utilize generic conventions to create heterogeneous ideologies that, while appealing 
to an anti-war audience, nonetheless affirms the justifications for the War on Terror and 
the necessity of war for the security of the United States. The War on Terror combat film, 
espionage film, and returning soldier film exemplify this generic and ideological project 
in American cinema. 
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CHAPTER ONE: THE COMBAT FILM 
The War on Terror, by its very nature, is an abstract war: it is a war against 
terrorism, not against any one particularly group or nation. As such, the combat genre 
seems like an ill fit for the War on Terror film. There are no national militaries for the 
U.S. military to engage; instead, insurgent groups of varying loyalties and objectives are 
the enemy. Yet, as this chapter will explore, several films demonstrate how the combat 
film works within the context of the War on Terror. First, the U.S. military’s 
engagements in Afghanistan (2001–present) and Iraq (2003–present) dominated much of 
the media coverage of the War on Terror during its first decade, providing the framework 
and source material for contemporary war films. Secondly, the War on Terror combat 
film is constructed through a cycle that borrows from the World War II combat film and 
the Vietnam War combat film to create a pastiche genre that is nonetheless unique to its 
historical moment.  
 This chapter will examine the War on Terror combat film through an in-depth 
analysis of four films. Lone Survivor (2013) most closely mimics the World War II 
combat film by detailing the grueling firefight of four Navy SEALs surrounded by 
Taliban fighters after a family of goat herders compromises their mission. The Hurt 
Locker (2009) takes a more episodic approach, following a bomb disposal unit through 
their tour in Baghdad in the years after the invasion of Iraq. This film reflects the 
Vietnam War combat film more than the others, and it provides a valuable study of 
aesthetic excess for creating the “experience” of war. American Sniper (2014) is a more 
symmetrical bricolage of World War II combat film and Vietnam War combat film 
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characteristics: the film concerns Marine sniper Chris Kyle’s experiences in Iraq and the 
psychological effects of warfare on his domestic life. Kyle, therefore, is a complication of 
the warrior figure: valiant in battle but victimized by the experience. These three films 
additionally resemble the combat films of the past by depicting the lives of soldiers on 
the ground in the Afghanistan and Iraq wars. 
 The fourth film, however, presents a form of combat that is unique to the War on 
Terror. Good Kill (2015) focuses on a team of unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) operators 
based in Nevada who pilot UAVs (also known as drones) in Afghanistan and Yemen, 
carrying out strategic strikes against presumed al-Qaeda targets. Combat spaces and 
domestic spaces collapse in this film, resulting in an unprecedented crisis for the soldiers 
involved. The film, however, qualifies as a combat film because, like the three other 
films, it synthesizes conventions of both the World War II and Vietnam War combat 
films into the new postmodern genre of the War on Terror combat film. The only 
difference is that the soldiers of Good Kill never set foot in the warzones they are 
engaged in. This chapter will conclude with an analysis of Good Kill, then, as a potential 
blueprint for how the War on Terror combat film can continue to evolve with the nature 
of real-world warfare. 
 The War on Terror combat film can thus be defined through narrative, 
characterization, and aesthetic conventions, which ideologically affirm the U.S. 
government’s rhetoric for the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan. Like the World War II 
combat film, the War on Terror combat film features a mythic protagonist who is stoic, 
skilled, and committed to the war effort. Other soldiers from diverse backgrounds may 
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join the protagonist, but the focus is mostly on the protagonist alone. There is an 
objective for the protagonist to complete, but unlike the World War II combat film, the 
narrative ends in uncertainty about the future of the war effort, a concept borrowed from 
the Vietnam War combat film. The War on Terror combat film, therefore, complicates 
the clear-cut morality of the World War II combat film by importing the ambiguity and 
brutality of the Vietnam War combat film, all within a new, decidedly foreign combat 
arena. 
 This is not to say, however, that the film is critical of the war effort. On the 
contrary, the War on Terror combat film affirms the necessity of the conflict in three 
ways. One, the narrative excludes political discussion by focusing on the lives of the men 
(they are almost always men) fighting on the ground. These men embody the warrior 
ethos that is necessary to achieve the military’s goals in the theater of war. Two, the 
construction of the enemy — Iraqi and Afghan combatants and civilians alike — denies 
these characters the same degree of humanity and justification supplied to the U.S. 
soldiers. The enemy is not to be understood or empathized, but civilians at least need to 
be sympathized with to justify the humanitarian rationale of U.S. military involvement. 
Three, aesthetic excess creates a version of warfare inspired by the television news 
coverage of the real-world wars, thus lending authenticity to the “experience” of the 
audience vis-à-vis the soldier. Techniques such as layered, loud soundscapes featuring 
explosions and gunshots and handheld cinematography create the impression of “real” 
experience of war, thus ideally aligning the viewer with the perspective of the soldier and 
empathizing with him. These three aspects ensure the War on Terror combat film, like the 
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combat films of previous wars, uphold the rationale for war and provide viewers with 
spectacle and pleasure even when criticizing aspects of the war.  
 The War on Terror combat film, therefore, is defined as follows. The film’s 
narrative typically features either a group of U.S. soldiers or a single U.S. soldier working 
toward a common military-oriented goal. The objective, however, becomes more abstract 
as the narrative details the soldiers’ lives both at war and at home, causing the boundaries 
between frontlines and the homefront to collapse. The bifurcated narrative thus separates 
the soldiers from the enemy combatants by only humanizing the former. The U.S. 
soldiers are characterized as damaged by their experiences but virtuous, proudly 
representing the values of the United States while facing difficult personal conflicts. The 
people of Iraq and Afghanistan, however, are alien and dangerous; very few, if any, of 
these characters receive sympathetic or humanized representation. Aesthetic excess 
creates the spectacle of war, but the spectacle invites as much empathy for the damage 
inflicted upon the soldier as it does the pleasure in seeing violent warfare. The War on 
Terror combat film does not, however, ideologically question the validity of the war 
effort. On the contrary, the film maintains the necessity of the war by valorizing the 
soldiers fighting them, dehumanizing the enemy, and inviting audiences to bear witness 
to their experiences. 
 What signifies the combat film as a genre, particularly in War on Terror films? A 
survey of films made about previous American wars provides a framework for the 
genre’s identity. In his book The War on Terror: 9/11 Frames Per Second, Terence 
McSweeney argues that the War on Terror film follows the established models of the 
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World War II combat film along with the models of the Vietnam War combat film in an 
effort to package the invasions of Afghanistan and Iraq as righteous, virtuous fights. 
More specifically, using the conventions of WWII combat films sutures national wounds: 
a film using the mythology of WWII “attempts to erase the ruptures and tensions caused 
by 9/11” — and, it is implied, Vietnam — “by assuring Americans of both their military 
and moral superiority.”33 The mythology is supported by the involvement of United 
States military personnel in the production of several prominent films, including The 
Hurt Locker, Lone Survivor, and American Sniper. Cooperation with military figures, 
according to McSweeney, recalls the mobilization of Hollywood in World War II, during 
which major studios sought military assistance to promote the war effort through morale-
boosting films.34 Thus these films construct the American soldier as a patriot willing to 
sacrifice himself to a noble cause, since “to give one’s life for one’s country is the very 
pinnacle of masculinity and patriotism.”35 
 McSweeney is wise to note that the influence of the Vietnam War combat film is 
not insubstantial. Drawing from the work of John Storey, McSweeney outlines the 
following basic characteristics of the Vietnam War combat film: 
• Historical and political disconnect from the soldiers’ experience in combat 
• Disavowal of any notion that the U.S. military had an advantage over Vietnamese 
guerrillas 
• Absence of contemporary anti-war sentiment 
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• Exclusion of Vietnamese casualties in favor of an exclusively U.S. perspective 
• Characterization of Vietnamese as “unambiguous Other” 
• Presentation of any atrocity committed by U.S. soldiers as an “isolated act of 
madness” 
• Victimization of the U.S. soldier and, by proxy, the U.S. as a nation.36 
The last of these points is particularly thorny, an issue that I will approach in greater 
detail in the next chapter. It should be noted, however, that the Vietnam War combat film 
in McSweeney’s construction does not question the motives of the soldiers in combat, 
instead focusing on the experience of combat and the toll it takes on the soldiers fighting 
it. Several War on Terror combat films, including all four of the films examined in this 
chapter, address the soldier-protagonist’s experience with combat-related trauma and 
post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD). This approach signifies that War on Terror combat 
films share characteristics with both WWII and Vietnam War combat films, and suggests 
that the War on Terror combat film genre could be understood as a pastiche of those 
previous war genres. 
 It is important to note that McSweeney’s construction of the Vietnam War combat 
film does not appear to include space for anti-war statements. Agnieszka Soltysik 
Monnet, however, argues that even if war films cannot be wholly anti-war, they cannot 
be wholly pro-war either. The victimization of the U.S. soldier especially recalls one of 
Monnet’s key strategies for anti-war ideology in war films: focusing on the soldier’s 
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home life and relationships.37 Though McSweeney refers only to the U.S. soldier on the 
battlefield as a victim, both McSweeney and Monnet discuss victimization as a means of 
generating audience sympathy for the U.S. soldier. This is a sympathy that, as 
McSweeney notes, is only reserved for the U.S. soldier and not for the film’s Vietnamese 
characters. The disavowal of sympathy for the enemy thus opens the possibility for both 
pro-war and anti-war ideologies: the U.S. soldier may suffer, but it is only because the 
enemy is unrelentingly inhuman and must be stopped for the safety of the United States. 
War on Terror combat films utilize this same strategy by denying viewer sympathy to the 
film’s Muslim characters and victimizing the U.S. soldier, thus justifying the wars and 
the sacrifices the soldier makes.  
 If McSweeney outlines the Vietnam War combat film, then what does the WWII 
combat film look (and sound) like? Ensley F. Guffey explicitly defines the WWII combat 
film in his chapter, “Joss Whedon Throws His Mighty Shield: Marvel’s The Avengers as 
War Film.” Guffey works with a definition of the genre by Whedon’s mentor Jeanine 
Basinger: 
“Such a film must have a group that is ‘a mixture of unrelated types, with various 
ethnic and socioeconomic backgrounds. They may be from different military 
forces and/or different countries. They are of different ages. Some have never 
fought in combat before, and others are experienced’…The group must undertake 
a military objective: ‘the objective may have been a secret, or it may have been 
planned in advance, or it may have grown out of necessity.’”38 
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Notably, this is a distinctly American narrative: the American heroes are the only ones 
capable of defeating the enemy and saving the innocents. Guffey’s main argument is that 
even though the superheroes of Marvel’s The Avengers are not bound to any particular 
nation, they are closely associated with the United States and are the only ones who can 
defeat the alien threat. Though Guffey’s close reading of the film supports this generic 
definition, the film draws from other genres as well — the disaster film, for example — 
that complicate a simple reading as a WWII combat film. 
 For the purposes of this chapter, however, Guffey and Basinger’s framework for 
the WWII combat film genre is enlightening. In this formulation, the group of soldiers 
cannot be from the same sociocultural backgrounds: there must be diversity within the 
group. As a result, there will be conflict within the group that can only be resolved by the 
shared military objective: that is, engaging in combat with the enemy.39 This narrative 
construction is particularly significant because of its reliance on myth. The WWII combat 
film presents a mythic vision of the war in which a diverse group of soldiers — 
representing the diversity of the United States — set their differences aside for the 
common goal of defending U.S. values (which are understood as inherently, morally 
right). The diverse makeup of the main characters is evident in War on Terror combat 
films such as The Hurt Locker and Good Kill (and to a lesser extent, Lone Survivor); 
however, Good Kill deviates slightly from this formulation by ultimately dividing the 
team rather than uniting them under the common objective. 
 John Garofolo further examines the WWII combat film, particularly noting the 
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differences between the films made during the conflict and the films made in the decades 
afterward. Garofolo writes that WWII was “the most motion-picture friendly war of the 
last century” because of “the attraction of adventure, romance, and melodrama” as well 
as “the possibility of closure and the comfort of moral certainty.”40 Thus the films of the 
era constructed the mythology of the war as a noble cause that the U.S. must be involved 
in. WWII combat films of the era presented an idealized version of the war, one in which 
there were clear delineations between “good” and “evil” and comfort in the knowledge 
that “good” — that is, the United States — would ultimately prevail. 
 WWII combat films made in the subsequent years, on the other hand, have proven 
to be somewhat more complex. In the years following the war, U.S. society stratified 
because of multiple factors, including the Selective Service Act of 1948 and Universal 
Military Training and Service Act of 1951. These two pieces of legislation, Garofolo 
argues through journalist Susan Faludi, created two classes of men: “those who would be 
the businessmen, engineers, and scientists of society, and the rest, who would be 
soldiers.”41 As a result, subsequent soldiers (and wars) were measured in relation to the 
mediated images of WWII presented by Hollywood. As guidelines on what could be 
shown onscreen loosened, WWII combat films became more graphic in their depiction of 
violence and carnage, perhaps most famously represented by the D-Day sequence in 
Steven Spielberg’s Saving Private Ryan (1998). The mythology, however, remained the 
same, as WWII continues to be presented as a morally unambiguous war in which “good” 
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prevails. The WWII combat film model thus serves as a framework for filtering the 
complex realities of war into a less ambiguous moral framework. 
 John Garofolo’s discussion of the “warrior” identity proves enlightening to the 
characterization of the U.S. soldier in WWII combat films and War on Terror combat 
films alike. As Garofolo notes, the World War II combat film mythologizes the U.S. 
soldier as an “elevated” being in U.S. society, one who is virtuous, courageous, and 
noble. The soldiers of subsequent wars are, therefore, measured against the mediated, 
mythological soldiers of the World War II combat film. This is true of the mediated 
soldiers of subsequent wars as well, including the War on Terror. Chris Kyle (American 
Sniper) and Marcus Luettrel (Lone Survivor), for example, recall John Wayne’s role in 
The Fighting Seabees (1944) and Robert Montgomery’s role in They Were Expendable 
(1945), respectively, as tough U.S. soldiers unintimidated by the overwhelming force of 
the enemy. The U.S. soldiers in the War on Terror combat film are informed by the 
mediated construction of the soldiers of the World War II combat film, thus enacting a 
reiteration of the warrior identity for a new generation of soldiers. 
 The construction of “the enemy” is just as essential to the combat film as the 
construction of the U.S. soldier. Bernard F. Dick’s chapter “Japs on Their Minds” 
historically situates the “us versus them” binary by examining the representation of 
Japanese characters in World War II films, particularly the films made during and 
immediately after the war. The depiction of the Japanese was almost uniformly 
degrading: “’the Jap’ is neither a white slaver nor a warlord, bottom lit to look as if he 
has just emerged from the nether world; instead the Jap is subhuman, a lethal object, a 
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thing that, when incinerated, becomes ‘fried Jap’ (Air Force, God is My Co-Pilot).”42 
Even after the war, when Hollywood made films featuring sympathetic Nazis, Japanese 
characters were still treated with disdain and distrust. Films set in the pre-war era ignored 
Japanese history outright: “films about the Nazis had been set in prewar Europe, but none 
about the Japanese had been set in pre-Pearl Harbor Japan, but only in China and the 
Philippines.”43 Most significantly, WWII combat films of the era presented the Japanese 
as a single-minded mass that lacked culture, humanity, and history. This construction 
would continue for the post-war years as well: Dick cites Tora! Tora! Tora! (1970) as the 
first American film to present the attack of Pearl Harbor from the perspective of the 
Japanese.44 Thus, unlike the Nazis or Italian Fascists, the Japanese are relegated purely to 
the status of Other largely based on race and non-European cultural heritage. 
 The representation of Middle Eastern characters in films such as American Sniper, 
The Hurt Locker, and Lone Survivor confirm a similar Othering project in War on Terror 
films, though not always to the same degree. The significance of Dick’s argument, 
however, compliments both McSweeney’s construction of the Vietnam War combat film 
and Guffey’s and Garofolo’s constructions of the WWII combat film. The combat film in 
American cinema positions the U.S. military against an enemy that is inherently evil and, 
in most cases, barbaric. The Japanese, Vietnamese, and Iraqis and Afghans are denied 
history, complex motivation, and humanity in combat films, thus preventing their deaths 
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from reflecting poorly on U.S. soldiers. Significantly, enemy combatants do not answer a 
higher calling: American combat films deny the enemy a warrior class so that only the 
U.S. soldier’s fight is a just cause. This will recur many times in the War on Terror 
combat film. 
 Edward W. Saïd’s theory of Orientalism informs the consistency of the Othered 
enemy from World War II to the War on Terror. Like the Japanese villains described by 
Dick, the Muslim enemies of War on Terror combat film are denied humanity and are 
frequently depicted as what they are imagined to be like. Thus, images such as the 
crowded bazaar, the veiled woman walking with her child in the nearly-abandoned 
streets, and the menacing onlookers posing a threat but not visibly armed recur 
throughout the films of the genre. What is excluded, significantly, is daily life for the 
citizens of these countries. The bustling shopping centers of Karada in Baghdad, for 
example, contradict the imagined bombed-out warzone of Baghdad, while the vibrant 
nightlife of Kabul disputes the idea of Afghanistan as a pre-modern tribal society. These 
areas, therefore, are neglected in favor of depicting an exoticized and distinctly Othered 
Muslim world that disavows the daily lives of the citizens of Iraq and Afghanistan. 
 Similarly, Norween Mingnant’s concept of “who is speaking” is important to 
consider in terms of representation, and in the War on Terror combat film the choice of 
language is significant. The Hurt Locker, American Sniper, and Lone Survivor all 
problematically utilize Middle-Eastern languages spoken by the enemy combatants, as 
the language exoticizes the speaker and threatens the safety of the U.S. soldier. In Good 
Kill, Muslim characters do not speak at all — they are, in a twist of meta-commentary, 
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merely images on a screen, incapable of speaking for themselves. In other words, the use 
of native languages does not inherently clash with the construction of the combat film: 
language can humanize or exoticize Iraqi or Afghan characters, sometimes performing 
both functions for different characters within the film. A deeper analysis of the role of 
language in each film will continue later in this chapter. 
 François Debrix considers the concept of Othering as well, but unlike Dick, Saïd, 
and Mingnant, he examines the aesthetics of constructing the Other. Debrix discusses the 
influence of sublime war aesthetics — “spectacular, violent and shocking images of 
‘others’ in distress or harm’s way in places where America’s wars are being fought” — 
on the dominant ideology of the war effort.45 Debrix describes the sublime using Kantian 
terms, explaining that the sublime is “first experienced by us, spectators of a visual scene 
or admirers of a work of art, as a strong, confusing emotion that is often felt as pain or 
shock.”46 The trauma of the image thus demands closure, which is supplied by logic. 
Logic is configured through encoded ideology, which in the case of Iraq War imagery 
assures viewers of the good humanitarian intentions of the United States military for 
invading Iraq. Debrix also describes a phenomenon called the “apostrophe,” which is “a 
mode of arrest, a deviation of visual perception that appears to call into being a new 
subject position, and directs a new identification towards something that, at first, does not 
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make sense and yet must be expected and accepted.”47 The apostrophe, therefore, disrupts 
the convenient perception of the image in favor of an inconvenient position. Debrix 
concludes by examining ways of dislocating sublime images from ideology, focusing on 
the “event-as-surprise:” an image that is excessive but without meaning, and therefore 
resists ideological context.48 
 Debrix specifically cites war photography of maimed Iraqi civilians as evidence 
of the U.S. ideology at work. The specific ideology Debrix refers to is that images of 
suffering Iraqis affirm “sentiments and beliefs about humanity, what it means to be free, 
democratic, saved, safe, and finally sound as a human being” that “only America and 
Americans (even if the Americans are soldiers) can provide.”49 In other words, the 
images of suffering Iraqis affirm the dominant narrative of the U.S. waging a 
humanitarian war that is meant to liberate the Iraqi people and improve their lives, even if 
the civilians in the photographs were wounded as a result of U.S. military action. 
Notably, Debrix’s framework requires the spectator of a photograph to adopt the U.S. 
perspective, and he does not account for how, perhaps, an Iraqi spectator would view the 
photograph. 
 War on Terror combat films utilize the images of suffering Iraqis and Afghans for 
the same purpose: to justify the wars as humanitarian actions. As McSweeney outlined 
for the Vietnam War combat film and Garofolo confirmed in his discussion of the 
warrior, the U.S. soldier must be virtuous, noble, and decidedly good. The images of 
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suffering civilians, such as an Iraqi man unwillingly outfitted with a bomb jacket in The 
Hurt Locker, or Afghan villagers terrorized by a warlord in Lone Survivor, convey the 
necessary ideological message that the local population is incapable of helping 
themselves and thus need the assistance of U.S. soldiers to “fix” their lives. Thus, as 
much as War on Terror films attempt to humanize the Iraqis and Afghans through their 
suffering, the images are just as successful at dehumanizing them by rendering them 
helpless without the protection of U.S. soldiers. 
 Sue Tait similarly investigates the spectatorship of war violence through mediated 
images, only she turns her attention to “body horror” Internet sites that publish combat 
and torture videos taken in war zones. Tait identifies four distinct gazes for the 
spectatorship of body horror: “an amoral gaze, whereby the suffering subject becomes a 
source of stimulation and pleasure; a vulnerable gaze, where viewers experience harm 
from graphic imagery; an entitled gaze, where viewers frame their looking through anti-
censorship discourses; and a responsive gaze, whereby looking is a precedent to 
action.”50 Central to these gazes is the idea of pleasure and displeasure, in which the 
spectator either enjoys or detests the image being witnessed. Similarly, these gazes come 
with political and experiential discourses. The amoral and entitled gazes, for example, 
require the spectator to take some form of pleasure in viewing the image, either in the 
contents of the image itself (amoral) or the act of viewing the image (entitled). The 
vulnerable and responsive gazes, on the other hand, require the displeasure of the 
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spectator in contents of the image and in the act of viewing. The responsive gaze, 
however, appeals to a socially progressive experience on that encourages the spectator to 
“take action” in response to the image. But, as Susan Sontag notes, “all photographs wait 
to be explained or falsified by their captions” — that is, all images gain meaning through 
context.51 If the responsive gaze is to provoke action, it can only do so within the context 
of the violence depicted in the image. 
 Drawing from the notion that a film can have multiple meanings, it makes sense 
to apply Tait’s gazes to the violence of the combat film. The War on Terror combat film 
particularly plays to the amoral and responsive gazes, often at the same time. As Monnet 
argued, the American war film relies on the spectacle of war as a selling point, and thus 
cannot properly be considered antiwar. Lone Survivor, for example, presents the violent 
shootout between the cornered Navy SEALs and the Taliban militia in graphic detail that 
is both thrilling (appealing to the amoral gaze) and horrifying (the vulnerable gaze). In 
both cases, however, the gaze can transform into a responsive gaze: prompting viewers to 
support U.S. troops in Afghanistan or denounce the war because of such atrocities. These 
gazes provide a helpful way of examining the violence in War on Terror combat films, 
but only with the caveat that images are always semantically unstable. 
 The act of looking, therefore, is just as complicated as the act of looking. Where 
Mingnant drew attention to the question “who is speaking,” Simon Philpott poses the 
necessary question of “who is looking.” Philpott’s argument is three-fold. One, many 
War on Terror films redraw distinctions between Muslim, Arab, fundamentalist, and 
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terrorist that American rhetoric collapsed over the past century by “providing sites for 
critical thinking” about those distinctions.52 Two, perpetual media coverage of the war 
fetishizes images and turns the war into spectacle for consumption, which eliminates 
context and therefore empathy.53 Three, the proliferation of digital technology creates 
images directly from combat zones, meaning “professional film-makers have taken their 
own stylistic cues from the real-time cinema of war.”54 These three strands intersect to 
create a cinema that, in Philpott’s estimation, is confrontational and critical of the war 
effort, inviting audiences to bear witness to the atrocities they depict in a way that news 
media refuses. 
 The issue, again, lies in who is bearing witness. As I will discuss in my analysis, 
the four combat films in this chapter aesthetically attempt to recreate soldiers’ 
experiences in the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan. The combat film, as Monnet argues, can 
certainly strive for a critical perspective on the act of war and on U.S. involvement in 
war. Yet the combat film also relies on the aesthetic spectacle of war, and spectacle 
always invites the viewer to take pleasure in what they are witnessing. To the U.S. 
audience of these films, therefore, the concept of bearing witness is muddled by spectacle 
of war on display, a spectacle that Philpott acknowledges plays out in television news 
coverage as well.55 The violence that the audience witnesses in the combat film is, 
therefore, not semantically stable enough to easily bear witness. 
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 Julien Pomaréde also examines the role of violence in the War on Terror combat 
film, specifically using American Sniper as a case study. Pomaréde argues that combat 
films such as American Sniper are political discourses on the representation of war 
paradoxically because they claim to be apolitical narratives about a single soldier’s 
experience. The combat film’s purpose, therefore, is to present the “warrior” to society: 
“warriors’ wars are universal experiences that tell the War, because they live it” (author’s 
italics).56 If the soldier is a legitimate agent for presenting “the truth” of war, then the 
combat film constructs the soldier’s experience within a political and ideological 
framework that confirms both his value to the war and the war’s value to the nation. The 
War on Terror presents a particularly interesting wrinkle to the combat film: because “the 
‘war on terror’ is a war against a form of violence,” the war “exists for its own indefinite 
violence.”57 The War on Terror combat film, therefore, faces a unique dilemma in 
delayed resolution; small-scale objectives can be successfully attained, but the war itself 
must persevere beyond the scope of the narrative. 
 The question of the soldier’s experience is crucial to understanding the War on 
Terror combat genre. Each of the four films in this chapter center around one specific 
soldier and attempts to present the war from his perspective. Each of them represents the 
“warrior” identity that Pomaréde briefly mentions and Garofolo further elaborates: a 
stoic, explicitly masculine fighter skilled at their job and courageous under fire (note the 
gendered language, for the combat film almost always requires solely male figures). They 
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are mythic figures or, as Pomaréde refers to them, “legends.” A legend is “a half-real, 
half-fiction narration, constructed around the hypothetical existence of facts and/or 
persons.”58 A legend is more than just a human soldier — he is a synecdoche for the 
experience he participates in. The protagonist of the combat film, therefore, must be a 
legend in order to fulfill the mythic expectations of the combat film genre. The self-
sustaining violence of the War on Terror provides the protagonist with the necessary 
mythic qualities. 
 After examining the scholarship written about combat films, what does the War 
on Terror combat film look like? It is safe to say that the War on Terror combat film, like 
the World War II combat film, features a mythic protagonist who is stoic, skilled, and 
committed to the war effort. Other soldiers from diverse backgrounds may join the 
protagonist, but the focus is mostly on the protagonist alone. There is an objective for the 
protagonist to complete, but unlike the World War II combat film, the narrative ends in 
uncertainty about the future of the war effort, a concept borrowed from the Vietnam War 
combat film. The War on Terror combat film, therefore, complicates the clear-cut 
morality of the World War II combat film by importing the ambiguity and brutality of the 
Vietnam War combat film, all within a new, decidedly foreign combat arena. 
 This is not to say, however, that the film is critical of the war effort. On the 
contrary, the War on Terror combat film affirms the necessity of the conflict in three 
ways. One, the narrative excludes political discussion by focusing on the lives of the men 
(they are almost always men) fighting on the ground. These men embody the warrior 
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ethos that is necessary to achieve the military’s goals in the theater of war. Two, the 
construction of the enemy — Iraqi and Afghan combatants and civilians alike — denies 
these characters the same degree of humanity and justification supplied to the U.S. 
soldiers. The enemy is not to be understood or empathized, but civilians at least need to 
be sympathized with to justify the humanitarian rationale of U.S. military involvement. 
Three, aesthetic excess creates a version of warfare inspired by the television news 
coverage of the real-world wars, thus lending authenticity to the “experience” of the 
audience vis-à-vis the soldier. Techniques such as layered, loud soundscapes featuring 
explosions and gunshots and handheld cinematography create the impression of “real” 
experience of war, thus ideally aligning the viewer with the perspective of the soldier and 
empathizing with him. These three aspects collaborate to ensure that the War on Terror 
combat film, like the combat films of previous wars, uphold the rationale for war and 
provide viewers with spectacle and pleasure even when criticizing aspects of the war. 
 To demonstrate the application of the concepts I have outlined thus far in this 
chapter, I will analyze four films set in the current Afghanistan and Iraq Wars. Lone 
Survivor most closely mimics the World War II combat film by detailing the grueling 
firefight of four Navy SEALs surrounded by Taliban fighters after a family of goat 
herders compromises their mission. The Hurt Locker takes a more episodic approach, 
following a bomb disposal unit through their tour in Baghdad in the years after the 
invasion of Iraq. This film reflects the Vietnam War combat film more than the others, 
and it provides a valuable study of aesthetic excess for creating the “experience” of war. 
American Sniper is a more symmetrical bricolage of World War II combat film and 
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Vietnam War combat film characteristics: the film concerns Marine sniper Chris Kyle’s 
experiences in Iraq and the psychological effects of warfare on his domestic life. Kyle, 
therefore, is a complication of the warrior figure: valiant in battle but victimized by the 
experience. These three films additionally resemble the combat films of the past by 
depicting the lives of soldiers on the ground in the Afghanistan and Iraq wars. 
 The fourth film I will examine, however, presents a form of combat that is unique 
to the War on Terror. Good Kill focuses on a team of unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) 
operators based in Nevada who pilot UAVs (also known as drones) in Afghanistan and 
Yemen, carrying out strategic strikes against presumed al-Qaeda targets. Combat spaces 
and domestic spaces collapse in this film, resulting in an unprecedented crisis for the 
soldiers involved. The film, however, qualifies as a combat film because, like the three 
other films, it synthesizes conventions of both the World War II and Vietnam War 
combat films into the new postmodern genre of the War on Terror combat film. The only 
difference is that the soldiers of Good Kill never set foot in the warzones they are 
engaged in. This chapter will conclude with an analysis of Good Kill, then, as a potential 
blueprint for how the War on Terror combat film can continue to evolve with the nature 
of real-world warfare. 
 
Lone Survivor 
 The War on Terror combat film did not fully emerge as genre until the end of the 
2000s, when the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan approached the decade mark and news 
coverage of the wars was no longer persistent. The Hurt Locker proved to be the first 
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major critical hit, but Lone Survivor was one of the first major financial successes for a 
film about the War on Terror, grossing over $125 million (USD) in late 2013/early 
2014.59 Based on the memoirs of Navy SEAL Marcus Luttrell, the film concerns Luttrell 
(Mark Wahlberg) and three other SEALs who are ambushed by Taliban fighters during 
the ill-fated Operation Red Wings mission in 2005 in the Hindu Kush region of 
Afghanistan. As the title suggests, Luttrell is the only one of the soldiers to survive the 
ambush. 
 Lone Survivor thus belongs to a corpus of fatalistic war films most commonly 
aligned with World War II: the “last stand” film. Examples of this subgenre include 
Sahara (1944), Battleground (1949), and, to a certain extent, The Dirty Dozen (1967). 
“Last stand” combat films feature high stakes in the form of a small band of soldiers 
facing a significantly larger enemy force, and the odds do not favor the protagonists. Like 
other World War II combat films, the soldiers are typically a diverse unit, and must 
overcome internal conflicts to achieve their objective. In the “last stand” combat film, 
however, the objective usually begins as a military goal but shifts to the survival of the 
group once the mission goes awry. Survival comes at a price, however, as certain 
characters must sacrifice themselves for the benefit of the group. These sacrifices 
exemplify the virtuous loyalty of the soldiers to one another and their nation, and the 
survivors valorize those who gave their lives. 
 Lone Survivor follows this basic blueprint with a few alterations. After a brief 
prologue that includes both a SEAL training montage and Luttrell’s in media res rescue, 
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the film introduces each of the four main characters: Luttrell, Murphy (Taylor Kitsch), 
Dietz (Emile Hirsch), and “Axe” Axelrod (Ben Foster). The men are characterized by 
their camaraderie and elite skills as SEALs, but there are also clear distinctions among 
them, such as Murphy’s status as a legend for his tactical skills. It is notable, however, 
that the unit is not particularly diverse: all four SEALs are white men from presumably 
working-class backgrounds. This lack of diversity stands in sharp contrast to the units in 
The Hurt Locker, Good Kill, and other War on Terror combat films. 
 When the goat herders discover the team, internal conflict arises as the men 
debate what to do with the intruders. Murphy presents three options: let them go, leave 
them tied to a tree, or execute them. Axe and Dietz favor execution, while Luttrell favors 
tying them up. Murphy ends the debate with the order to let them go and flee the area, 
setting up the ensuing firefight between the four SEALs and the Taliban fighters in the 
village below. The Taliban fighters appear to be numerous, surrounding the men and 
thwarting their first rescue attempt by shooting down a Chinook helicopter. This incident 
raises the stakes further by highlighting the Taliban’s technological superiority to the 
SEALs in this battle, which is a necessary element of the “last stand” film. 
 Each of the three SEALs who die in the firefight does so in a different way. Dietz, 
severely wounded and unable to move, dies at the hands of Taliban fighters who film his 
death with a handheld camera. Axe dies in a similar fashion: mortally injured and unable 
to fight any longer, he rests against a tree and waits until a Taliban fighter shoots him in 
the head. Notably, both men do not sacrifice themselves for the group: Dietz is left 
behind after Luttrell accidentally drops him, while Axe gets separated from Luttrell while 
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looking for cover. Only Murphy truly sacrifices himself for the group’s safety by 
climbing to an exposed cliff to contact the base for rescue. As such, the film fulfills the 
need for sacrifice, and both the film and Luttrell and Axe (still alive at this point) valorize 
his efforts. 
 The film deviates from the traditional “last stand” film when Luttrell enters the 
village late in the film. One of the villagers attempts to hide Luttrell from the Taliban 
leader, Ahmad Shah, the SEALs sought in the original mission. As a result, Luttrell must 
rely on the protection of the native population rather than his own firepower. This 
deviation from the genre’s conventions does not fully subvert expectations, however. The 
villagers fight diligently against the Taliban fighters, but the battle resolves when U.S. 
Apache helicopters fly in and demonstrate the technological superiority of the U.S. 
military. It is worth noting that though the war continues after Luttrell’s rescue, his war 
has ended, thus effectively bringing closure to the narrative against the norms of the War 
on Terror combat film. 
 If the film’s narrative constructions belong to a specific formula of the World War 
II combat film, the film’s construction of U.S. soldiers, Taliban fighters, and Afghan 
villagers positions it squarely within the structure of the War on Terror combat film. The 
SEALs all adopt the mythic dimension of the warrior, asserting their masculinity through 
athletic competition (Murphy and Dietz race each other early in the film), rejecting 
domestic roles (Dietz’s wife wants his input on new tiles), and perseverance through 
crippling injuries in battle. They are virtuous even in their debate over whether to kill the 
goat herders, as Axe reasons that they must die in order to protect the lives of the SEALs 
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and all U.S. troops in Afghanistan. Murphy’s desperate attempt to contact the base is the 
result of his dedication to his fellow SEALs, even though his action means certain death. 
Director Peter Berg ensures that the SEALs are heroes by accompanying their significant 
actions with a rousing, patriotic score and beautiful, sun-dappled cinematography, 
placing them in stark relief to the corruption of the enemy. 
 To that end, the film denies personality and humanity to the Taliban fighters. 
They are a seemingly endless horde of anonymous combatants, each of them costumed 
similarly to further prevent differentiation. The fighters speak Pushto, but their dialogue 
is not subtitled, which denies the viewer an understanding of what they are saying. The 
language, therefore, functions as an Othering technique that at once allows the fighters to 
speak in their own language but only so that they seem more dangerous and alien to an 
English-speaking audience. Unlike the SEALs, the Taliban fighters die quick and 
frequent deaths; not even one of them dies for their nation or sacrifices himself for the 
group. In short, the Taliban fighters are a dangerous and anonymous swarm that only 
exists to kill the SEALs. 
 The villagers are more complex, though they are still presented as an Other. When 
Luttrell enters the village, Berg’s camera gazes at each of the villagers he passes with 
suspicion and implied danger. Luttrell repeatedly asks in English “are you Taliban” and 
threatens them with “I will fucking kill you” when they do not respond. The villagers 
speak Pushto as well and, except for one notable example, their dialogue is not subtitled. 
The only instance of subtitled dialogue in the film is when the man hiding Luttrell, 
Mohammad (Ali Suliman), stands up to Shah (Yousef Azami) and defends Luttrell from 
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a beheading. This exchange seems to only be subtitled to clarify the narrative logic and 
briefly humanize Mohammad; otherwise, the villagers are denied the ability to speak and 
be understood by the viewer. Even Mohammad’s humanity is ultimately denied: a title 
card at the end of the film explains that the villagers only helped Luttrell because on a 
millennia-old tradition of “Pashtunwali,” not out of concern for Luttrell’s well-being. The 
villagers, like the Taliban fighters, are thus constructed as a potentially dangerous Other 
who cannot be trusted even as they protect the U.S. protagonist. 
 Aesthetically, the film is visually and sonically excessive and creates a vivid 
spectacle of warfare. Visually, Berg frames much of the film in tight close-ups and 
medium shots on the SEALs, which creates a claustrophobic tension despite the film’s 
remote, open setting. The combat itself is graphically violent. When bullets hit a body, 
blood erupts from the wound, sometimes in slow-motion to emphasize the splatter. The 
SEALs themselves bear bloody wounds and dirt on their faces, and their uniforms are 
tattered and stained with blood and viscera. There are few explosions, but they are 
significant, either detonating quickly to the surprise of both the SEALs and the viewer or 
elongated to allow the viewer to gaze upon the destruction (as in the case of the 
Chinook). The arrival of the Apache helicopters in the final shootout in the village 
demonstrates the power of the U.S. military through images rendered as targeting 
displays, which in turn attempts to simulate real combat experience. 
 The true spectacle of Lone Survivor, however, is the soundtrack. In combat, the 
sounds of gunfire and bullets whizzing by are oppressively loud, and the film ensures that 
no bullet goes unheard. When the SEALs are shot, a sticky thwack accompanies the 
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impact, while bullets land on the Taliban fighters with a soft thud. The shouts of the 
Taliban fighters are omnipresent throughout the combat, though it can sometimes barely 
be heard over the sounds of artillery fire. The SEALs, once wounded, grunt, hiss, and 
wheeze through most of the combat, and the soundtrack amplifies the noise of their pain. 
The soundtrack is excessive in both the variety and volume of sounds, thus effectively 
rendering the combat a spectacle. 
 The score, too, contributes to the spectacle of battle. Composed by Stephen 
Jablonsky and rock-and-roll band Explosions in the Sky, the score features prominent 
atmospheric electric guitar and martial snares, which evoke patriotic grandeur and honor. 
The volume of the score rises at key moments, such as Murphy’s sacrifice and Luttrell’s 
rescue, to the point that it drowns out the other sounds in the soundtrack. Other scenes are 
scored with tense guitars and synthesizers, heightening the anxiety of the SEALs and the 
viewer. The presence of such a prominent score is typical of many mainstream combat 
films from all wars, but especially the World War II film, since a rousing, patriotic score 
reassures the viewer that the U.S. soldiers will succeed in their objective and “win” the 
war. 
 Lone Survivor is an exemplary case of the War on Terror combat film adhering 
closely to the World War II combat film. The narrative is a straightforward “last stand” 
narrative where, against the odds, Luttrell survives thanks to his skills as a warrior, the 
sacrifice of his fellow SEALs, and the might of the U.S. military. The SEALs are noble, 
mythic heroes, while the Taliban fighters are anonymous Others whose sole purpose are 
to shoot and be shot at. Afghan villagers, on the other hand, are not to be trusted and even 
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when they do help Luttrell, it is only out of local custom, denying them agency in their 
assistance. The film uses graphic, violent gore and a loud, layered soundtrack to create 
spectacular combat. The film’s biggest deviation from the War on Terror combat genre 
blueprint, however, is the finality of the narrative’s resolution. In Lone Survivor, the war 
seemingly ends with Marcus’ rescue, and does so with a resounding victory for the U.S. 
The film’s decision to end on an ideological victory for the U.S. in Afghanistan remains 
an outlier in the War on Terror combat genre. 
 
The Hurt Locker 
 If Lone Survivor was among the first financial successes of the War on Terror 
combat genre, then The Hurt Locker was the genre’s first critical success. Released in the 
summer of 2009, mostly in arthouse theaters, the film gained attention later in the year 
when it was surprisingly nominated for nine Academy Awards, winning six including 
Best Picture and Best Director for Kathryn Bigelow. The film’s release followed a long 
string of critical and financial failures for narrative films concerning the Iraq War, and its 
success suggested that perhaps audiences were ready to see more films about the war.  
 The film begins in media res, as bomb disposal techs Sergeant Matt Thompson 
(Guy Pearce), Sergeant JT Sanborn (Anthony Mackie), and Specialist Owen Elridge 
(Brian Geraghty) attempt to defuse an IED in a Baghdad neighborhood. After the defuse 
goes awry and kills Thompson, Staff Sergeant William James (Jeremy Renner) arrives to 
replace him. The unit encounters several IEDs throughout Baghdad, and James and 
Sanborn clash over the former’s maverick attitude toward disposal protocols. The film 
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counts down the days until James’ tour is over, only to find him re-enlist shortly after 
returning home. Unlike the other films in this chapter, the narrative of The Hurt Locker 
does not culminate in a major military offensive, but instead presents a “slice of life” 
approach to the combat narrative. 
 The film then follows an episodic narrative that seems informed by writer Mark 
Boal’s experiences as an embedded journalist in Iraq during the 2003 invasion of Iraq.60 
Though photographers and camera operators have been involved in warfare since World 
War I, World War II marked the beginning of the “embedded” system when Allied forces 
included “cine-commando units” meant to capture warfare for homeland propaganda. 
Documentarians and journalists subsequently accompanied U.S. soldiers in combat in 
Korea and Vietnam, though the media’s controversial representation of the war effort in 
the latter led to the U.S. Department of Defense opting for a “pool” system that restricted 
the access journalists had to military actions and filtered news stories through the 
Department of Defense for approval for future conflicts.61 The 2003 invasion of Iraq 
marked a slight change to the embedded system: journalists could once again accompany 
the troops but had to “follow the rules,” which restricted unauthorized travel, prevented 
off-the-record interviews, and required “security reviews” of all reports.62 This system of 
embedded reporting shaped the episodic structure of Boal’s narrative, which mimics the 
“routine” of the bomb disposal unit. 
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 The narrative, however, strongly resembles that of the Vietnam War combat film. 
The soldiers never discuss politics or their purpose for fighting the war, disconnecting 
their experience from the historical-political context of the Iraq War. Similarly, there are 
no anti-war demonstrations or sentiments among or around the men. The film’s 
perspective belongs solely to the men and completely disavows the perspective of the 
Iraqis (or even other U.S.-aligned groups, such as the contract team the unit encounters 
outside the city). The film also positions the U.S. soldiers as having the technological 
disadvantage: the Iraqis have the materials necessary to build and hide deadly explosives, 
but the soldiers can only diffuse the bombs at great risk to their own safety and the safety 
of those around them. The Iraqi people are unambiguously Othered, to the extent that 
every Iraqi is treated as a potential threat to the soldiers. Finally, the film presents each of 
the men in the unit as victims of the war effort through various degrees of post-traumatic 
stress disorder.  
The film only deviates from this narrative blueprint for a subplot involving a 
young boy named Beckham (Christopher Sayegh) who sells pirated DVDs at the U.S. 
base. James strikes up a friendship with Beckham, and when Beckham goes missing one 
day, it prompts James to launch an unauthorized search for the boy’s whereabouts. The 
search leads James and the unit to a warehouse where he discovers the body of a young 
boy he believes to be Beckham. The body is prepared to have a bomb hidden inside it, 
even though there is no evidence of this happening in the real Iraq War.63 James seeks 
vengeance on the perpetrators, only to discover later that Beckham is still alive. This 
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subplot performs two important functions: it valorizes James by highlighting his 
humanity and decency, and it emphasizes the heinous acts of violence the bombers are 
willing to commit to kill U.S. soldiers. The subplot, therefore, affirms the ideological 
underpinning of the Iraq War by asserting the humanitarian mission of the U.S. military 
and the danger that Iraqi terrorists pose to U.S. lives. This addition to the framework of 
the Vietnam War combat film is unique to the War on Terror combat film narrative. 
 The film’s constructions of the soldiers and Iraqis are also reminiscent of the 
constructions of the Vietnam War combat film. Like the protagonists of the other films in 
this chapter, James is a stoic figure who frequently refuses to speak and represents a 
masculine warrior ethos, even if it means courting conflict with his fellow soldiers 
(reminiscent of the World War II combat film). Similarly, the unit is comprised of a 
racially diverse group of men, although they appear to share a class background. A key 
difference, however, is that James, Sanborn, and Elridge are psychological victims of the 
toil of war. When James returns home after his tour, he clearly suffers from unspoken 
post-traumatic stress disorder and can only function properly when he is in a war zone. 
Elridge suffers while serving his tour and frequently consults with an Army psychiatrist 
because he blames himself for Thompson’s death. Sanborn’s concern for his comrades 
betrays his anxieties, and late in the film he breaks down crying that he wants to have 
children one day and fears he will not survive his tour. The war damaged each of these 
men in potentially irreparable ways and made them victims of the violence they witness. 
 This is not to say that the soldiers are helpless, however. On the contrary, the 
soldiers are noble, courageous, and most importantly, humane. James displays his 
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humanity in his quest to avenge Beckham’s presumed death, but the other two soldiers 
are also virtuous in their insistence that they are in Baghdad to protect the Iraqis from 
bombers. The very act of diffusing the bombs without detonating them is a humanitarian 
act, in the film’s perspective, and because the soldiers do not attack anyone without 
provocation they must serve a humanitarian mission. Thus, the film’s soldiers are 
constructed as inherently good even as they are victimized by the war. 
 The Iraqis do not receive the same complex construction. Instead, in keeping with 
the foundations of the Vietnam War combat film, the Iraqis are almost wholly 
anonymous Others who pose a threat to the safety of the soldiers. In every diffusing 
scene, the camera pulls focus to a handful of Iraqi onlookers and presents them as 
suspicious figures. A few disposals feature an onlooker interacting with the soldiers, 
either through language or gesture. There are no subtitles for their dialogue; Beckham 
speaks English, while other Iraqi characters speak through an Army translator. Most Iraqi 
characters exist in this film as either potential threats or as victims of bombings. Despite 
the film’s claims that the soldiers are performing humanitarian work, the Iraqis are 
disavowed humanity. 
 Though the film lacks the narrative combat of Lone Survivor, The Hurt Locker 
does provide spectacle through aesthetic excess. The film utilizes handheld 
cinematography and intense close-ups on faces to convey the urgency and tension of each 
diffuse. The handheld camerawork also creates a documentary feel to the images that 
encourages the viewer to assume that the camera is “really there” in the combat zone and 
thus presents an authentic experience of war. There are only a few exceptions to this 
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visual aesthetic, the most notable of which comes in the opening scene. The detonation of 
the bomb that kills Thompson unfolds in slow-motion, which emphasizes the scale of the 
blast occurring behind him as he runs. This sequence is intercut with slow-motion footage 
of sand lifting off the ground and dust shaking off a car frame, both of which further 
signify the power of the blast. The excess of the slow-motion and the handheld camera 
work turn the detonation into a spectacle that fulfills the requirements of the combat 
genre. 
 The film uses sonic excess as well to create spectacle. Many of the defusing 
sequences occur without a musical accompaniment and instead emphasize the “natural” 
sounds of the environment. In this soundtrack, multilayered panicked voices, clanking 
tools, heavy breathing, prayer calls, and other ambient sounds are heightened to generate 
tension. When a blast does occur, the sound is amplified and bolded with a deep rumble 
that rattles under the sound of falling debris. Though these sounds certainly work to 
create spectacle, the silence throughout most of the film is also excessive. The silence and 
use of only “natural” sounds are attempts to create a “realistic” combat experience for the 
viewer, which is itself a spectacle. 
 The Hurt Locker thus represents a version of the War on Terror combat film that 
draws inspiration from the Vietnam War combat film. The film’s narrative is apolitical 
and ahistorical, instead focusing on the experiences of the soldiers and their attempts to 
protect themselves from the ravages of war. The soldiers are victims of the war effort, but 
their victimization does not preclude them of humanity and valor. The Iraqis, on the other 
hand, are anonymous, consistent threats to the safety of the soldiers. The film also creates 
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spectacle through handheld cinematography and “natural” sounds that emphasize the 
experience of the soldiers in combat. Unique to the War on Terror combat film, however, 
is the subplot involving a child victim that affirms the U.S. rhetoric for the military’s 
involvement in Iraq. 
 
American Sniper 
 If Lone Survivor was one of the first major financial successes of the War on 
Terror combat film genre and The Hurt Locker was one of the first critical successes, then 
American Sniper proved to be the film that could be both. The film, directed by Clint 
Eastwood, stars Bradley Cooper as Chris Kyle, a Marine sniper who is credited as the 
most successful sniper in U.S. history. Based on Kyle’s memoir, the film proved to be an 
enormous success, earning positive reviews from critics, garnering six Academy Award 
nominations, and totaling $350 million (USD) at the domestic box office, grossing more 
than any other film in 2014. The film presents a version of the War on Terror combat film 
that is distinct from the two previously examined films in this chapter. 
 The narrative of American Sniper blends the traditions of the World War II and 
the Vietnam War combat films with some variations. Like the protagonist of the World 
War II combat film, Kyle has a clear military objective in protecting his fellow soldiers 
during missions, particularly from a rival sniper named Mustafa (Sammy Sheik; this 
character was invented for the film). Kyle’s victimization by the war — having to shoot 
women and children, witnessing the atrocities committed by al-Qaeda operatives — 
recalls the Vietnam War combat film. Similarly, the narrative’s absence of political or 
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historical context during the combat sequences evokes the Vietnam War combat film, 
while the closed nature of the narrative (despite the Iraq War’s continuation) connects it 
to the World War II combat film. 
 Narratively, the comparisons end there, however. The film’s most interesting 
narrative deviation is the constant switch between combat in Iraq and Kyle’s time at 
home between tours. Combat films about previous wars tend to stick solely to the 
frontlines and only included scenes of the soldiers’ domestic life either as a prologue or a 
coda to the main narrative (if at all). American Sniper, on the other hand, abruptly toggles 
between the two spheres and collapses the boundaries that separate them. The collapsing 
of boundaries is significant to Kyle’s characterization: because there is not a clear 
distinction between his war life and his home life, he struggles to separate his warrior 
persona from his domestic role as husband and father. This is a crucial component to 
Kyle’s victimhood and to his role as a soldier. 
 The film also focuses almost exclusively on the experience of Kyle, whose role 
within any unit is isolated from the rest of the soldiers. As a sniper, Kyle works outside of 
the unit, providing security for ground troops and maintaining significant distance from 
the combatants he faces. This distance — which is both physical and psychological — 
changes the dynamics of the combat narrative by emphasizing the growing distance 
between the perpetrators of the violence and the very acts of violence they commit. 
Rather than collapsing boundaries between U.S. soldiers and their enemies, this narrative 
construction broadens the divide, which provides clearer distinctions between the two 
groups. American Sniper thus presents the most concrete example of what the War on 
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Terror combat film in terms of traditional ground warfare.  
 With the boundaries between them emboldened, the constructions of U.S. soldiers 
and Iraqi combatants in the film are crucial to its narrative and ideological goals. The 
U.S. soldiers are competent, good-natured, and dedicated to the war effort. They are also 
a diverse group consisting of various racial and class identities, and the film even 
includes several female soldiers (all minor characters, and most of them are silent). They 
are warriors, but it should be noted that they lack the same skills as Kyle and rely on him 
to perform their duties. For example, in a scene where Kyle leaves his post to search 
houses with Marines, one of the Marines is confused by the signals Kyle uses when he 
assumes leadership. The other soldiers at Kyle’s base all speak admiringly of him and 
refer to him as “the Legend.” The soldiers are heroes and warriors, but the film ensures 
that none of them are more exemplary than Kyle. 
 Kyle, therefore, is the most notable example of a mythic figure among the four 
films in this chapter because every character views him as “the Legend.” Kyle possesses 
skills that are far superior to any other U.S. soldier’s in the film, not only from his 
sniper’s perch but also in traditional combat. Kyle is unblemished in his virtues and 
patriotism as well. After a visit to the doctor that reveals his high blood pressure, he rants 
to his wife Taya (Sienna Miller) about how nobody in the United States talks about the 
war anymore or the “fucking savages” he is over there fighting. Kyle’s single-minded 
commitment to the war effort supports his mythic identity and presents him as more of a 
superhuman figure than merely a human being. The warrior identity is more than just a 
performance for Kyle, the film suggests, but is rather the core of who he is. 
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 For the film to maintain the mythic dimensions of Kyle characterizations, there 
must be a character that provides a counterpoint to his virtues. Mustafa fulfills this role as 
Kyle’s worthy adversary. The film presents Mustafa as unquestionably evil: he is a 
Syrian Olympic shooter who chose to offer his impressive marksmanship to the service 
of terrorism. Mustafa kills several U.S. soldiers over the course of the film, prompting 
Kyle to seek vengeance on him as part of the search for a high-ranking al-Qaeda 
operative. Unlike Kyle, however, the film does not humanize Mustafa. One scene 
features what is presumed to be his wife and child, but they do not appear again nor do 
they speak. Mustafa himself barely says a word, which at once makes him a stoic, mythic 
figure and denies him a voice that could otherwise humanize him. His sole purpose in the 
film is to kill; when he is not in position somewhere in Iraq, he sits in an apartment with 
his gun and waits. Mustafa may be elevated to the role of Kyle’s nemesis, but the 
construction is not symmetrical since Mustafa is denied the humanity and sense of 
purpose that defines Kyle. 
 The film’s other Iraqi characters fulfill the role of anonymous Others that are 
dangerous and, in the film’s estimation, evil. Every Iraqi character is a potential threat to 
the lives of the U.S. soldiers, reminiscent of the Iraqi characters in The Hurt Locker. 
Unlike the latter film, however, American Sniper depicts its Iraqi characters conspiring 
with terrorists. Most Iraqis in the film are hiding weapons, serving as lookouts, or 
carrying bombs for al-Qaeda, and Eastwood seems to suggest that all of them are part of 
a larger conspiracy to kill U.S. soldiers. It is not only men, either: the film opens with an 
Iraqi woman and child carrying a grenade towards U.S. soldiers, requiring Kyle to take 
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the shot and kill both. Though Kyle seems troubled by this incident, he quickly 
rationalizes that they were evil people and their deaths were justified. The film’s 
construction of the Iraqis follows a similar logic, thus creating a stronger divide between 
“us” and “them” where “they” are vastly inferior to “us” and pose an imminent, deadly 
threat to “our” safety. 
 The film is undeniably tense, then, and utilizes aesthetic excess to make Kyle’s 
role as a sniper spectacular. The sniper’s role is arguably a passive one: rather than 
breaking down doors and engaging in immediate combat with the enemy, the sniper waits 
from a distance and kills with precision. To recreate this experience, Eastwood frequently 
frames Kyle in tight close-ups when he is in his sniper’s position. This technique isolates 
him and emphasizes his distance from combat, even though a spotter (“frogman” in the 
film’s parlance) frequently accompanies him. Eastwood juxtaposes these images with 
point-of-view shots of Kyle’s targets or the surrounding area, which heightens the sense 
of danger and provides the viewer the visual “experience” of being a sniper. When Kyle 
does pull the trigger, blood erupts from his targets, thus providing the visceral thrill of 
violence. The excess of these images provides a spectacle that would seem to elude the 
“passive” position of the sniper. 
 The film also contains a fair number of explosions as well, but the most visually 
excessive moment comes in the film’s climax, when Kyle must take the shot to kill 
Mustafa as a massive sandstorm approaches Baghdad. A helicopter (or possibly a drone) 
shot of the city opens the sequence, setting the stage for the visual grandeur that will 
follow. Point-of-view shots mix with images rendered to look like an attack helicopter’s 
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camera display from the air; in many of these shots a computer-generated sandstorm 
advances towards the firefight. The shot that kills Mustafa occurs in slow-motion, at first 
showing the bullet moving through the air and then alternating between close-ups of Kyle 
and Mustafa until the fatal blow occurs. When the dust storm finally arrives, every frame 
is choked with red dust that obscures and disorients the soldiers and viewer. The climax 
provides the most extreme spectacle of war of any of the four films examined in this 
chapter as the film fully embraces the visual look of the war film. 
 This is not to suggest that the film is not aurally excessive as well. Gunfire rings 
out throughout most of the film’s combat scenes, with Kyle’s shots perhaps ringing the 
loudest. Fleshy thuds accompany successful impacts and Kyle’s targets usually fall 
silently, whereas injured soldiers typically make some pained noise. Helicopter blades 
whirring and muezzins’ calls make up the background noise of many scenes as well. In 
the film’s climax, the soundtrack is a constant barrage of shouts, gunshots, and winds 
blowing sand. The musical score, composed by Eastwood, consists largely of low 
synthesizer tones that are tense and dissonant.  
 The most striking moment of sonic excess, however, comes near the end of the 
film when Kyle has returned home after his final tour. Kyle sits in his living room chair 
blankly staring forward while the camera pans around him. The soundtrack consists of 
faint gunshots, screams, and bombs going off; the volume suggests that the sounds are 
coming from the television. When the camera finally reveals what Kyle is looking at, the 
television screen is blank, thus suggesting that the sounds are completely in his 
imagination. The spectacle of war, in this scene, signifies Kyle’s post-traumatic stress 
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disorder and invites the viewer to empathize with Kyle and the damage his experiences 
have caused. The film’s excessive sonic palette, therefore, not only adds to the visual 
spectacle of warfare but also encourages the viewer to recognize the negative effects of 
Kyle’s wartime experiences. 
 American Sniper perhaps best exemplifies the War on Terror combat film for 
traditional ground combat. The film blends elements of both the World War II and 
Vietnam War combat film genres but does so within the context of a unique war setting. 
Narratively, the film collapses the boundaries between the homefront and the frontlines 
while keeping most of the focus on Kyle rather than on a group of soldiers with a shared 
objective. Kyle, however, is constructed as a near-superhuman mythic figure, 
complimented by a rival sniper who embodies the evil of the enemy and casts their 
conflict as one of good versus evil. Aesthetically, the film creates a spectacle of war that 
at once provides violent pleasure and contemplation of the consequences of Kyle’s 
experience in battle. Whereas Lone Survivor and The Hurt Locker both borrowed heavily 
from one of the previous war genres, American Sniper represents the War on Terror 
combat film genre at its most stable. 
 
Good Kill 
 The War on Terror extends beyond the ground invasions of Afghanistan and Iraq. 
Since the enemy in this war is “terror,” the boundaries of the war extend beyond the 
nations occupied by U.S. troops into surveillance, intelligence gathering, and even 
cyberwarfare. The use of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), also known as drones, 
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received considerable attention after President Barack Obama acknowledged the U.S. 
military’s use of drone strikes in Yemen and Somalia in 2012.64 The technology itself, 
however, goes back to the Cold War, with the U.S. military developing drones in the 
1960s to monitor Soviet and Chinese nuclear development and deploying drones in 
combat starting with the Persian Gulf War and Bosnian War in the 1990s.65 Drone 
technology’s most significant contribution to warfare is the expansion of the battlefield, 
as drone operators often work thousands of miles away from the area in which the drone 
is located. This collapse of the boundaries between “over here” and “over there” and a 
“real” enemy and a “digital” figure onscreen continues to inspire numerous ethical 
discussions regarding U.S.-authorized drone strikes, especially in areas outside of 
Afghanistan and Iraq. 
 Good Kill is among the first American narrative films to dramatize drone combat. 
The film focuses on Major Thomas “Tommy” Egan (Ethan Hawke), a former fighter pilot 
for the U.S. Air Force who is now tasked with piloting drones in Afghanistan from a base 
in Las Vegas. The mission wears Tommy down mentally when the CIA begins issuing 
the unit commands, usually on targets that are “potential” threats and present a high risk 
for collateral damage. Tommy’s new co-pilot, Airman Vera Suarez (Zoë Kravitz), shares 
his disillusionment and emotional response to the mission, but only Tommy eventually 
rebels against his commanders with a rogue strike and his immediate resignation. 
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 The film features several sequences of the unit carrying out authorized strikes on 
targets in Afghanistan, as well as a sequence of a strike in Yemen. These combat 
sequences differ from the ground combat of the three previously-examined films in this 
chapter, but the conventions of the combat film inform the construction of these 
sequences — in narrative, in characterization, and in aesthetics. Thus, the film provides a 
fascinating case study for what may be the next step in the evolution of the War on Terror 
combat film: depicting a method of warfare unique to the current real-world conflict. 
 The narrative of Good Kill attempts to problematize the narrative formula of the 
War on Terror combat film, but only succeeds to a certain degree. The film introduces 
Tommy as a loyal soldier who does not question the validity of the missions he carries 
out, even when there is collateral damage. The scenes of “combat” — the strikes 
themselves — feature the unit working together toward the common goal, even though 
they occasionally argue about the ethics of their duty. The first instances of combat 
demonstrate the power of the drone operation. The opening scene of the film, for 
example, creates tension when a civilian bus approaches the strike zone after the missile 
is fired, only to reveal that only the intended targets were harmed. A later scene depicts 
Tommy’s accurate aim when he successfully strikes a moving truck transporting armed 
men. The unit’s internal conflict only manifests when their new commanders, the CIA, 
order follow-up strikes on first-responders in a combat scene that proves crucial to the 
overall logic of the plot. It is in this scene that Tommy’s dedication to the cause begins to 
waver. 
 The combat itself, however, is notably removed from the traditional battlefield 
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seen in Lone Survivor, The Hurt Locker, and American Sniper. The lattermost film is 
perhaps the closest in narrative structure to Good Kill, but even with Chris Kyle’s remove 
in his sniper’s position, he’s still physically in Iraq. Director Andrew Niccol, on the other 
hand, removes Tommy and the unit from the combat zone physically, instead placing 
them in the comfort of a base located in Nevada. The boundaries between “over here” 
and “over there” are collapsed, as “deployment only takes as long as the morning 
commute.”66 The combat is perhaps most asymmetrical in this film. Unlike the other 
three films, the units’ lives are never in any immediate danger. They strike from 
thousands of feet in the air and thousands of miles away, completely invisible to their 
mediated enemy. 
 Like American Sniper, Good Kill dedicates much of its narrative to the personal 
life of its protagonist. Tommy has a significant drinking problem and hides a bottle of 
vodka in his bathroom. He is emotionally distant from his wife (January Jones), and the 
couple maintains a strict policy of not discussing his work. The warrior identity that 
makes Tommy, like Kyle, the ideal figure for combat thus proves detrimental to his 
domestic life. The collapse of the battlefield/homefront boundary is more pronounced in 
Good Kill, however, because Tommy never physically leaves the homefront. Hawke’s 
performance relies heavily on conveying Tommy’s growing instability as he struggles to 
maintain the boundary himself. As such, the film attempts to provide a narrative critique 
of drone strikes by making the drone operator a victim of the war operation. This is a 
technique that, as seen in the previous films discussed in this chapter, liberates the soldier 
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of any blame in the atrocities committed over the course of the film. 
 The narrative falls short of successfully critiquing the war effort and the 
conventions of the War on Terror genre in the film’s final scene. Tommy, having lost his 
family and his chances of a promotion, barricades himself in the operating station during 
a break and launches an unauthorized missile strike on an Afghan man he saw commit a 
rape earlier in the film. A moment passes when Tommy worries he accidentally killed the 
woman as well, but he is ultimately satisfied when he sees that she is alive and her 
attacker is obliterated. He then walks out of the station and, presumably, away from the 
military altogether and sets out to find his family in Reno. The ideological subtext of this 
scene is remarkable: the only way for Tommy to cleanse himself of the atrocities 
committed by drone strikes is to launch a drone strike, only this time at a target that he 
deems worthy of annihilation. In short, he has achieved his objective as a drone operator, 
fulfilling his duties as a soldier to his nation. The “victory” that the film ends on, 
however, is ambiguous, just as the endings of other War on Terror combat films are. 
Presumably, the war is over for Tommy, but it is not over for the nation. The film thus 
maintains state ideology as well by ultimately arguing that though drone strikes 
sometimes kill innocent people, the enemy dies as well, and therefore the strikes are 
justified. 
 The film’s construction of “heroes” and “villains” also varies to a degree from the 
other films, but retains the basic characterizations that the War on Terror combat genre 
demands. As previously noted, Tommy is a stoic figure who is skilled in his form of 
combat but mostly shuts himself off from the rest of the unit. His members of his unit are 
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diverse: the two other men, Zimmer (Jake Abel) and Christie (Dylan Kenin), are 
rambunctious and eager to launch attacks against the Afghan people, while Suarez 
challenges them when she questions the motives for the strikes. It is significant to note 
that Suarez is the only female soldier in any of the combat films examined in this chapter. 
Suarez, however, is similarly stoic and determined in her loyalty to the unit and to the 
objective at hand, though she expresses emotion more readily than Tommy. Her warrior 
identity, therefore, deviates slightly from the characterization of the men in the unit. 
 If the film’s U.S. soldiers are presented with slight deviations from generic 
characteristics, the film’s “enemies” are similarly constructed. Unlike in the previous 
three films, women and children in Afghanistan and Yemen never appear as potential 
combatants. Rather, the film frequently constructs them as innocents to be exploited for 
dramatic tension. A woman that Tommy watches in the opening scene, for example, 
exists only to be raped by an armed man — thus providing Tommy with the opportunity 
to avenger her at the end of the film and redeem himself. Children, likewise, are nothing 
more than potential collateral damage, and when that potential is realized, it is only for 
Tommy’s (and to a lesser extent Suarez) victimization and the viewer’s presumed 
outrage. The film makes no attempt to further characterize them; in fact, none of these 
characters are even provided with names. Their sole purpose is to serve as innocent 
victims of the war. 
 In contrast, the men in the combat zones are almost uniformly suspicious, either 
as actual al-Qaeda or Taliban operatives or merely potential ones. With only the 
exception of the rapist, all the film’s male combatants appear in groups, usually armed 
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with at least semi-automatic weapons. They are, therefore, all potential threats, and thus 
denied the innocence the film allows women and children. This is true even of the rescue 
workers: the CIA orders the unit to “follow-up” on their strikes because the rescue 
workers are “potential combatants.” This construction of the Afghans echoes the 
construction of Iraqis in The Hurt Locker and American Sniper, where every non-U.S. 
solider is a potential threat to the safety of the United States. 
 What unites the depiction of men, women, and children in the film’s combat 
zones is their digital presence. At no point does the film depict Afghan characters from  
their perspective; the viewer only sees them from the perspective of the drone’s camera 
displayed on the unit’s monitors. The film’s unintended irony is that, despite a speech 
early in the film about how drone warfare is not a video game and every life is “real,” no 
combatant onscreen appears as anything but a digital character on a diegetic screen. 
Niccol’s reliance on this perspective also creates additional suspicion of the Afghans’ 
motives by constantly placing them in within onscreen crosshairs. Every Afghan 
character, whether “innocent” or not, is a target for annihilation and denied any kind of 
complex character development. This construction of the enemy, as this chapter has 
demonstrated, recurs throughout the War on Terror combat genre. 
 The use of mimicked drone footage is just one of the film’s aesthetic techniques 
that position the film within the War on Terror combat film. Visually, the film uses drone 
footage to provide the combat sequences that the unit’s position away from the warzone 
complicates. The viewer witnesses the strikes through the monitor displaying the images 
from the drone’s camera, focusing on the explosion of dust and flame that comes with 
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each successful strike. The spectacle of the explosion, however, differs from the other 
films of this chapter because they are not accompanied by the sound of the blast. Instead, 
each missile detonates silently, usually with only the various barely-audible beeps of the 
unit’s command center as a soundtrack. Instead, the film uses visual excess to create a 
spectacle, mostly through using protracted shots of targets after Tommy launches the 
missiles, creating anticipation for the violent impact. This visual technique fulfills the 
spectacle of the violence on display and ensures the genre’s need for violent warfare. 
 The film’s settings also provide visual excess by further blurring the lines 
between battlefield and homefront. The combat zones that the unit’s drones operate in are 
defined by their arid climate: dusty, yellow, and largely nondescript outside of 
settlements. Las Vegas, too, is depicted in similar fashion: dusty, yellow, and largely 
nondescript outside of the infamous Vegas Strip. In other words, the homefront looks 
very similar to the warzone, thus further complicating Tommy’s position between them. 
Yet it is this visual excess that also assuages the viewer’s positioning of Tommy: because 
he operates in a desert similar to those he monitors in Afghanistan, he must be a 
participant in combat, thus easing the film into the War on Terror combat genre. 
 Though it lacks the sonic excess of firefights and explosions, the film’s 
soundtrack is nonetheless excessive through its use of music. Several scenes of Tommy 
commuting to and from the base are punctuated with loud, non-diegetic rock-and-roll 
songs, which is a staple of combat films going back to Apocalypse Now (1979). These 
songs signify Tommy’s aggressive masculinity and thus construct him as a warrior. The 
film’s score, too, features some electric guitar along with ambient synthesizer tones, 
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which sonically provides hints of aggression in the soundtrack. The volume of the 
soundtrack is heightened at key moments of tension as well, thus filling in the aural 
spectacle that the drone footage denies. 
 Despite depicting a form of warfare in which the soldier is thousands of miles 
away from the warzone, Good Kill presents a new variation of the War on Terror combat 
film. The collapsing of boundaries opens potential crises in the depiction of combat, but 
the film resolves these through a narrative that sustains the necessity of the war, 
characterizations that adhere to the construction of the U.S. soldier as a warrior and the 
disavowal of the “enemy’s” humanity, and aesthetic excess that provides the spectacle of 
warfare. As the War on Terror continues to evolve through advanced technologies and 
increasingly murky foreign policies, Good Kill demonstrates that the War on Terror 
combat genre can evolve as well. 
 
Conclusions 
 As this chapter demonstrates, the War on Terror combat film is still evolving as 
the war continues. More films will come to modify the genre’s identity, but several key 
characteristics are evident. Drawing from both the World War II combat film and the 
Vietnam War combat film, the War on Terror combat film typically features a diverse 
group of soldiers working toward a common goal. The objective, however, becomes 
more abstract as the boundaries between frontlines and the homefront collapse, thus 
separating the soldier from the enemy by growing degrees. This mounting separation is 
also notable in the construction of U.S. soldiers and their combatants as soldiers become 
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more virtuous and the people of Iraq and Afghanistan become increasingly alien and 
dangerous. Aesthetic excess creates the spectacle of war, but the spectacle invites as 
much empathy for the damage inflicted upon the soldier as it does the pleasure in seeing 
violent warfare. This does not, however, mean that the genre ideologically questions the 
validity of the war effort. On the contrary, the War on Terror combat film maintains the 
necessity of the war by valorizing the soldiers fighting them and inviting audiences to 
bear witness to their experiences. 
 Good Kill provides a striking example of what could be a new cycle in the genre’s 
existence. As drone warfare continues to emerge as a key component in the War on 
Terror, studios and filmmakers will attempt to dramatize the experiences of drone 
operators. Good Kill demonstrates how such a film can adhere to the conventions of the 
War on Terror combat film, but as more films concerning drones arrive, those 
conventions could evolve further. The future of the War on Terror combat film will 
depend on the future of the War on Terror itself, and as a result the genre is ripe for 
constant re-examination as the war progresses. 
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CHAPTER TWO: THE ESPIONAGE FILM 
 The first chapter of this thesis examined the War on Terror film through the 
perspective of soldiers fighting in overseas wars. The War on Terror, however, is not 
defined exclusively by the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan: as explained in the Introduction, 
the War on Terror is as much an ideological war as it is a physical war. The effort to 
combat terrorism therefore requires confronting the extremist rhetoric that encourages 
people to become terrorists, as well as gathering information to prevent future attacks. 
The task of espionage falls to a different kind of soldier in the War on Terror: the 
intelligence analyst/agent. Prior to the September 11 attacks, films about spies such as the 
James Bond and Mission: Impossible franchises were popular in Hollywood, and several 
films — such as True Lies (1994) and Executive Decision (1996) — featured intelligence 
officers facing off with Islamic terrorists. Hollywood was quick to make espionage films 
that addressed the covert operations of the War on Terror, with several proving to be 
quite profitable. 
This chapter will examine the War on Terror espionage film through the analysis 
of four films. Each film will be examined through representation of both the intelligence 
community and Muslims, narrative conventions, and aesthetic techniques. The Kingdom 
(2007) is an action thriller that presents the FBI as a harmonious and competent crime-
solving force. Body of Lies (2008), on the other hand, is a cat-and-mouse thriller that 
depicts the CIA as a duplicitous and unethical agency that disregards the needs of its 
agents. Zero Dark Thirty (2012) is a historical procedural that portrays the CIA as an 
efficient and singularly capable agency in tracking and capturing terrorists. 13 Hours: 
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The Secret Soldiers of Benghazi (2016) stakes a much different claim: the CIA is 
hopelessly incompetent and the only effective way of preventing terrorism is not 
intelligence gathering but rather military intervention. 
In-depth analysis of these four films will develop a framework for a potential 
definition of the War on Terror espionage film. War on Terror espionage films typically 
concern US intelligence agencies tracking a known or suspected terrorist, often in the 
Middle East. The film’s narrative is a political crime thriller in which the secret agent 
protagonist must navigate bureaucratic interference to defeat the terrorist and prevent 
future attacks. The narrative, essentially, is a fantasy of the individual’s ability to alter 
historical events. The agency in question may be competent or incompetent, but the 
protagonist is always the former. Muslim characters are almost uniformly inferior, either 
through incompetence or villainy, which reinforces the United States’ superiority to the 
Muslim world. Aesthetically, War on Terror espionage films utilize techniques such as 
quick-paced editing, point-of-view shots, and tense musical scores to generate tension 
and paranoia. The War on Terror espionage film always provides ideological closure to 
the United States’ efforts to prevent terrorism, which in the real world seems to be a 
never-ending endeavor. 
 A brief overview of the US intelligence community will contextualize the War on 
Terror espionage film. The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) was originally founded 
in 1908 as the information-gathering arm of the Justice Department, typically 
investigating political corruption issues.67 It was only after the appointment of J. Edgar 
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Hoover as director in 1924 and the increase of federal resources by President Franklin D. 
Roosevelt in 1933 that the Bureau expanded its powers to gather intelligence and enforce 
federal law throughout the United States.68 Over the years, the FBI investigated 
everything from organized crime to the threat of Communism in the United States, 
though it was also embroiled in the Watergate scandal and civil rights disputes.69 Though 
it is permitted to investigate terrorism throughout the world, the FBI’s jurisdiction as a 
law enforcement agency is restricted to the United States and its territories, except with 
the permission of the foreign nation’s government.70 
 The Central Intelligence Agency (CIA), on the other hand, is not a law 
enforcement agency, only an intelligence-gathering agency. Founded by the National 
Security Act of 1947, the CIA provides the legislative and executive branches of the US 
government with information deemed essential to national security.71 The CIA, unlike the 
FBI, only works abroad, though there is an exception for non-US nationals on US soil.72 
The most significant aspect of the CIA, however, is its engagement in covert operations. 
These operations can include communication interception, satellite imagery, forgery, 
medical services, propaganda campaigns, and paramilitary operations and training.73 
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There is scant information available about the particulars of the agency, however, 
because of its clandestine nature. 
 In the wake of the September 11 attacks, the federal government expanded the 
powers of both agencies in order to prevent future terrorist attacks. The Uniting and 
Strengthening America by Providing Appropriate Tools Required to Intercept and 
Obstruct Terrorism (USA PATRIOT) Act temporarily expanded the agencies’ abilities to 
conduct wiretaps in the United States, share information from criminal investigations 
with other agencies, increase “roving surveillance” (reducing the number of warrants 
needed to track a subject), issue warrants without jurisdiction, and collect a broader range 
of electronic communication.74 Though many of these provisions were set to expire 
within five years of the bill’s passage, Congress has voted several times to extend most of 
the act’s sections beyond the initial sunset period.75 As a result, both the CIA and the FBI 
— as well as other intelligence agencies, such as the National Security Agency (NSA) — 
continue to monitor terrorism and collect intelligence both in the United States and 
abroad through broad legal means that have proven controversial in the American 
public.76 
 This chapter will argue that the War on Terror espionage film genre builds on the 
espionage films of the Cold War and enacts ideological projects of boosting support for 
US intelligence gathering efforts and providing closure to the ongoing War on Terror. A 
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working definition of the War on Terror espionage film would be as follows: the 
protagonist is a US intelligence officer, most likely affiliated with the CIA or FBI, who 
tracks a known or suspected terrorist in the Middle East. The plot revolves around a 
series of duplicitous twists and turns, and though the agency may not always have the 
agent’s best interests, the agent nonetheless overcomes obstacles to complete the mission. 
Muslim characters and other foreign characters are characterized by their inferiority to 
the US agent, either in morals, in intellect, in cunning, or in competence. As a result, the 
War on Terror espionage film enacts a fantasy of individual — in both the singular agent 
and the United States — agency over historical events, a fantasy that culminates in the 
successful defeat of terrorism in an imagined victory in the War on Terror. Aesthetically, 
the film is a thriller that generates suspense through techniques such as quick-paced 
editing, close-ups, point-of-view shots, and tense musical scores. 
 The War on Terror espionage film genre will be examined through the analysis of 
four films. The Kingdom (2007) concerns an FBI team investigating a bombing at an 
American oilworkers compound in Saudi Arabia and is particularly notable for both its 
sterling portrayal of the Bureau and its complex representation of the Saudi state police. 
Body of Lies (2008) involves a CIA agent at odds with his DC-based handler in his search 
for a notorious terrorist in Jordan. The film similarly offers a complex portrayal of the 
Jordanian intelligence, though it is undercut by casting decisions, and presents the CIA 
agent as sympathetic to Muslim culture. Zero Dark Thirty (2012) details the CIA’s 
decade-long search for al-Qaeda leader Osama bin Laden through the perspective of a 
single character. The film is notable for the CIA’s involvement with the production, 
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resulting in a particularly positive portrayal of the agency and an implicit exoneration of 
the agency’s torture of detainees. 13 Hours: The Secret Soldiers of Benghazi (2016) 
marginalizes the CIA by making the protagonists the private security contractors assigned 
to a CIA base in Libya. In doing so, the film provides a direct critique of the intelligence 
community in the second decade of the War on Terror and ideologically privileges 
military action as the means of resolution. By examining these four films, the 
characteristics and ideological project of the War on Terror espionage film will become 
clear. 
 The Cold War provides the historical framework for both the War on Terror and 
the espionage films that depict it. In his book Hollywood’s Cold War, Tony Shaw 
examines how Hollywood presented the Cold War during an era of great paranoia. Shaw 
identifies the 1950s and the 1980s as two particularly fruitful periods for Hollywood 
films that addressed the Cold War. The 1950s, Shaw argues, were a period of critique of 
the US government’s anti-Communist policies. With the House Unethical Activity 
Committee (HUAC) examining the industry carefully for Communist propaganda, 
Hollywood filmmakers could not directly confront Cold War policies without risking 
investigation. Filmmakers, therefore, first critiqued Cold War policies through allegory, 
typically in science fiction films such as The Day the Earth Stood Still (1951) and 
Westerns such as High Noon (1952). Critiques were more direct in films such as Storm 
Centre (1956), but Shaw notes that, by working from within the Hollywood system, the 
film dulls some of its more radical points to avoid censorship. In fact, Storm Centre 
provides a potent example of how Hollywood negotiated interpretations of potentially 
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risky material, as the film “won approval from a number of nationalist pressure groups” 
as well as “avowed liberals.”77 Independent producers, on the other hand, provided the 
sharpest critiques because they could be made outside of the studio system. Shaw cites 
Stanley Kramer’s post-nuclear war film On the Beach (1959) as a prominent example of 
an independently produced critique. The 1950s, therefore, marked a period of blunted 
critique in Hollywood: any content that opposed Cold War policies was either 
allegorized, counterbalanced by anti-Communist content, or produced by independent 
producers. The significance of this era, however, is that there was opposition in 
Hollywood to the government’s policies, even if it was couched in allegory and other 
potential meanings. 
 Though Shaw does not mention the film, Edward Ludwig’s Big Jim McLain 
(1952) merits a brief discussion as a film that does not critique HUAC’s anti-communist 
policies; in fact, the Committee participated in the making of the film, according to a title 
card at the end of the film. The film stars John Wayne and James Arliss as HUAC agents 
sent to Hawaii to uncover and stop a Communist cell operating in the territory. The film 
is not subtle in its construction of good Americans and evil Communists: the Americans 
are “ordinary” men who love women and their country, while the Communists are 
asexual academics who want to enslave humanity. Periphery characters blatantly state 
their disdain for Communism; the fact that many of these characters are of Asian descent 
works to ensure audiences that Communism is not racially specific, something that this 
chapter will demonstrate is not necessarily true of films about terrorism. Big Jim McLain, 
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significantly, is a Cold War-era example of a film that affirms the ideologies of the 
“war;” though none of the films discussed in this chapter are quite as explicit in their 
ideological project, the distinctions between who is “good” and who is “evil” are similar. 
 The 1980s, on the other hand, represented a more complex ideological project in 
Hollywood’s depiction of Cold War policies. As the Reagan Administration bolstered 
patriotism at home and flexed American influence abroad, Hollywood cooperated with 
the federal government to provide films that projected the administration’s policies, albeit 
to varying degrees of success. Red Dawn (1984) depicted a Soviet/Cuban invasion of the 
United States and the ability of American citizens — particularly young men — to fight 
off the Soviets. Significantly, Red Dawn was not produced with the assistance of the US 
Department of Defense, but former Secretary of State Alexander Haig contributed 
strategic analysis of what a Communist invasion of the United States would involve.78 
Walker (1987), on the other hand, used a historical incident from the previous century to 
criticize the US government’s involvement in Nicaragua. The Central American nation 
was embroiled in civil war at the time of the film’s production, and the National Security 
Council wanted to present “an image of the Contras as democratic freedom fighters in the 
mould of America’s Founding Fathers and the Sandinistas [Communists] as evil 
members of a Soviet outpost.”79 Walker, then, was a rebuttal to the NSC’s wishes and the 
other Hollywood films produced about Central America at the time, but flopped at the 
box office. Red Heat (1988), released toward the end of the decade, reflected the thawing 
of the Cold War by partnering American and Soviet detectives for a buddy 
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action/comedy. The film premiered in the midst of Soviet president Mikhail Gorbachev’s 
“New Thinking” — characterized by “glasnost” (economic openness) and “perestroika” 
(economic reform)  — toward a permanent resolution to the Cold War.80 The film, 
therefore, presents a vision of the United States and Soviet Union finding common 
ground and cooperating. Shaw discusses how these films negotiate the political and 
economic tensions of the era, with and without government influence, but he calls 
particular attention to how Reaganite neoconservative ideology infiltrates all of these 
films.  
 The significance of the Cold War model is twofold. As a historical period, the 
United States and the Soviet Union never directly met on the battlefield during the Cold 
War. Instead, the conflict was a war of ideologies fought through various proxy wars and 
propaganda campaigns. The War on Terror, too, is not a direct conflict with another state 
but rather a pair of conflicts in Iraq and Afghanistan as well as operations outside of those 
nations. Additionally, like the films of the Cold War, Hollywood films about the War on 
Terror are imbued with ideology. The previous chapters covered this topic already, but as 
films such as Zero Dark Thirty will demonstrate, the involvement of the CIA and FBI in 
the production of War on Terror espionage films recalls the government involvement in 
film production in the 1980s. The resulting films, like those of the 1950s and the 1980s, 
typically have competing meanings that are not a total critique of government policy. 
 The FBI and the CIA both engage with Hollywood today in order to manage their 
onscreen image, but the FBI’s history with the industry is much more extensive. Michele 
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Marie Malach traces the history of FBI representation since the 1930s in her dissertation 
“You’d Better Dust Off Your Own Black Suit: The FBI in Recent American Film and 
Television.” Malach notes that the overarching public image of the FBI, as determined by 
Bureau Director J. Edgar Hoover in the 1930s, represents “elite discipline” and “symbolic 
politics” — that is, the Bureau is untarnished by politics and corruption and it is a 
champion of justice in the face of lawlessness.81 The Bureau is only involved in federal 
crimes, and therefore must ideologically protect the nation and its identity from 
subversive and corruptive forces.82 Thus the FBI ideally represents the United States’ 
sense of justice and moral righteousness. 
 As Malach argues, however, the FBI’s image transformed over the course of 20th 
century entertainment. The earliest representations of FBI agents were “G-Men:” 
detectives who were “independent, well-armed, operated largely on hunches, moved 
easily outside the bounds of the law, and often brought his man down rather than back.”83 
After WWII, the FBI agent ceased being an “action detective” and became 
“domesticated.” This meant that, instead of actively hunting down gangsters and enemy 
spies, the FBI agent “became more social worker than crime fighter, rallying the growing 
white, middle-class, American public against various threats to its way of life — juvenile 
delinquency, immorality, petty crime, and Communism, to name a few.”84 The FBI thus 
defended “traditional” American values on the screen. The 1960s and 1970s disrupted 
this narrative, however: the death of Hoover and the Watergate scandal revealed the 
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seedier and more controversial aspects of the Bureau, leading Hollywood to largely 
abandon making films about FBI agents.85 The few FBI agents who did appear onscreen 
during this time were depicted as “faceless, personality-free” bureaucrats “wrenching 
control from sympathetic local authorities.”86 It would take the disavowal of 
organizations and institutions in favor of the individual in the 1980s — inspired by the 
Reagan administration — for the Bureau to repair its public image. 
 Malach argues that the FBI agent of the 1980s updated the post-WWII 
domesticated agent type: the agent retains a “dedication to justice and a deeply rooted 
sense of morality” but “the separation of individual and institution creates a character 
with considerably more internal conflicts.”87 Five focal points inform the representation 
of the FBI agent in the 1980s and 1990s: “a) definition of the center versus the margins of 
American culture; b) notions of good and evil; c) changing gender roles/politics; d) 
federal agents as the border patrol of desire; and e) the quintessential question of most 
modern law enforcement narratives, ‘is it possible to combat evil without becoming 
evil?’”88 Each of these issues concern oppositional binaries and the agent’s successful 
navigation between these boundaries, and many films blur the distinctions between the 
two. It is significant to note that all of these issues play out through the protagonist’s 
personal and internal conflicts and that the resolution of these conflicts is a negotiation 
between the agent’s individual desires and the desires of the Bureau. The FBI agent thus 
defends “traditional” American values of justice, patriotism, and moral righteousness 
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without necessarily identifying with an intelligence apparatus that still has not shed its 
untrustworthy reputation. The Kingdom will directly examine the identity crises of FBI 
agents in the War on Terror, though the other films examined in this chapter will deal 
with similar concerns in the CIA. 
 Unlike the FBI, the CIA abstained from working with Hollywood until recently. 
Tricia Jenkins argues in her book CIA in Hollywood: How the Agency Shaped Film and 
Television that the CIA’s portrayal in popular entertainment was largely negative as a 
result of the agency’s refusal to cooperate with the entertainment industry. Jenkins 
outlines five types of portrayals of the agency:  
“(1) the CIA assassinates people (often without good reason), (2) it is staffed by 
rogue operatives who act with little oversight, (3) it fails to take care of its own 
officers and assets, (4) the outfit operates on morally ambiguous and perhaps 
morally reprehensible grounds, and (5) that it is marked by buffoonery and 
ineffectiveness.”89 
 
Jenkins explains that the historical precedents for these portrayals are rooted in the 
agency’s secrecy: the covert missions that the agency carries out, the agency’s lack of 
discretion with the public, and the lack of response or clarification to the agency’s 
popular portrayal. In many films, CIA agents mostly operated on the margins of the story, 
if at all. The CIA did not even enter the public consciousness until the 1960s, after the 
failure of the Bay of Pigs operation, which also contributed to the agency’s sparse 
representation as negative.90 
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 The agency did, however, establish a Public Affairs Office in the 1990s with the 
intent of changing the agency’s public perception. This included interacting with 
Hollywood and providing resources to film productions, beginning with The Hunt for 
Red October (1990), Patriot Games (1992), and Clear and Present Danger (1994).91 
These films presented the agency as not only competent but also “the government’s 
moral compass,” a far more positive portrayal than previous films’.92 Of the films 
discussed in this chapter, Zero Dark Thirty received CIA input during production and 
notably presents the agency positively.  
 Deepa Kumar and Arun Kundnani’s article “Imagining National Security: The 
CIA, Hollywood, and the War on Terror” expands upon Jenkins’ study of the 
representation of the CIA in popular media by addressing the ideological concerns of the 
agency’s representation in the War on Terror. Kumar and Kundnani trace the history of 
United States policymakers’ understanding of terrorism as an “evil ideology” and the 
transition after 2004 into the field of “terrorism studies” that “developed models of 
‘radicalization’ that emphasized moments of psychological vulnerability as pivotal to the 
adoption of ‘extremist’ ideology.”93 That is to say, national security and intelligence 
agencies such as the CIA created policies that fought terrorism through “soft power” such 
as culture and entertainment rather than “hard power” such as military intervention and 
torture. Soft power is not only applicable to those deemed susceptible to radicalization, 
however. Kumar and Kundnani analyze the Showtime television show Homeland (2011–
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present) and argue that the show “naturalizes the workings of the national-security state 
in the Obama era” by focusing on a homegrown terrorist who is a “white Muslim, with a 
traditional heteronormative all-American family life.”94 The show also sets “new norms 
of acceptability on issues ranging from surveillance to political violence” and normalizes 
“a permanent state of emergency” while assuring viewers “that educated, sober, ethical, 
and smart people are in charge.”95 The CIA, which is heavily involved in the show’s 
production, thus exercises soft power within the United States to normalize its 
counterterrorism policies and create positive audience associations with the agency. The 
ideological concerns of agency involvement — or lack thereof, in the case of Body of 
Lies and 13 Hours — in the films discussed in this chapter will be analyzed as part of the 
War on Terror espionage film’s overall identity. 
 As in the War on Terror combat film, the representation of the “enemy” — that is, 
Muslim characters — is just as significant as the representation of the intelligence agent 
in the War on Terror espionage film. Unlike the War on Terror combat film, however, the 
representation of Muslims in War on Terror espionage films is somewhat more diverse. 
In the first chapter of his book The War on Terror and American Film: 9/11 Frames Per 
Second, Terrence McSweeney analyzes the construction of American and Middle Eastern 
identities in American War on Terror films. McSweeney discusses Emmanuel Lévinas’ 
concept of “the face,” which McSweeney describes as such: 
“Lévinas’ face is not a literal one; it is an embodiment of the Other in its potential 
aliveness and humanity and in the precarity it is able (but rarely allowed) to reveal 
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in ‘us.’ Lévinas said, ‘to expose myself to the vulnerability of the face is to put 
my ontological right to existence into question.’(34)”96 
 
The face, therefore, grants a character humanity, vulnerability, and empathy. McSweeney 
argues that American films prevent Others from having a face so that American ideology 
is preserved. If a Middle Eastern character — especially a terrorist — is worthy of 
audience sympathy, then the principles of American exceptionalism and ideological 
certainty are threatened. This is complicated, however, by the presence of sympathetic 
Muslim characters in The Kingdom, Body of Lies, and 13 Hours, meaning that American 
exceptionalism must be negotiated and preserved in other ways.  
 The face recalls Norween Mingnant’s discussion of voice in the combat film 
chapter: both the face and the voice are signifiers of humanity that are frequently denied 
to characters of non-white American descent. The face, however, provides a visual image 
of humanity, and thus the casting of Muslim characters is particularly notable in the War 
on Terror espionage film. Mingnant observes that, in the wake of the September 11 
attacks, Hollywood’s interest in Arab and Muslim characters “led to the search for more 
nuanced depictions” and “more authenticity.”97 This meant casting Middle Eastern and 
Muslim actors to play Middle Eastern and Muslim characters. Many films, however, cast 
actors who were of different nationalities from their characters, and — as Body of Lies 
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will prove — the practice of casting non-Middle Eastern and even white actors to play 
Middle Eastern roles did not end. These casting practices complicate the face and the 
sympathy and empathy the character generates, particularly when the actor not Middle 
Eastern. The representation of Middle Eastern and Muslim characters in the films 
discussed in this chapter is significant to the War on Terror espionage genre not only as a 
method of reinforcing American ideals and exceptionalism, but also as a practice of 
presenting “authentic” portrayals of the Middle East and, in the case of 13 Hours, North 
Africa. 
 The issue of authenticity is important because it must negotiate the representation 
of the Middle East as a place characterized by danger and, in the words of Edward Saïd, 
“latent inferiority.”98 That is to say, the “authentic” portrayal of the region is filtered 
through the American Orientalist perspective of what the Middle East is “really like.” 
Marouf A. Hasian, Jr. examines this issue in his article “Military Orientalism at the 
Cineplex: A Postcolonial Reading of Zero Dark Thirty.” Though his focus on Zero Dark 
Thirty proves illuminating, Hasian’s discussion of military Orientalism is pertinent to all 
of the films examined in this chapter. Citing Patricia Owens and Saïd, Hasian explains 
military Orientalism as “the study of how binary figuration — Orient/Occident — has 
been used in various international media to either justify wartime interventions or provide 
explanations for how particular campaigns have been waged.”99 In other words, military 
Orientalism utilizes the implied inferiority of the Orient — in this case, the Middle East 
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and Central Asia — to justify Occidental — the United States and its Western allies — 
military intervention into the region. Military Orientalism thus affirms the superiority of 
the West militarily, culturally, and ideologically. 
 Moreover, post-9/11 military Orientalism implies an ideological and cultural 
battlefield between the United States and terrorist organizations such as al-Qaeda and the 
Taliban in Afghanistan. Hasian writes that “studying ‘culture’ thus gets co-opted and 
used to justify investigations” in which an alternate ideology or culture can be 
introduced.100 That is to say, for military Orientalists the culture of the inferior land must 
be replaced or reformed in order to prevent the spread of terrorist ideologies. It is into this 
arena of the War on Terror that American exceptionalism asserts itself. According to 
Hasian, if the “interventional co-production of the ‘American Dream’” presents itself to 
both American audiences and the foreign culture, then the superiority of United States’ 
culture and ideology is established. Hasian argues that Zero Dark Thirty plays out a 
narrative of American exceptionalism by highlighting the CIA’s cooperation with the FBI 
and military to successfully track down and kill Osama bin Laden and marginalizing the 
contributions of other foreign intelligence agencies. The other films in this chapter will 
also present narratives of American exceptionalism in intelligence gathering to assert that 
only the United States can end the War on Terror, thus implicitly reiterating the 
inferiority of the Middle East to police itself. 
 Of course, a genre is not defined by representation alone. The War on Terror 
espionage film’s narrative draws heavily from the thriller genre, though each film varies 
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in regards to pacing of the action and development of the narrative. Additionally, the War 
on Terror espionage film is a political film in the sense that its content involves 
contemporary global politics. Pablo Castrillo and Pablo Echart’s article “Towards a 
Narrative Definition of the American Political Thriller” attempts to present a genre 
definition for the “political thriller.” Castrillo and Echart argue that the definitions of 
“thriller” and “political film” as genres are unstable and could just as easily describe an 
aesthetic (as Paul Schrader argued about film noir) rather than a cohesive genre.101 
Castrillo and Echart define a “thriller” as a crime fiction in which the emotionally 
expressive protagonist navigates an unbalanced world that nonetheless resembles the 
“real” world of shared perception. The political film, for their purposes, is any film that 
uses a political event as a narrative drive. The political thriller, therefore, is: 
“…usually of an investigative nature, often relating to a political assassination or 
organized around the efforts to prevent one, but always jumpstarted by the 
disruption of the ordinary world of the character by an external threat. The genre 
thus examines – and often times outright questions – the effectiveness of 
individual agency, as the protagonist does not always find out the truth, or if he 
does, an effect that changes the (unjust) order of things is not guaranteed. Once 
the protagonist commits to the restoration of his world gone off-balance, the plot 
develops in a labyrinthine fashion, following the intricate entanglements of 
conspiracies, either in government or private corporations, on in a collusion of 
both.”102 
 
This definition of the political thriller applies to the espionage film as well, with one 
crucial distinction. According to Castrillo and Echart, the protagonist of a political thriller 
lacks agency because his “skill set or rank are inferior to what the investigation 
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demand.”103 This is because the films the authors analyze regularly feature ordinary men 
as protagonists: the journalists of All the President’s Men (1976), for example, or the 
low-ranking agent in Three Days of the Condor (1975). The protagonist of espionage 
films, on the other hand, is typically a highly skilled operative who is, more often than 
not, stifled by bureaucratic red tape in the hunt for information. This distinction in skill 
set is significant, since the protagonists of all of the films examined in this chapter are 
presented as the most competent characters onscreen even as they lack the agency to 
perform their tasks. The narrative arc of the War on Terror espionage film’s protagonist 
frequently involves the character gaining greater agency in order to adequately complete 
the mission. 
 The War on Terror espionage film, like many thrillers, often features elaborate 
plots driven by duplicitous characters. These plots, however, exist within the framework 
of the contemporary geopolitical climate of the real world. Luis M. Garcia-Mainar’s 
article “The Return of the Realist Spy Film” outlines the distinctions between “realist” 
spy films and “escapist” spy films. Realist spy films, according to Garcia-Mainar, draw 
inspiration from the methodical, complex narratives of British novelist John le Carré, 
while escapist spy films borrow from the action-oriented narratives of British author Ian 
Fleming’s James Bond novels.104 To make this distinction, however, Garcia-Mainar 
elaborates on the spy genre as a whole and its specific project. Garcia-Mainar describes 
the spy film as a crime narrative that: 
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“…distinctly reflects the organized nature of social forces, exposing the 
mechanism that keep individuals under control. It is concerned with morality, 
with the system’s claim to moral righteousness or the individual’s struggle with 
moral principles and widespread cynicism. It also contains the potential to suggest 
parallels between the secret agent and the ordinary citizen, both being at the same 
time essential to the survival of the system and reminders of its shortcomings: 
they embody the contradictory values of bourgeois society, the ambiguity of the 
law and a fantasy about the power of the individual to influence history. 
Furthermore, the genre exhibits a greater awareness of this physical and moral 
milieu than the rest of the crime genres by placing characters in situations that 
may expose the contradictions of societies and nations. Finally, the spy story 
shows, more lucidly than perhaps any other genre, the impact of a globalized 
world in which national borders are no obstacle to transglobal power.”105 
 
The spy genre is thus not necessarily a “thriller,” but does revolve around a crime that, 
like the political thriller, threatens to upend social and political institutions and projects a 
fantasy of the individual’s agency to influence historical events. I would argue that even 
if the film does not provide “conventional” thrills, a la the James Bond series, the films 
that Garcia-Mainar discusses — as well as the films discussed in this chapter — do 
follow the basic narrative pattern of the thriller and provide thrills via suspense. 
 The difference between the realist spy film and the escapist spy film is the 
presentation of spycraft, according to Garcia-Mainar. The escapist spy film, for example, 
“abandons the realism of bureaucratic spy work in favor of heroic fantasies” that are 
thrilling and less explicit about “moral discourse.”106 The realist spy film, on the other 
hand, is anchored in historical fact and noted for “the unusual accent placed on the 
subjectivity of the main characters.”107 That is, the narrative of the realist spy film is as 
much about the spy protagonist’s awareness of institutional corruption and personal 
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moral calibration as it is about the audience’s discovery of these very things. The realist 
spy film thus complicates the fantasy of individual agency offered by the spy genre, 
expressing both optimism and pessimism towards institutional change. Of the films 
discussed in this chapter, Zero Dark Thirty best represents the realist spy film in narrative 
and characterization, though Body of Lies blends elements of both realist and escapist spy 
narratives. 
 The War on Terror espionage film can thus be defined as a film concerning US 
intelligence gathering in the context of tracking and capturing known or suspected 
terrorists, typically in the Middle East. Narratively, the film is a political crime thriller in 
which the protagonist — an intelligence officer for the United States — must navigate the 
bureaucratic red tape of the US government and gain the agency necessary to defeat the 
terrorist. The narrative enacts a fantasy of the individual’s ability to alter historical events 
and reduces or eliminates the contributions of others. The intelligence agency may be 
presented as either competent and cooperative or incompetent and deceitful, but the 
individual protagonist is always the former. Muslim characters, on the other hand, are 
either dangerous and deceitful or incompetent and helpless, which reiterates the 
implication that the Middle East is inferior to the United States. War on Terror espionage 
films use quick-paced editing, point-of-view shots, and close-ups to generate suspense, as 
well as tense musical scores. All of these elements combine to create an ideologically 
complex film that presents resolutions to the War on Terror where, in the real world, very 
few seem to exist. 
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The Kingdom 
The Kingdom was one of Hollywood’s earliest attempts at an espionage film that 
directly involved the real-world War on Terror. Previously, Hollywood studios were 
content to address terrorism through fictionalized villains who were not Muslims, such as 
xXx (2002), Red Eye (2005), and Casino Royale (2006). Each of those films, however, 
mostly utilized terrorism as a plot device rather than the central focus of the film, and all 
of them fit squarely into the mold of the escapist spy film. The Kingdom, on the other 
hand, directly addresses the issue of terrorism, specifically radical Islamist terrorism. The 
film blends elements of both the realist and escapist spy films to reinforce an ideology of 
American exceptionalism in the War on Terror, though the film ultimately complicates 
this approach. 
 The Kingdom details the FBI’s investigation of a devastating bombing at a US oil 
company compound in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia. The team is led by Agent Rob Fleury 
(Jamie Foxx), whose friend and fellow agent Francis Manner (Kyle Chandler) dies in the 
blast. He’s joined by forensics examiner Agent Janet Mayes (Jennifer Garner), 
intelligence analyst Adam Leavitt (Jason Bateman), and explosives technician Special 
Agent Grant Sykes (Chris Cooper). Once in Riyadh, the team finds themselves in an 
uneasy alliance with Colonel Faris Al Ghazi (Ashraf Barholm), the commander of the 
Saudi State Police who has jurisdiction of the investigation. Over the course of the film, 
Rob and Al Ghazi develop mutual trust and respect for each other, and as a result the 
team successfully tracks and kills Abu Hamza (Hezi Saddik), the terrorist responsible for 
the bombing. 
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 Narratively, the film blends the procedural approach of the realist spy film with 
the action-oriented approach of the escapist spy film. The film begins with the bombing 
as the inciting crime, thus continuing the tradition of realist spy films opening with a 
crime being committed. The narrative covers the details of the FBI’s investigation by 
following the agents as they look for evidence in the wreckage. The narrative, therefore, 
is a basic procedural that presents the investigation as it unfolds and casts the FBI agents 
as detectives trying to find the perpetrator of the crime. In a deviation from the realist spy 
film, the narrative is not intensely subjective on the FBI agents; instead, the audience is 
aware from the film’s opening scene who is responsible for the attack and accesses Al 
Ghazi’s perspective of events. 
 The narrative’s escapist spy elements emerge in the final third of the film, when 
the team is attacked by Abu Hamza’s men on a highway on the outskirts of Riyadh. The 
team’s motorcade is attacked by men with a grenade launcher, and the attackers kidnap 
Adam. With this development, the narrative shifts from a procedural into an action 
thriller, as the team and Al Ghazi must work together to rescue Adam from Abu Hamza’s 
men. The narrative abandons the details of the investigation for violent shootouts and 
tense chases that correspond more with the escapist spy film than the realist spy film. 
Similarly, the narrative at this point is less concerned with the characters’ individual 
issues in the investigation than with the collective goal of rescuing Adam and stopping 
Abu Hamza from attacking again. The film’s blend of realist and escapist spy narratives 
ideologically affirms the idea of American exceptionalism by demonstrating the FBI’s 
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proficiency as both detectives and action heroes, succeeding where the Saudi State Police 
failed. 
 The film’s representation of the FBI, therefore, is positive and uncritical, a 
marked contrast from the representations Malach describes from the post-Watergate era. 
Each member of the FBI is proficient at their job, and though they may bicker with one 
another, it is always understood to be playful and not demonstrative of underlying strife 
within the group. When Adam is kidnapped, there is no hesitation among the team that 
they must rescue him. The FBI, therefore, takes care of their own, no matter what the 
stakes are. The team is also a diverse unit, led by a black man and featuring a white 
woman, an older white Southern man, and a middle-aged white man. The diversity of the 
team implies that the FBI, too, is a diverse and inclusive bureau that functions 
harmoniously because of their respect for difference. 
 The FBI is not in conflict with itself in the United States, but rather with the 
politics of bureaucracy. In the beginning of the film, the Justice Department is reluctant 
to send FBI agents to Saudi Arabia, citing the danger they would face as Americans in a 
nation with high-profile anti-American radicals. In a meeting with the Attorney General 
(Danny Huston), FBI Director Robert Grace (Richard Jenkins) states plainly, “not to go 
after criminals because they might try to harm you is not really a policy of the FBI. See, 
we try not to say ‘uncle.’ We try.” The director’s statement is a rebuttal of the Attorney 
General’s concerns and an acknowledgement of the agency’s courage and valor in 
dangerous circumstances. The film’s representation of the FBI is a bureau that does not 
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shy away from danger, but rather accepts the risk on the principle of serving justice to 
criminals. 
 Notably absent from this representation, however, are concerns about US oil 
interests in Saudi Arabia. This is only notable because the film’s opening credits make 
this point explicitly. The credit sequence, which occupies the first five minutes of the 
film, is an animated graphic that relates to the audience the history of the Kingdom of 
Saudi Arabia, beginning with the founding of the Wahhabi family as the nation’s rulers in 
the 1920s and continuing through to the present day. Throughout this history are statistics 
about the kingdom’s oil production and the United States’ oil consumption, followed by a 
history of the two nation’s diplomatic relations that culminates in the September 11 
attacks (15 of the 19 hijackers were Saudi nationals). The credit sequence explicitly 
details the influence of oil on the relationship between the United States and Saudi 
Arabia. The film itself, however, never addresses US oil interests as a motivation for the 
bombing or as a reason for the FBI to be involved in the investigation. Instead, the 
narrative of Rob and Al Ghazi learning to trust one another rewrites the US-Saudi 
relationship as one built on mutual respect and understanding of their common goals, 
excluding oil and economics altogether. 
 For this ideological rewrite to work, however, the Saudis must be presented as 
worthy of respect and trust. Of the film’s Arab characters, only Al Ghazi and his trusted 
sergeant, Haytham (Ali Suliman), are humanized. They each have names and speak to 
one another in Arabic that is translated into subtitles onscreen. In an early scene, Al 
Ghazi witnesses the torture of a prisoner by the Saudi National Guard and is conflicted 
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about what he sees, thus separating him from the brutality of his National Guard 
counterpart (this is notably the only instance of torture in the film). Both Al Ghazi and 
Haytham are also shown briefly at home with their families; these images are juxtaposed 
with the FBI team hanging out in their downtime, which draws parallels between how the 
Saudi men are not so different from their American partners. Over the course of the film, 
Al Ghazi develops a friendship with Ron, and the men’s understanding of one another 
helps them cooperate in their investigation. Al Ghazi dies during the rescue of Adam, but 
his death is dignified by Ron’s emotional reaction; afterward, Ron visits Al Ghazi’s 
family and speaks to his young son in the same manner that he spoke to Manner’s son 
after the agent’s death. It should be noted, too, that both Al Ghazi and Haytham are 
portrayed by Arab-Israeli actors. 
 Al Ghazi and Haytham’s empathetic portrayals stand in contrast to the film’s 
portrayal of Abu Hamza and his followers. Like the two State Police officers, Abu 
Hamza is frequently shown with his family, including his young son whom he instructs to 
watch as he carries out his attack on the US compound. Unlike Al Ghazi and Haytham, 
Abu Hamza is not an empathetic character. The viewer cannot identify with his motives 
because they are never clearly defined beyond vague anti-American sentiment and radical 
Islamist dogma. Abu Hamza’s followers are nameless and disposable with no significant 
characteristics other than being “bad guys.” Abu Hamza is a terrorist, and therefore does 
not merit the same humanized consideration as other characters receive. He is also, 
significantly, not a representative of the state, and instead serves as the shared opponent 
of both the US and Saudi governments. It is also perhaps not insignificant that Abu 
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Hamza is portrayed by an Iraqi actor, considering that at the time of the film’s release 
both nations had deteriorating diplomatic relations with Iraq. 
 The film’s representations of both the FBI and the terrorists are complicated by 
the film’s final scene. The scene is a juxtaposition of two different conversations: one 
among the FBI team once they are back in Washington, the other between Abu Hamza’s 
son and his mother. Both conversations hinge on a question of what one character 
whispered to another earlier in the film: Ron to Janet at the initial briefing on the attack, 
and Abu Hamza’s dying words to his son. The montage reveals that both men whispered 
the same thing: “we’re going to kill them all.” This juxtaposition is striking: the words 
are mission statements from both characters on the lengths they will go to defend their 
principles. After completing a narrative in which the FBI and the terrorists occupy 
diametrically opposite ends of the film’s moral spectrum, Berg abruptly equates the two 
organizations as perpetuating the violence enacted on one another. The film ends with a 
close-up of the boy’s eyes, yet it is unclear what Berg is attempting to convey with this 
decision. The ending complicates the film’s previous representations of both the FBI and 
the terrorists, and the ideological purpose of this complication is unclear. 
 The film’s visuals, like the narrative, blend elements of both realist and escapist 
spy films. Berg utilizes a handheld camera for much of the film, which approximates the 
look of documentary. Realist visuals make an appeal for “authenticity” and position the 
film as a historical document, even though the film is a work of fiction. This technique 
also generates suspense during action sequences by conveying immediacy and danger, 
which helps to heighten the film’s thrills. As a result of the handheld cinematography, 
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most of the film is shot in close-ups and medium shots, restricting the visual space of the 
frame and generating paranoia about what dangers could lurk just outside of the frame. 
 Aurally, the film relies heavily on an expressive musical score to convey tension 
and other emotional reactions. The score is largely atmospheric rock-and-roll music, 
featuring soaring reverbed guitars, thrumming bass, and steady drums. Scenes of the FBI 
team in their downtime are scored with mid-tempo music that crescendos into a semi-
chaotic finale, while action sequences feature uptempo numbers driven by keyboards and 
distorted horns that are propulsive and exciting. The soundscape also features amplified 
sounds of explosions and gunshots during action sequences, which increase the tension 
and sense of danger in these scenes. These aspects are more common in escapist spy 
films, rather than realist spy films, and thus seemingly refute the film’s claims at 
“authenticity.” 
 The Kingdom, despite its ideologically confounding final scene, exemplifies a 
War on Terror espionage film that blends realist and escapist spy film elements. The 
narrative begins as a crime procedural and evolves into an action thriller, but both parts 
emphasize American exceptionalism through the competence of the FBI. The Bureau is 
portrayed as a capable force of inherent good, and the agents’ partnership with the Saudi 
State Police reveals that the Saudis are not too different from their American 
counterparts. The terrorists, however, are not humanized, and instead represent evil. 
Realist and escapist aesthetics also mix within the film, as realist visuals accompany 
manufactured, excessive sounds such as the musical score. The Kingdom, therefore, is an 
attempt at producing a realist espionage film within a Hollywood framework, but the film 
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nonetheless fulfills the ideological project of the War on Terror espionage film by 
reinforcing American exceptionalism. 
 
Body of Lies 
 If The Kingdom presents a vision of the FBI as a congenial agency full of 
cooperative agents, director Ridley Scott’s Body of Lies portrays the CIA as the opposite: 
an agency in which every character has their own agenda and everyone struggles to 
communicate and cooperate. The film, like The Kingdom, prominently features American 
cooperation with a foreign intelligence agency, in this case Jordan’s General Intelligence 
Directorate (GID). Where The Kingdom presented cooperation as evidence of American 
superiority in the War on Terror, however, Body of Lies complicates the ideology of 
American exceptionalism by presenting the CIA as an agency that consistently 
undermines itself and ultimately incapable of capturing terrorists. 
 Body of Lies tells the story of CIA agent Roger Ferris’ (Leonardo DiCaprio) 
search for an Osama bin Laden-type terrorist by the name of Al-Saleem (Alon 
Aboutboul), who in the film’s opening scene claims responsibility for a deadly bombing 
in Manchester, England. After a meeting with a potential informant ends in the death of 
his partner, Bassam (Oscar Isaac), and severe injuries to himself, Ferris relocates from 
Iraq to Amman, Jordan, where Ferris’ US-based handler, Ed Hoffman (Russell Crowe), 
believes Al-Saleem’s safe house is located. Ferris establishes a working relationship with 
Hani Salaam (Mark Strong), the head of the GID, but his efforts are undermined by 
Hoffman’s own operations in the country. The three men must navigate a complicated 
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web of deceit and betrayal in order to find Al-Saleem before he can authorize another 
attack. 
 The film’s narrative largely reflects the conventions of the escapist spy thriller, 
following Ferris as he travels through Iraq, Jordan, Qatar, United Arab Emirates, and the 
United States in his mission to track down Al-Saleem. Globetrotting exploits are a 
common feature in escapist spy films, particularly the James Bond films, in which the 
titular character chases villains through multiple exotic locations in each film. The film’s 
narrative also involves a number of twists resulting from the characters’ duplicity with 
one another. This mode of labyrinthine storytelling illustrates the CIA’s inability to 
cooperate with both the GID and its own agents, and therefore the agency’s incompetence 
at procuring valuable information effectively.  
 The film’s narrative thrills derive not only from chase scenes of Ferris pursuing 
suspects but also from anticipating the next deception Hoffman, Ferris, or Hani will 
reveal to each other. A key plot point of the film is an operation devised by Ferris to 
deceive Al-Saleem to come out of hiding. This operation involves convincing Al-Saleem 
that an unsuspecting Jordanian citizen — architect Omar Sadiki (Ali Suliman) — is a 
rival terrorist, as well as planting evidence to convince the GID that he is a terrorist as 
well. The plot provides a complicated tangle of deceptions enacted by characters that 
have already proven themselves untrustworthy, which creates suspense in whether the 
operation will succeed or fail. This operation also illustrates the dubious morality of the 
CIA through the agency’s unquestioning willingness to manipulate the life of an innocent 
citizen with potentially dangerous results. 
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 The film also features a romantic subplot between Ferris and an Iranian-Jordanian 
nurse named Aisha (Golshifteh Farahadi). Ferris and Aisha never formally establish a 
romantic relationship, but Ferris does visit her at home for a dinner with her and her 
sister’s family and, later in the film, believes she is kidnapped by Al-Saleem. The 
importance of this subplot, however, is that it demonstrates Ferris’ desire to assimilate 
into Middle Eastern society. Ferris speaks Arabic with Aisha and shows respect for 
Muslim customs such as escorting her home and refraining from touching her in public. 
Though it is not unusual for escapist spy films to feature a romantic interest for the 
protagonist, rarely does the (white male) protagonist show the degree of respect for local 
customs and desire for assimilation that Ferris displays. Ferris’ romantic interest in Aisha, 
therefore, represents a complication of the ideology of American exceptionalism, since it 
would otherwise seem illogical for a white American man to treat Muslim culture as 
anything but inferior to Western culture. 
 Ferris is an outlier among the intelligence officers discussed in this chapter. Ferris 
complies with the CIA’s directives, though he vocally objects when he does not agree 
with the principles of the mission. This type is reminiscent of Malach’s post-Watergate 
FBI agent, and through Ferris the film raises questions of whether his desire to avoid 
collateral damage negatively affects his service as a CIA agent. Though he develops the 
plan to use Sadiki as a lure, Ferris also plans for Sadiki’s protection once Al-Saleem 
comes out of hiding. There are also two brief flashbacks of Ferris supervising the torture 
of a detainee. No context is provided for the interrogation, nor is the detainee or 
interrogator clearly visible, but Ferris is clearly troubled by the abuse he witnesses. Most 
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significantly, Ferris shows respect for Muslim culture and speaks fluent Arabic. Of all the 
films covered in this thesis, Ferris is the only major American character with these 
attributes. This further separates him from the CIA, which does not show the same 
empathy for the Middle East. At the end of the film, Ferris walks away from the CIA, 
leaving the agency behind in favor of a different life. He is not an “agency man” but 
rather a semi-autonomous agent locked in both internal and external conflict with the 
agency. 
 Hoffman, on the other hand, is unquestionably an agency man. For most the film, 
Hoffman works comfortably United States and only communicates with Ferris by 
telephone. Though Ferris similarly hails from the region, Hoffman is a particularly direct 
Southerner who prides himself on mentally disarming people. He frequently complicates 
Ferris’ missions by withholding information, whether it is a change of plan or a key 
detail. When Hoffman does come to Amman, he disrespects the local customs and 
jeopardizes Ferris’ working relationship with Hani — and, by proxy, the CIA’s 
relationship with the GID. Hoffman shows no remorse when his interference with Ferris’ 
operations result in Bassam’s and Sadiki’s deaths, and when Ferris is captured by Al-
Saleem’s henchmen, Hoffman is willing to sacrifice Ferris’ life to capture the terrorist 
leader. Hoffman is the film’s representation of the CIA: a duplicitous, self-serving, and 
self-sabotaging organization that has dubious morals and no regard for other cultures. 
 The film’s representation of Muslim characters is complex and ultimately 
undermined by the casting of the characters Bassam and Hani. Both characters are 
empathetic: Bassam is a loyal and capable partner to Ferris, and though Hani is somewhat 
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exoticized by his penchant for extreme measures, he is nevertheless an ally to the United 
States and Ferris. In fact, Hani proves to be the most capable intelligence officer in the 
film, initiating the plot that results in Ferris’ rescue from and capture of Al-Saleem. Both 
characters are empathetic, competent, and trustworthy allies of Ferris. They are also both 
played by non-Middle Eastern actors: Isaac, a Guatemalan-American, and Strong, a 
British actor of Austrian and Italian descent. Casting non-Middle Eastern actors in these 
roles undermines the film’s otherwise-progressive portrayal of Muslim characters. The 
characters of Aisha and Sadiki, on the other hand, are less developed, but are portrayed 
by Middle Eastern actors: Farahadi is Iranian and, as previously discussed, Suliman is 
Arab-Israeli. 
 Other Muslim characters, however, fall into the same stereotypes as other War on 
Terror espionage films. Al-Salaam never explicitly states his motives for his attacks. 
Instead, his motives are attributed to him by Hoffman in an intelligence briefing, in which 
he states that terrorists such as Al-Salaam “want to establish a universal caliphate.” 
Similarly, only some of the film’s Arabic is translated onscreen, generally only when it 
involves Ferris. For the most part, Muslim characters do not speak for themselves. In 
crowds, every Muslim character is a potential threat, and the film includes several shots 
of Muslim characters suspiciously watching Ferris; many of these characters do not 
appear again. Despite the respect for Muslim culture that Ferris demonstrates within the 
film, Muslim characters are nonetheless predominantly treated as anonymous threats and 
exotic Others. 
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 The film visually generates tension through medium shots, close-ups, and point-
of-view shots that restrict the space visible onscreen. The shots of Muslim onlookers are 
often juxtaposed with shots of Ferris viewed from within a crowd or behind a barrier, 
creating tension and paranoia for the viewer. Similarly, Scott’s camera tends to keep 
close to the characters when they are on the streets of Amman, which restricts how much 
of the surrounding area is visible to viewers. Aerial shots imply the presence of drones 
monitoring Ferris’ actions. Rapid-paced editing provides thrills during action sequences. 
These techniques are thriller staples and work to generate visual tension and paranoia, the 
latter of which is crucial to the espionage film. 
 The film’s soundscape also creates a sense of paranoia and suspense. A loud, 
excessive score by Marc Streitenfeld is percussive but not necessarily militant, utilizing 
drums to create musical propulsion during the action sequences and sustained strings and 
horns during quieter moments. The streets of Amman are noisy, and because Ferris and 
Hoffman mostly communicate by phone, their conversations sound distant and one-sided, 
highlighting the barriers between them ideologically. The excessive noise of Amman also 
adds to the film’s quality of paranoia by making it difficult for the viewer to locate the 
source of a suspicious sound. By making the soundscape subjective to the characters 
onscreen, the film creates suspense and paranoia for the viewer, thus aligning the viewer 
with the perspective of the spy. 
 Though Ferris and Hoffman work for the CIA, Body of Lies most closely 
resembles Malach’s model of representation of the FBI post-Watergate. Ferris’ internal 
conflict puts him at odds with the morally-questionable agency, represented by Hoffman. 
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The narrative’s various twists are often the result of the CIA’s duplicity interfering with 
Ferris’ operation, and in the end the agency proves incapable of capturing the terrorist 
leader. The film, therefore, presents a challenge to the ideology of American 
exceptionalism by presenting the CIA as an organization that consistently defeats itself 
through secrecy and dubious ethics. The film undermines this challenge, however, 
through its complicated portrayal of Muslims in which “good” Muslims are played by 
non-Middle Eastern actors and “bad” Muslims are played by Middle Eastern actors. 
  
Zero Dark Thirty 
 No film discussed in this thesis was as immediately controversial as Kathryn 
Bigelow’s Zero Dark Thirty. The film was already in production when, on May 1, 2011, 
President Obama announced that a team of Navy SEALs known as SEAL Team Six 
infiltrated a compound in northwestern Pakistan and killed Osama bin Laden. Bigelow 
and writer Mark Boal quickly changed the film’s direction, which had previously focused 
on the failed capture of Bin Laden in the 2001 Battle of Tora Bora, to recount the new 
ending to the CIA’s decade-long manhunt. Bigelow and Boal received significant 
cooperation from the CIA, which lead to a string of controversies over whether the 
filmmakers were given classified information and whether the film supported CIA-
sponsored torture. The film proved so divisive that three US senators — Diane Feinstein 
(D-CA), Carl Levin (D-MI), and John McCain (R-AZ) — penned a joint letter 
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denouncing the film’s representation of torture as “false.108 
 As a War on Terror espionage film, Zero Dark Thirty upholds the ideology of 
American exceptionalism by presenting the CIA as the only organization capable of 
locating and capturing Bin Laden. The film’s positive representation of the CIA as 
competent, selfless, and tenacious is likely informed by the agency’s contributions to the 
production of the film. Moreover, the film attempts to write a “definitive” history of the 
manhunt through realist narrative structure and aesthetics that nonetheless present a 
historical fantasy in which one American individual avenges the national trauma of the 
September 11 attacks. 
 The film’s narrative focuses on Maya (Jessica Chastain), a CIA intelligence 
analyst determined to find Osama bin Laden. The film begins in 2003 and progresses 
over the next eight years as Maya chases down leads that seem to go nowhere. Her 
investigation leads her to classified prisons where al-Qaeda members are interrogated and 
the CIA’s base in Islamabad, Pakistan. When one of her leads finally reveals the location 
of Bin Laden, she helps organize the mission to capture the terrorist leader and watches 
as the fateful events of May 1 play out. 
The film is a realist spy narrative that utilizes a procedural approach to the search 
for Osama bin Laden. The film begins with audio of phone calls from the victims from 
the September 11 attacks, which position the event as the inciting crime that the CIA 
must solve. The opening also anchors the film to historical fact, reinforced by a title card 
that reads, “the following motion picture is based on first-hand accounts of actual 
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events.” Other historical terrorist attacks, such as the 2004 shooting in Khobar, Saudi 
Arabia, the 2005 bombing of public transportation in London, and the 2008 bombing of a 
Marriott Hotel in Islamabad, remind the viewer that the narrative is fact-based and adds 
urgency to Maya’s mission. The film is not without thrilling moments, especially in the 
last hour, which depicts the raid on Bin Laden’s compound in Abbottabad, Pakistan. 
Most of the narrative, however, consists of Maya looking over detainee testimony and 
analyzing stacks of data printouts. Much of the action, therefore, is framed from Maya’s 
perspective, just as the realist spy narrative takes a largely subjective approach to 
storytelling. 
 The film’s subjective narrative approach proves problematic in the film’s 
depiction of torture. Torture, or “enhanced interrogation techniques,” is the narrative 
drive for the first 45 minutes of the film, particularly the interrogation of a prisoner 
named Ammar (Reda Kateb). Maya joins another CIA agent, Dan (Jason Clarke), for the 
interrogation, but she does not participate beyond handing Dan a bucket of water so he 
can waterboard (a form of simulated drowning) Ammar. Though she does not actively 
participate in the interrogation, Maya does use Amman’s revelation of a courier by the 
name of Abu Ahmed as crucial evidence in her investigation. Hasian claims that the 
CIA’s direct involvement in the making of the film resulted in a positive portrayal of 
torture as an effective means of intelligence gathering.109 This claim is somewhat borne 
out in the subjective narrative perspective: Maya personally does not torture prisoners, 
but her agency does, and the practice results in valuable information. Framing the 
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narrative from Maya’s perspective validates the practice of torture as an effective 
intelligence gathering technique, which works against Bigelow’s claims that the film is 
“anti-torture” and “apolitical.” 
 The issue of torture also informs the film’s representation of the CIA, though it is 
perhaps not surprising that the representation is largely positive. The film presents the 
CIA as an efficient and effective organization that, despite some bureaucratic setbacks, 
nonetheless succeeds in its mission. Unlike the agency in Body of Lies, the CIA of Zero 
Dark Thirty does not deceive its own agents and, if it participates in ethically 
questionable activities, it does so to protect the American people from external threats. 
For example, when the National Security Adviser (Stephen Dillane) speaks with senior 
CIA official George (Mark Strong) about the possibility of finding Bin Laden in 
Abbottabad, he mentions that the agency at least “had photographs” when it claimed Iraq 
had weapons of mass destruction. George does not deny that these claims were false, but 
rather reasserts that the agency had good reason to believe the claims and would not have 
acted otherwise. When agency leaders such as George or Islamabad station chief Bob 
Bradley (Kyle Chandler) oppose Maya’s requests for more resources, it is only because 
their own hands are tied by bureaucratic restrictions or because she does not have 
sufficient evidence, not necessarily because they do not believe her or want to deceive 
her. The agency, therefore, always acts in the best interests of the United States and of its 
agents. 
 As an agent, Maya exemplifies many of the positive qualities of the CIA’s 
representation. She is determined, intelligent, and patient, following leads for as long as 
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possible and fully believing in the importance of her mission. She is also, notably, 
female. She is not the only female agent, either, as both her most trusted confidant Jessica 
(Jennifer Ehle) and the analyst (Jessie Collins) who provides her with a crucial clue are 
also female. Positioning Maya as the film’s protagonist and including various other 
female analysts depicts the CIA as a diverse and inclusive agency. It is not always 
harmonious, however, as Maya struggles to earn the respect of her male colleagues. She 
also eschews a “traditional” feminine characterization: when asked by director Leon 
Panetta (James Gandolfini) who she is during a strategy meeting on Abbottabad, she 
replies bluntly, “I’m the motherfucker who found this place, sir.” Maya represents what 
Hasian refers to as “imperial feminism,” “the benign, yet potentially ruthless, nature of 
[Western] interventionism.”110 Not only is Maya evidence of the agency’s diversity, but 
she is also a new, feminine face for Western intervention in the Muslim world. 
 In contrast to the sterling portrayal of the CIA, very few Muslim characters 
receive sympathetic portrayals. Most Muslim characters in the film are detainees, many 
of whom endure some form of torture onscreen. Non-detainees are nonetheless hostile 
towards US citizens, as evidenced by both threatening mob of protestors in Islamabad 
outside the CIA station and the men who attempt to shoot Maya as she leaves her 
Islamabad apartment. Surprisingly, and perhaps tellingly, the only non-threatening 
Muslim in the film is “The Wolf” (Fredric Lehne), a white CIA official and convert. With 
this one exception, all the film’s Muslims are presented as threats to the lives of US 
citizens and devoid of humanity and empathy. 
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 The Muslims that are not depicted at all in the film are just as significant as those 
that are. The film notably excludes the involvement of any intelligence agency other than 
the CIA, particularly Pakistan’s Inter-Service Intelligence (ISI). Historically, the United 
States coordinated extensively with the ISI in the effort to find Bin Laden, but in the film 
the Pakistani agency’s only mention is an offhand comment that the agency is 
intentionally withholding information from the CIA. The ISI is only an offscreen 
obstacle, not an active partner, and thus affirms that only the CIA could track the al-
Qaeda leader. The exclusion of the ISI, in other words, is necessary for the film’s 
promotion of American exceptionalism. 
 As a realist spy film, Zero Dark Thirty uses longer takes and shots to present an 
“authentic” historical experience. Bigelow frequently frames shots so that the viewer can 
see characters in relation to one another, opening the visual space of the film. Unlike The 
Kingdom and Body of Lies, which aimed to provide thrills throughout the film, Zero Dark 
Thirty is methodically paced and aims to present “fact” rather than paranoia. This is true 
even in the film’s most thrilling sequence, the raid on Abbottabad. Bigelow employs 
night-vision cinematography, complete with granules of dirt and dust, to recreate the 
perspective of the Navy SEALs as they approach and enter Bin Laden’s compound. 
Though sure to generate excitement among viewers, this technique’s main purpose is to 
create an “authentic” experience for the viewer by “recreating” the scene witnessed by 
the SEALs. The film attempts to visually recreate the actual historical events through 
procedural pacing and longer shots. 
 The film’s soundscape also contributes to a realist project by largely eschewing a 
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musical score. The score only prominently plays during the raid on Abbottabad and 
largely consists of droning keyboards, sustained strings, and martial drums. Even during 
this sequence, however, the score only intermittently plays, and it never dominates the 
soundtrack. Most of the film’s soundtrack is only “natural” sounds such as dialogue and 
ambient sounds from Maya’s offices. By minimizing the use of a musical score, the film 
seeks to present itself as an authentic historical document rather than a Hollywood 
production. 
 Zero Dark Thirty is representative of the realist spy film both narratively and 
aesthetically. Narratively, the film is a crime procedural based on a real historical event 
and chronicles the details of the CIA’s search for Osama bin Laden. Aesthetically, the 
film strives for “authentic” historical recreation through long takes and shots, methodical 
pacing, and “natural” sounds. The film’s realist project is problematic regarding the 
sterling representation of the CIA and the agency’s involvement in the film’s production. 
The film’s attempt to provide a “definitive” version of recent history is unquestionably a 
pro-CIA and US-centric exceptionalist fantasy, with Maya representing the tenacity and 
cunning of both the CIA and the United States. 
 
13 Hours: The Secret Soldiers of Benghazi 
 13 Hours: The Secret Soldiers of Benghazi is an outlier compared to the other 
three films in this chapter. The film is set in Libya, not in the Middle East, and the 
protagonists are not intelligence officers but rather private security contractors. Private 
security contractors (PSCs) are not a new phenomenon in the United States, but their 
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presence in the public knowledge has increased since the Gulf War (1990–91). PSCs are 
“private firms that offer security- and military-related services for the military” or other 
government apparatuses.111 PSCs can “provide fixed-based security, convoy security, and 
individual personnel security,” and though they are not active military, many PSCs have 
military experience.112 PSCs are employed throughout the world, usually in locations 
where military or intelligence operations are underway and embassies and other 
diplomatic bases in areas deemed high-risk for attack.113 13 Hours, therefore, presents the 
failure of the intelligence community in the War on Terror and advocates the use of 
military force as a successful alternative solution. 
 13 Hours, directed by Michael Bay, recounts the events of September 11, 2012, 
when fighters for Ansar al-Sharia, an Islamist group opposed to the government of then-
recently deposed Libyan president Muammar Gaddafi, infiltrated the US diplomatic 
compound and covert CIA base in Benghazi, Libya. A team of six PSCs from Global 
Response Staff (GRS)  — Jack Silva (John Krasinski), Tyrone “Rone” Woods (James 
Badge Dale), Kris “Tanto” Paronto (Pablo Schreiber), Dave “Boon” Benton (David 
Denman), John “Tig” Tiegen (Dominic Fumusa), and Mark “Oz” Geist (Max Martini) — 
assigned to the CIA base are the only line of the defense the Americans have against the 
insurgents. They fail to properly evacuate the ambassador from the compound as a result 
of bureaucratic mismanagement, resulting in the ambassador’s death, but they 
successfully defend the CIA base and assist in the successful evacuation of the base’s 
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personnel. Afterwards the men take their own flight home and are honored in a private 
ceremony for their efforts. 
 From a narrative perspective, the film is a hybrid of the combat film and the 
espionage film. The first third of the film is devoted to Jack arriving at the CIA base and 
settling in with the team. The team’s work mostly involves waiting around the base and 
escorting CIA agents Sona (Alexia Barlier) and Brit (Freddie Stroma) on their meetings 
with assets in the city. The men, however, perform intelligence gathering of their own 
during these scenes. Jack and Rone take note of the hostile local climate, including 
potential areas for attack. The team is also called to the compound before the 
ambassador’s arrival to assess the property for possible threats and weak points should 
there be an attack on the compound. Though they are not intelligence officers, they 
conduct their own intelligence assessments and cooperate with the CIA in their covert 
missions. 
 Once the diplomatic compound is attacked, however, the film shifts into a combat 
narrative. Specifically, the film becomes a combat siege narrative, as the men must 
defend their ground against an invading enemy with the odds stacked against them. The 
1960 John Wayne film The Alamo, which depicts the 1836 Battle of the Alamo, provides 
the blueprint for this narrative. In Wayne’s film, a small number of Texans defend the 
Alamo, a former mission in San Antonio, Texas, from an overwhelming Mexican army 
during the Texas Revolution (1835–36). The siege lasts for nearly two weeks, during 
which the Mexican army attacks multiple times and incurs casualties on the Texans. In 
their downtime, the Texan soldiers bond with one another and tend to their wounded. 
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Finally, when it becomes apparent that the battle cannot be won, the Texans mount one 
final stand in which the remaining numbers die in battle. Though they did not win the 
battle, the Texans’ fight served as a symbolic victory for morale and the bravery of 
Americans in the face of a foreign invader. 
 Similarly, the GRS men of 13 Hours are a small number of fighters against a large 
band of al-Sharia insurgents. During their downtime, the men bond with one another, 
additional security personnel from the State Department and GRS’ Tripoli base, and the 
CIA staff at the base. The combat scenes demonstrate the superiority of the GRS men 
over their adversaries: they have more advanced technology and tactics and anticipate the 
insurgents’ moves. At several points in the film, the characters even compare their 
situation to the Battle of the Alamo, highlighting the narrative’s historical roots. Unlike 
that battle, however, the attack in Benghazi only lasts one night and only one of the GRS 
men, Rone, dies in combat. Though they survive the attack, the GRS team does not 
initially receive the recognition the Texans received for their efforts. 
 Despite the lack of official acknowledgement of the GRS team’s contributions to 
the evacuation, the narrative still performs the same ideological function as The Alamo. 
The film depicts a small group of Americans, privileged with superior firepower and 
knowledge, successfully withstanding an attack by a foreign enemy that greatly 
outnumbers them. The narrative, therefore, is a demonstration of American 
exceptionalism in the form of military might. This is the ideological project of a siege 
film such as The Alamo, but it is also the ideological project of the espionage film. 
Though 13 Hours does not feature intelligence officers as its protagonists, the film still 
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performs the same functions of the War on Terror espionage film through its narrative by 
fulfilling the fantasy of a few individuals changing the course of history, as the men take 
charge of the situation and successfully protect American lives. 
 The successful depiction of the GRS team as the most competent agents in the 
film is contingent on a negative depiction of the CIA and its personnel at the Benghazi 
base. Of the four films examined in this chapter, 13 Hours certainly features the most 
negative representation of a US intelligence agency. In Bay’s film, the CIA is depicted as 
selfish, incompetent, stubborn, and even dangerous to the lives of its personnel. Bob 
(David Costible), the station director, is a lifelong bureaucrat who consistently prevents 
the GRS team from performing the necessary duties to keep the base safe. Bob also 
ignores warnings that Benghazi is at high-risk for violence and intelligence of an 
imminent attack on the diplomatic compound. When the attack begins, Bob prevents the 
GRS team from going to the compound to rescue the ambassador, and he ineffectually 
calls for backup from the US military. Even when the rest of the base is on the side of the 
GRS team favoring evacuation, Bob insists that he has to stay to continue gathering 
intelligence. Bob is a clear representative of the film’s depiction of the CIA as an 
ineffectual and incompetent organization that failed to anticipate the attack. 
 The film’s CIA agents, Sona and Brit, are not presented as any more competent 
than Bob at the beginning of the film, but they both prove to be more capable during the 
attack. In the film’s pre-attack scenes, Sona and Brit constantly complain about the 
presence of the GRS team on their missions, especially when the men interfere by 
preventing them from being attacked. The agents are petulant and privilege intelligence 
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over their own lives and the lives of others. Once the attack begins, however, both Sona 
and Brit gradually appreciate the GRS teams’ efforts to defend them and accept their 
protection. Sona bonds with Oz during one scene of downtime, which differs greatly 
from her previous interactions with the team. The agents, therefore, possess the capacity 
for competence, but only once they ignore the procedures of the agency in favor of a 
more individualized strategy. 
 The CIA, therefore, is depicted negatively because it is a bureaucratic 
organization that does not engage in combat. The GRS team, on the other hand, receives 
an overwhelmingly positive representation. The six men are noble heroes who are 
stronger, smarter, and more prepared for the attack than anyone else at the base. They are 
all ex-military — mostly Army or Marines — and demonstrate the “warrior” values of 
“bravery, virtue, and honor.”114 In the film’s pre-attack scenes, the GRS team calls 
attention to the potential threats around the base and the locals’ hostile behavior towards 
the Americans. Once the attack is underway, the men are the only characters prepared for 
combat and demonstrate their tactical superiority to both the enemy and their allies. The 
GRS team is not alone in fighting off the rebels, however. At the compound, security 
personnel from the State Department join them, and later additional GRS personnel arrive 
from Tripoli. These additional personnel are capable fighters and possess many of the 
same skills as the GRS team, but injuries and mistakes prove that they are not as effective 
as the film’s protagonists. 
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 The GRS team, not the CIA, represents American exceptionalism. Ideologically, 
there are two critical issues in this representation. The GRS team, despite their ex-
military credentials, works for a private company that the federal government hired to 
protect the base. Bay has been vocal about supporting the military in publicity for the 
film, and Krasinski explicitly states in an LA Times interview that the film should remind 
viewers of “what it means to be an American, the sacrifice and the duty.”115 The 
filmmaker’s conflation of private contractors with the state apparatus of the military is 
particularly notable in regards to the film’s positive portrayal of the GRS team and raises 
the question of whether PSCs — at the service of the highest bidder — are an appropriate 
analogy to the military. Similarly, the GRS is composed entirely of white, working class 
men over 30. If the team represents American exceptionalism, then it must be noted that 
the America they represent is notably homogenous and consolidates power among a 
patriarchal hegemony. These issues complicate the ideological project of the film as a 
War on Terror espionage film by presenting a particularly androcentric, bellicose, and 
neoliberal fantasy of historical influence. 
 The CIA is not the only group in the film rendered inferior to the GRS team. The 
Libyans are portrayed, at best, as comically inept, uncivilized, and buffoonish and, at 
worst, as faceless, motiveless attackers fueled only by an innate propensity for violence. 
Before the attack, the GRS team comment to one another about the absurdity of the 
Libyans living “normal” lives alongside violence and lawlessness. These comments, and 
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the accompanying images, exoticize the Libyans as an uncivilized people and the images 
are framed as comedic observations. When the team escorts the CIA agents on their 
missions, Libyan onlookers are portrayed as potential threats, and in each of these scenes 
at least one of the Libyan characters proves to be a legitimate threat. Rone tells Jack 
when he first arrives in Benghazi that “you can’t tell the good guys from the bad guys,” 
and later states emphatically “they’re all bad guys until they’re not.” These statements 
conflate “Libyan”  — and, implicitly, “Muslim” — with “terrorist” and “bad guy,” 
further establishing an “Us” and “Them” division between the Americans and the 
Libyans. The Libyans speak Arabic, but their dialogue is not translated into subtitles, 
which makes them appear even more alien and dangerous. 
 The al-Sharia fighters are, of course, presented as dangerous and anarchic. None 
of the fighters have names or any distinguishing characteristics, and they are consistently 
portrayed as part of a larger group that consistently replenishes its numbers. They are a 
faceless, nameless swarm that only exists to kill Americans. The fighters have no clear 
motivation for their attack on the compound either. At no point in the film do any of the 
al-Sharia fighters verbally express a reason for their attack, and aside from the attack 
itself, the only indication that the group harbors anti-American sentiment is a shot of 
three men shooting an American flag as it waves in the wind. They are, however, 
competent in combat and pose a legitimate threat to the GRS team, even though they lack 
the latter’s superior firepower and tactical knowledge. The al-Sharia fighters, therefore, 
are a dangerous horde that lacks humanity or rational thought and is driven solely by 
violence, but they are not powerful enough to defeat the GRS team and infiltrate the CIA 
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base. 
 The al-Sharia fighters are not the only militants involved in the attack, however. 
Once the attack is underway, the pro-Gaddafi 17 February Movement joins the GRS team 
in fighting al-Sharia. Like the al-Sharia fighters, however, the 17 February fighters do not 
have a clear motivation for their actions beyond an innate drive for violence and an 
ideological opposition to al-Sharia. The organization’s opposition to al-Sharia is 
explained by the Americans, not by 17 February fighters. Unlike the al-Sharia fighters, 
the 17 February fighters are not dangerous. They are portrayed as comically inept and 
amateurish in combat, and the film repeatedly features the GRS team reacting in 
exasperation to their efforts. The 17 February fighters are generally skinny young men or 
overweight middle-aged men, which emphasizes their lack of combat training. They also 
contribute to the GRS team’s philosophy of “everyone is a bad guy until they are not” by 
making it difficult for the team to distinguish who is attacking the compound and who is 
fighting the attackers. Rather than providing necessary help, the 17 February fighters 
unnecessarily complicate the situation with their inexperience. Their incompetence also 
reinforces American exceptionalism, as it implies that Libyans are too disorganized and 
uncivilized to defend their own nation and need the Americans to assist them. 
 The film is not without a named Libyan character. Amahl (Peyman Moaadi), the 
CIA’s translator, speaks English and sympathizes with the Americans. He bonds with the 
GRS team over the course of the film, particularly once the base is attacked and he joins 
them in its defense. He is, however, not a competent fighter, and in fact exhibits 
buffoonish behavior under pressure, such as screaming and cowering. Even though he 
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stays at the base throughout the attack and the evacuation, he chooses to return home 
rather than accept an offer to come to the United States, which affirms his status as a 
Libyan. Significantly, Moaadi is an Iranian actor, and his casting also implies the 
Orientalist assumption that Libyans and Iranians are the same. Amahl, therefore, affirms 
the film’s representation of Libyans as uncivilized, incompetent, and inferior to the 
Americans. 
 Visually, the film uses techniques such as dramatic camera movements and 
angles, a dark color palette, and Western iconography to create suspense and emphasize 
the action. Bay’s camera, whether in jittery, handheld close-ups and medium shots or 
sweeping long shots, is constantly in motion. The film is saturated in heavy blues, greens, 
and dark oranges, which give the film a slick, polished veneer. Most notable, however, is 
the use of Western iconography to depict the GRS team and their battle. The arid setting 
lends itself to this comparison, and Bay includes several shots of one of the GRS men 
standing in front of a brilliant sunset. The GRS men are frequently framed from a low 
angle, making them appear larger-than-life. This technique is often used in Westerns to 
designate the “good” character, and it should be noted that none of the Libyan characters 
are framed this way in the film. Bay’s framing aligns the men with cowboys as well as 
soldiers, comparing them to both iconic American mythic figures. 
 The film’s soundscape is similar to that of the War on Terror combat film. An 
excessive musical score of electronic drones and martial percussion recurs throughout the 
film, particularly in action sequences such as the attack on the compound. In the combat 
sequences, bullets ricochet loudly, explosions boom at low frequencies, and characters 
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shout their dialogue to one another. There are very few quiet moments in the film, and 
there are almost no scenes with only “natural” sounds. The soundscape is thus excessive 
in order to build tension and compliment the visual thrills of combat. 
 Though it is not strictly an espionage film in regards to the occupation of the 
protagonists, 13 Hours nonetheless exemplifies the ideological project of the War on 
Terror espionage film. The protagonists are not military but private security contractors 
hired for the CIA base in Libya, and like the intelligence agents of other War on Terror 
espionage films, they are paragons of American exceptionalism. Unlike other War on 
Terror espionage films, however, 13 Hours makes a case that military action by blue-
collar Americans is more effective in combatting terrorism than intelligence gathering by 
white-collar agents. This ideological project seems particularly relevant in light of the 
rhetoric recited in Washington at the end of the Obama Administration, in which calls for 
military action in Syria and Iraq grew louder. 13 Hours fulfills a power fantasy in which 
an elite group of well-armed individuals change the course of historical events and score 
a victory in the War on Terror not through intelligence gathering and ideological warfare 
but through violent combat and military superiority. 
 
Conclusions 
 The four films analyzed in this chapter offer a starting point toward a definition of 
the War on Terror espionage film. Narratively, the film is a political crime thriller in 
which the protagonist is an intelligence officer tracking a known or suspected terrorist. 
Over the course of this pursuit, the protagonist will face a challenge from the 
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bureaucracy, but overcomes this obstacle by asserting their authority as an individual. 
The narrative, therefore, enacts a fantasy of the individual’s ability to change historical 
events and provide closure in the never-ending pursuit of ending terrorism. This fantasy 
is also one of American exceptionalism, in which only the United States can properly 
prevent terrorist attacks. Each of the films discussed in this chapter presents some form of 
this narrative, though Body of Lies refutes it by making Jordan’s GID the successful 
agency, while 13 Hours presents military intervention as the ideal method of “winning” 
the War on Terror rather than intelligence gathering. 
 The intelligence agency in question may be presented as either competent and 
cooperative or deceitful and ineffective, but rarely in-between. The Kingdom and Zero 
Dark Thirty depict the FBI and the CIA, respectively, as agencies that are diverse, 
virtuous, and successful in their pursuit of terrorists. Body of Lies and 13 Hours, on the 
other hand, present the CIA as an incompetent, duplicitous, and insufficient organization 
that puts its own interests before those of the people it serves (and who serve for it) and is 
unsuccessful at preventing terrorist attacks. Though there are some exceptions, all four 
films problematically portray Muslim characters as exotic, inferior Others, which 
reinforces the project of American exceptionalism. 
 Aesthetically, the films use quick-paced editing, point-of-view shots, tense 
musical scores, and close-ups to generate suspense. The Kingdom blends the methodical, 
subjective visuals of the realist spy film with the excessive soundtrack of an escapist spy 
film. Body of Lies and 13 Hours largely operate as escapist spy films, though the latter 
shifts into the mode of a combat film once the main attack is underway. Zero Dark Thirty 
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performs as a realist spy film, complete with a subjective perspective that is US-centric 
and framing that opens the visual space of the image. 
 As the roles intelligence agencies play in the War on Terror become more readily 
understood, the more likely Hollywood will continue to make War on Terror espionage 
films. It remains to be seen how the genre will continue to evolve as the War on Terror 
approaches the end of its second decade. 
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CHAPTER THREE: THE RETURNING SOLDIER FILM 
All wars are fought by people, regardless of the advancements in technology over 
the course of human history. The first two chapters of this thesis have examined films 
about people engaged in active conflict, either on the battlefield (the combat film) or in 
the shadows (the espionage film). This chapter will analyze films about the aftermath of 
that engagement: soldiers returning from war. The returning soldier film genre will be 
examined, as in the previous two chapters, through narrative, characterization, and 
aesthetic conventions. This chapter will also elaborate the genre’s complex ideological 
function that attempts to negotiate pro-war and anti-war sentiments through the personal 
lives of the soldier protagonists. 
 Stories about soldiers returning home from war date back to Homer’s epic poem 
The Odyssey and regularly detail the sense of malaise soldiers face once the war is over. 
The drama of a valorized hero finding discomfort in a peaceful society plays out after 
every war, and like artists in other mediums, filmmakers quickly realized the potential of 
such narratives. Returning soldier films give war a human face and characterize the 
soldier as vulnerable and empathetic. The negotiation of a soldier’s warrior identity — 
brave, mythic, virtuous, and indomitable — with the civilian identity — that is, peaceful 
and obedient to the rules of domestic society — is one of the two central conflicts of the 
returning soldier film. The second central conflict is related to the first: the negotiation 
between the soldier and U.S. society in fulfilling the social contract of military service. 
That is, if the soldier serves in the military and serves the nation, then the nation has the 
responsibility to provide medical care and economic livelihood for the soldier upon 
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completing military service. As this chapter will demonstrate, the resolution of this drama 
determines whether a soldier “successfully” reintegrates into civilian society once the war 
is over — or, in the case of the War on Terror, once their service in the ongoing war 
concludes — and whether U.S. society is properly prepared to fulfill its end of the 
contract. 
 The returning soldier film thus presents a complex ideological dilemma. On the 
one hand, the returning soldier film must demonstrate the struggles soldiers returning 
from war face in the United States. This means not only the domestic conflict of 
negotiating the soldier’s warrior and civilian identities but also the nation’s lack of a 
sufficient infrastructure for taking care of the soldier. On the other hand, the returning 
soldier film must emphasize the importance of the war effort and present the United 
States as a nation worth going to war for. Some resolution, therefore, must occur in which 
the soldier’s sacrifices are rewarded and the social contract is upheld. The returning 
soldier film genre therefore attempts a complex negotiation of anti-war and pro-war 
ideologies: war traumatizes the soldiers who fight it and the nation is not prepared to help 
soldiers heal (anti-war), but the soldiers fight for a necessary cause and the nation is still 
worth fighting for (pro-war). This ideological negotiation is essential to the returning 
soldier film genre, from World War II to the War on Terror. 
 This chapter examines four films about soldiers returning from the Iraq War to 
their homes in the United States and the struggles they face. Home of the Brave (2006) 
presents a narrative of both successful and failed reintegration modeled on the World 
War II returning soldier film. Stop-Loss (2008), on the other hand, focuses on the 
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soldiers’ failure to reintegrate thanks to a “backdoor draft” and calls attention to the 
military’s failure to honor its contracts. The Messenger (2009) compares the reintegration 
of the Iraq War veteran with the reintegration of the Gulf War veteran, the former 
traumatized by what did happen during the war and the latter struggling with what did not 
happen in his war. Finally, Grace is Gone (2007) concerns the family of a soldier who 
does not return from war and, incorporating the road trip film genre, enacts the 
reintegration process through the family’s grief. Close analyses of these four films will 
provide a thorough examination of the War on Terror returning solider genre along three 
lines: the reintegration narrative, the negotiation of a soldier’s warrior and civilian 
identities on the homefront, and the aesthetic techniques utilized to accentuate the 
soldiers’ personal experiences and negotiate the films’ pro-war and anti-war ideologies. 
 Thus, the War on Terror returning soldier genre, like the combat genre, is 
characterized through a set of narrative, characterization, and aesthetic conventions. The 
narrative revolves around the soldier’s struggle to reintegrate into civilian society as a 
result of his experiences in battle. There are two distinct, yet related, crises that the 
soldier faces. The first is the negotiation of the warrior identity of the battlefront (as 
outlined in the previous chapter) with the citizen identity of the homefront. This crisis is 
also a crisis of masculinity evoked by post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) and the need 
for the soldier to re-establish antebellum domestic positions of masculinity. As such, the 
soldier is characterized as troubled and potentially violent, as well as isolated from the 
rest of the civilian population. This is, in part, because “soldier” is as much an identity as 
it is an occupation, thus resulting in the warrior/citizen identity crisis. The second crisis is 
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whether the nation will uphold its end of the social contract. This means that the soldier 
faces subpar medical care, a lack of employment, and frayed personal relationships, 
especially romantic relationships. Thus, though they are personal, the soldier’s 
experiences are not apolitical and present both pro-war and anti-war ideologies. 
Aesthetically, films reflect and emphasize the domestic sphere, typically through settings 
in small towns in “middle American” states such as Texas or Minnesota. Images are 
typically character-focused, while an excessive musical score — and sometimes even a 
song written for the film — manipulates the viewer’s emotional reaction to the image. 
The War on Terror returning soldier film works to present the personal lives of soldiers in 
a melodramatic fashion that emphasizes their humanity, attempts to reconcile the 
soldier’s warrior and civilian identities, and attempts reconciliation for the conflicts the 
returning soldier faces at home. 
 Looking back to the returning soldier films of previous wars will clarify this 
definition of the War on Terror returning soldier film. Although there were films made 
about soldiers returning from World War I, the films following World War II codified the 
genre more significantly, particularly William Wyler’s landmark 1946 film The Best 
Years of Our Lives. Martin A. Jackson’s chapter “The Uncertain Peace” describes the 
production, content, and reception of Wyler’s film and how the film reflected the cultural 
anxieties of U.S. soldiers returning home from war. The film follows three World War II 
veterans returning to the same small U.S. town: Al (Fredric March), an infantry sergeant 
who finds his civilian job as a banker dissatisfying; Fred (Dana Andrews), an air force 
captain who returns to his pre-war job as a soda jerk and his unfaithful wife (Virginia 
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Mayo); and Homer (Harold Russell), a Navy sailor and double amputee who worries 
about how his fiancée will react to his missing hands. Moreover, all three men feel out-
of-place in a post-bellum society with a “limitless sense of opportunity”: unappreciated 
for the sacrifices they made to protect the nation and unwelcome in a socioeconomic 
environment formed in their absence.116 These World War II veterans do not explicitly 
suffer from PTSD, it should be noted, but rather face psychological anxieties and moral 
dilemmas in a nation they no longer completely recognize (it should be noted, however, 
that all three men exhibit symptoms now recognized as PTSD, such as Al‘s heavy 
drinking and Homer’s bouts of rage). The central conflict for the three men, therefore, is 
not necessarily the trauma of warfare (though Homer confronts this the most) but rather 
how they will successfully reintegrate into civilian life.  
 David A. Gerber, meanwhile, examines the portrayal of wounded soldiers in 
Wyler’s film in his article “Heroes and Misfits: The Troubled Social Reintegration of 
Disabled Veterans in ‘The Best Years of Our Lives.’” Gerber notes the real anxieties 
many Americans had in the face of demobilization after World War II, particularly the 
concern that veterans would not be able to fit into the new social order created in their 
absence. To combat these anxieties, Gerber reviews the various approaches by both the 
U.S. government and civilians to help veterans adjust to domesticity and reclaim their 
antebellum position in society. Gerber argues that the film presents the ideal performance 
of the reintegration process, especially for disabled veterans such as Homer: “a 
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normalized civilian existence would be within the grasp of all veterans” so long as 
“women played their proscribed role [as caregivers] in the demobilization drama.”117 The 
representation of Homer, however, is complicated, as it elicits both pity and fear of the 
disabled ultimately rectified by his mostly successful reintegration into society through 
marriage and a potential career in insurance. 
 Significantly, Gerber also compares the representation of returning soldiers to 
Sophocles’ tragic character Philoctetes. Gerber describes Philoctetes, a soldier who 
fought alongside Odysseus, as such: 
“A valiant soldier, Philoctetes was bitten by a snake while on a mission. A 
hideous wound results that cannot be healed and frequently becomes painful, 
infected, bloody, and malodorous. Though he possesses a moral claim as a 
comrade in need, his fellow warriors cannot stand to be with him. They can do 
nothing to heal the wound, which frightens and offends them. Moreover, the 
wound makes Philoctetes cry out in pain, an unmanly expression of weakness to 
the Greek soldiers. His comrades, Odysseus among them, abandon Philoctetes on 
a deserted island. Embittered, he lives a miserable, suffering existence in a cave; 
obsessed with his misfortune and his grievances, he grows evermore self-pitying. 
Yet, he has possession of a magic bow that his former comrades wish to use in 
warfare. They return years later to wrest the bow from him but come to realize 
that they must act on their moral obligation to Philoctetes if they are to have a 
legitimate claim on the bow.”118 
 
There are two important concepts in Gerber’s discussion of Philoctetes. First, Philoctetes’ 
wound emasculates him and renders him as “less” of a warrior than his able-bodied 
comrades. Second, there is a moral obligation on the part of the able-bodied to assist 
Philoctetes because of his wounds, but the obligation goes unnoticed until his comrades 
realize the poor state he lives in. Along with the mythic dimension that a connection to 
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Greek theatre provides, the wounded soldier of the 20th century shares Philoctetes’ 
inability to properly reintegrate into society because of his emasculation. The veterans of 
The Best Years of Our Lives, then, serve as models for reclaiming masculinity on the 
homefront. As the films examined in this chapter demonstrate, however, the 20th century 
wounded soldier does not necessarily have access to the moral obligation that Philoctetes 
eventually received, nor can they so easily negotiate the crisis of masculinity presented 
by PTSD. 
 The issue of masculinity is also raised by Kaja Silverman in her study Male 
Subjectivity on the Margins. Silverman’s analysis of The Best Years of Our Lives argues 
that the trauma soldiers sustain during war is the result of an ideological opposition: the 
Freudian death drive — that is, the individual’s lifelong push toward death — directly 
confronts the male ego’s “mastery” that serves as a fortification “against any knowledge 
of the void.”119 That is to say, masculinity heavily relies on a disavowal of mortality, and 
war is an inherently mortal affair. Silverman discusses Homer as the most visible 
example of male trauma because of his amputations, identifying his hooks as 
representation of the “lack” that he must overcome. Silverman, citing Robert Warshow, 
argues that the film does not rectify the crisis of masculinity by reasserting traditional 
masculine values. Instead, the men’s lack “properly belongs at the site of femininity, but 
the female subject attempts to disburden herself of it by projecting it onto the male 
subject.”120 In other words, the crisis of masculinity is resolved through an ideological 
reassertion of sexual difference that adheres to hegemonic sexual norms. 
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 Silverman’s discussion of masculinity is significant to the returning soldier film. 
If the soldier’s masculinity is damaged by exposure to death during wartime, then the 
returning soldier film attempts to present an ideological solution for the soldier’s 
dilemma. The crisis, Silverman argues, is inherently gendered, and thus only the 
reassertion of sexual difference — between male and female qualities — can help the 
soldier resolve his crisis. The films discussed in this chapter will provide variations on 
this idea. Home of the Brave, for example, will introduce a female soldier, potentially 
complicating the ideological project of sexual difference. Stop-Loss, on the other hand, 
suggests the failure of this ideological project, yet manages to reaffirm sexual difference 
through the inclusion of a female character. The Messenger presents two kinds of male 
lack — that suffered from injuries in battle and that suffered from not seeing combat at 
all — as similarly traumatizing to the soldier’s masculinity. Grace is Gone, finally, 
depicts a male protagonist occupying the feminine role of homefront spouse while his 
wife serves in the military, an arrangement that potentially complicates sexual difference 
as well. The ideological crisis of masculinity in each film will be analyzed in detail in the 
discussion of the films. 
 As the previous chapter’s discussion of World War II combat films elucidated, the 
soldier in World War II was defined as part of a diverse group united under the fight for a 
common cause. The soldier, therefore, represented and obeyed the directives of his nation 
and its government without question or criticism. After the war, however, criticisms of 
this concept emerged, eventually paving the way for a new characterization of the soldier. 
Mark Gagnon’s chapter “Making Citizens out of Soldiers: Rearming the Individual in 
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Paul May’s 08/15” provides insight into this new characterization, despite writing about a 
non-U.S. historical moment. Gagnon explores May’s 08/15 trilogy as an extended 
argument for the rearmament of the Federal Republic of Germany in the 1950s. The 
crucial component of May’s — and, by proxy, Gagnon’s — argument is that rearmament 
would not create soldiers but rather “Staatsbürger in Uniform” — that is, a citizen-
soldier.121 This citizen-soldier would show loyalty to his own individuality and to safety 
of his comrades; he values his own interest and the interest of his comrades, unlike the 
warrior-soldier, who values “service, sacrifice, and allegiance to the organization.”122 
Gagnon’s construction of the citizen-soldier implies that the soldier identity can be easily 
shed: it is a costume and an occupation, but not a central component of the character’s 
understanding of himself. The films discussed in this chapter, however, claim the 
opposite: the identity of “soldier” is an integral part of how the characters understand 
themselves. Even as the films differentiate them as individuals, the soldiers in the films 
discussed in this chapter bond through a shared soldier identity and dedication to serving 
the nation (though, in the case of Stop-Loss, the nation is questioned by the soldier). 
Gagnon’s argument is presented here to illustrate alternative representations of the soldier 
identity that the War on Terror film genre has yet to explore, as well as to demonstrate 
how the War on Terror returning soldier film genre presents a complex portrayal of the 
soldier identity. 
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 U.S. support for the Vietnam War was significantly more divisive than support for 
World War II.123 This modified the representation of the returning soldier, of course, but 
certain aspects of the characterization remained the same. Julian Smith’s article “Between 
Vermont and Violence: Film Portraits of Vietnam Veterans” outlines the few 
representations of Vietnam veterans in American film in the early 1970s. Though he 
writes from 1973, and thus several years before Hollywood produced Vietnam veteran 
films such as Coming Home (1978), the characterization of the Vietnam veteran Smith 
presents recurs throughout the cycle’s history. The Vietnam veteran, according to Smith, 
is “constantly violent” and “given to hand-grenade fraggings in hotel elevators 
and…sniping from rooftops” because of the madness caused by his wartime 
experiences.124 He is isolated — neither his family, nor his friends, nor other Americans 
understands him — and does not feel at peace at home. Smith posits that this portrayal is 
the adverse result of the nation’s admiration of World War II: “unlike Vietnam, World 
War II brought us together, largely silencing the kind of internal conflicts that tended to 
surface during Vietnam.”125 As a result, the Vietnam veteran goes unappreciated upon his 
return, and his failure to reconcile his service in the war with the country he served 
results in a domestic crisis that ends in violence. 
 It is important to recognize that Smith writes from the perspective of 1973, when 
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resentment for the Vietnam War was growing across the United States and very few 
American films concerned the lives of Vietnam War veterans. His formulation of the 
Vietnam War returning soldier, however, is worth considering for its similarities to the 
World War II returning soldier. For both soldiers, returning home from war presents a 
crisis of reintegration into civilian society, and both soldiers return with violent 
tendencies and general malaise, if not outright disfigurement. Yet there is a key 
difference. The World War II returning soldier comes home to a society to which he is a 
hero for a cause the national imaginary was united behind, and thus (theoretically) 
receives support in reclaiming the masculine spaces he occupied in antebellum society 
and successfully reintegrates into society. The Vietnam War returning soldier, on the 
other hand, is unappreciated by society for his service in a divisive war, and as a result 
there are few efforts to successfully reintegrate him into civilian life. The lack of 
resolution in his reintegration isolates him and exacerbates the crises of masculinity and 
ideology that the war inflicted. The Vietnam War returning soldier model recurs more 
frequently in the War on Terror returning soldier film, though not always to the same 
violent ends. 
 In her article “Trapped: The Iraq War Veteran on Film,” Jeanie Elenor Gosline 
argues that the Iraq War veteran film extensively borrows the characterizations and 
narrative conventions of the Vietnam War veteran film. Gosline examines four films: 
Badland (2007), Home of the Brave (2006), Coming Home (1978), and Southland Tales 
(2007), all of which include some variation of the “deranged” or “agitated” veteran who 
is displaced by his experiences in the war. Gosline notes that Iraq War veteran films are 
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“unwilling to delve into the specific ambiguities and complexities of the Iraq War and the 
lives of its participants;” instead of using the soldier’s experiences to make a statement 
about the war effort in the way that Coming Home and The Deer Hunter (1978) did about 
Vietnam, the Iraq War veteran’s experiences are personal and individualized, and 
therefore can only be resolved through individual solutions.126 I would argue that 
Gosline’s characterization of personalized experiences provides the model for the War on 
Terror returning soldier: his conflict is not one of allegiance to his nation, but rather of 
personal trauma experienced during the war, and he can only resolve this conflict through 
individualized means. Gosline proposes, then, that films such as Home of the Brave 
perform the same work as The Best Years of Our Lives by demonstrating how to properly 
reintegrate Iraq War veterans into civilian society. This personal focus comes, of course, 
at the expense of the political statements made by Vietnam War returning soldier films. 
 “Apolitical” presentations of the returning soldier — that is, attempting to present 
the soldier as a figure uninformed by politics — are a critical attribute of the War on 
Terror returning soldier film, though not only because of the personalization of the 
soldier’s wartime experiences. Dan Hassoun’s chapter “A War for Everyone: Strategic 
Ambiguity in the Home-Front War Drama” investigates the confused ideological 
interpretations of Hollywood-produced war films. Hassoun, citing Leah Ceccarelli, 
describes a practice he refers to as “strategic ambiguity:” “an author’s insertion of 
multiple meanings into a text to attract otherwise conflicting types of audiences. The 
work allows divergent audiences to ‘unite’ temporarily in praise of the text, in the belief 
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that it uniquely corresponds with their respective worldviews or interests.”127 In other 
words, a War on Terror veteran film is “apolitical” only to the extent that it contains 
elements that both pro-war and anti-war audiences will believe support their causes. This 
is significant concept for understanding the War on Terror veteran film as a genre, since 
these films typically evade explicit political statements in favor of focusing on the 
“personal” stories of soldiers returning from the war that are, nonetheless, implicitly 
politicized. 
 Personal stories thus mean acknowledging the effects of post-traumatic stress 
disorder (PTSD) on returning soldiers, which previous cycles of the returning soldier film 
largely left unattended because of the disorder’s lack of definition within the medical 
community.128 Martin Baker’s chapter “Bringing the War Home” examines the 
representation of PTSD in Iraq War films. Baker concludes that, in terms of 
representation and ideology, PTSD is a politically acceptable disorder because it turns 
soldiers into victims: “essentially depoliticized, it cuts away the possibility of 
discussing…soldiers’ increasing disconnect with the war.”129 Baker’s analysis of Home 
of the Brave, The Lucky Ones (2008), Grace is Gone, and Badland reveal that all of these 
films find ways to present PTSD according to the U.S. military’s official ideology of 
victimization through depoliticization. It should be mentioned that Baker’s chapter is 
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problematic in disregarding the complexities of PTSD and the complicated relationship 
between military service as an occupation and “soldier” as an identity. His argument, 
however, is valuable to understanding the role of “strategic ambiguity” in the depiction of 
PTSD and the degree to which the War on Terror returning soldier film tells a “personal” 
story. 
 Though most of these films obviously concern soldier protagonists, non-soldiers 
on the homefront also feature prominently in the returning-soldier film. Most scholarship 
on the matter, however, concerns the role of the homefront in World War II films. 
Bernard F. Dick’s chapter “The People’s War” examines the representation of non-
soldiers in Hollywood World War II films: resistance fighters, women and children, and 
“neutrals” (those who needed to be persuaded of the virtues of the war). The films 
frequently depict these groups as either valorous or decent; no one who is monstrous can 
be won over for the side of the Allies. Women, in particular, were often victims of the 
Nazi and Japanese scourges, and therefore justified the need for men to fight back. These 
films boost morale by showing the ways in which everyone — not just soldiers — was 
vital to the war effort.  
 The definitions of women and children are illuminating to the War on Terror 
returning solider film. Dick notes, “It is what woman represents – freedom and 
peace…that make liberty worth defending.”130 Women — and, by proxy, their children 
— symbolize what soldiers fight for and, therefore, must continue to fulfill their domestic 
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roles throughout and after the war. This, of course, was discussed regarding The Best 
Years of Our Lives, but the War on Terror adds a new wrinkle to this formulation: women 
now serve as soldiers alongside men in the U.S. military. As Home of the Brave will 
demonstrate, however, the domestic role that women play in the returning soldier film 
remains the same whether they are soldiers or spouses. 
 Jeanine Basinger outlines the domestic role for women in her chapter “The 
Wartime American Woman on Film: Home-Front Soldier.” Basinger examines the 
“women’s film” in World War II and delineates the four types of roles women played in 
the war effort on film. While the Pin-Up Girl, All-American Girl, and “Rosie the Riveter” 
all performed social and ideological functions and instruction for female audiences, the 
Home-Front Wife is the most significant role to this study. The Home-Front Wife, as 
described by Basinger, is sacrificing, celibate, democratic, and respectful. She is seen 
“mingling with a democratized social group wider than her previous one” and “finding 
time to write letters and send support packages to men overseas.”131 She must become a 
soldier at home, “learning a variation of what their men were going through at boot 
camp.”132 The wives of soldiers left behind, therefore, are presented as soldiers 
themselves, albeit ones with a different set of responsibilities. All the films examined in 
this chapter feature some variation of the Home-Front Wife, even if this character is not 
technically a wife (a fiancé in Stop-Loss and a husband in Grace is Gone). 
 The War on Terror returning soldier film, therefore, borrows from the returning 
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soldier films of World War II and the Vietnam War. In the films of both previous wars, 
the returning soldier faces crises of masculinity and alienation from civilian society. In 
the World War II returning soldier film, these crises are resolved through the work of 
women to help the male soldiers re-establish their sexual difference and, thus, their 
masculinity. In the Vietnam War returning soldier film, however, the soldier returns to a 
society that is divided on support for the war and unprepared for the care the veteran 
requires and thus resorts to isolation and, in some cases, violence. In all three of the wars, 
PTSD looms as a threat to the soldier’s successful reintegration into civilian society. The 
War on Terror returning soldier film, however, frequently utilizes the World War II 
model of reconciliation to ease reintegration while acknowledging the difficulties of 
negotiating the soldier’s crises. The genre thus performs the important ideological work 
of resolving the returning soldier’s crisis through successful reintegration into civilian 
society. The following analysis of four War on Terror returning soldier films — Home of 
the Brave, Stop-Loss, The Messenger, and Grace is Gone — will demonstrate how each 
film presents and resolves the reintegration conflict. 
 
Home of the Brave 
 As the introduction to this chapter demonstrates, Wyler’s The Best Years of Our 
Lives is the foundational text for the returning soldier genre, especially the World War II 
returning soldier film. It is perhaps not surprising, then, that one of the earliest War on 
Terror returning soldier films produced by Hollywood, director Irwin Winkler’s Home of 
the Brave (2006), mimics Wyler’s liberal humanism and patriotism. Winkler, a famed 
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New Hollywood producer who produced films for Francis Ford Coppola (Goodfellas, 
1990), Martin Scorsese (Raging Bull, 1980), and John G. Avildsen (Rocky, 1976), is 
perhaps not a particularly political filmmaker, but his career demonstrates a tendency to 
create populist films that appeal to both ends of the political spectrum through shared 
values such as self-determination. Home of the Brave, then, fits well within the 
framework that Wyler’s film provides. The film’s narrative concerns the reintegration 
struggles of four U.S. Army soldiers, one of whom loses an arm in a firefight. Only two 
of them, however, successfully reintegrate into civilian society. All four characters 
exhibit symptoms of PTSD as well, though only three of them are properly appreciated 
and welcomed by civilians. All four characters also struggle with identity crises involving 
the negotiation of the warrior and civilian identities. Aesthetically, the film uses close-ups 
and medium shots, as well as an excessive musical score, to emphasize the personal 
experiences of the characters. 
 Home of the Brave follows the lives of four U.S. Army soldiers as they return to 
the United States after a traumatizing firefight in Iraq. Will (Samuel L. Jackson) is a field 
medic who develops a debilitating drinking problem at home. Vanessa (Jessica Biel) is a 
driver who loses an arm in the firefight and struggles to adjust to her prosthetic and being 
a single mother. Tommy (Brian Presley) is a specialist who finds himself living aimlessly 
and unable to sleep. Jamal (Curtis “50 Cent” Jackson) is also a specialist who is kicked 
out by his girlfriend and struggles to receive proper medical treatment for his injured 
back. Both Tommy and Jamal are haunted by the death of their friend Jordan (Chad 
Michael Murray) who dies in combat. At home in Spokane, Washington, the four soldiers 
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interact with one another as they struggle to leave the war behind them. 
 Unlike The Best Years of Our Lives, the narrative of Home of the Brave begins in 
Iraq with the firefight that traumatizes the main characters. Beginning with this sequence 
supplies the viewer with the origin of the characters’ traumas, thus setting up their 
reintegration conflicts. Once the narrative shifts to Spokane, however, the film closely 
resembles the narrative construction of the World War II returning soldier film. Will, 
Vanessa, and Tommy receive the bulk of the narrative’s attention, and each of their 
storylines mirrors that of one of the characters from Wyler’s film. Will, for example, 
fulfills the Fredric March role as the family man with a drinking problem. Over the 
course of the film, his alcoholism intensifies until he shows up drunk at his family’s 
Thanksgiving dinner and disturbingly injures his son. Tommy fits into the Dana Andrews 
role as the dissatisfied, roaming soldier shifting from one low-paying job to the next. 
Tommy, however, lacks the romantic interest in one of Will’s daughters and the deceitful 
wife to make him a perfect analogue to Andrews’ character. Vanessa, therefore, fills the 
Harold Russell role as the amputee learning to adjust to her prosthetic and to have a 
romantic relationship. The parallel is not perfect, however, since Biel is not actually an 
amputee as Russell was. 
 Though the narrative mimics that of Wyler’s film, the individual resolutions of 
each of these characters vary in degree of successful reintegration. Like his World War II 
counterpart, Will learns to admit that he is struggling with alcoholism after his 
embarrassing Thanksgiving incident. In his therapy session at the Veterans Affairs 
hospital, Will confesses that he feels guilty and haunted by the people he could not save 
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during his tour, a failure that leaves him feeling powerless and emasculated. Afterward, 
Will’s wife (Victoria Rowell) helps him reassert his masculine position within the 
household, thus resolving the crisis of masculinity that his PTSD presented. Vanessa, 
meanwhile, finally learns to accept her prosthetic and the challenges of recovery when 
she finds a love interest in a fellow gym teacher (Jeff Nordling) at her school. Finding a 
romantic partner helps Vanessa assume her feminine role in the domestic sphere and 
resolve her personal crisis as a single mother. 
 Tommy and Jamal present significant deviations from the reintegration narrative 
of the World War II returning soldier film. Tommy, under the advice of his father, applies 
to join the local police department, but struggles to motivate himself to take it seriously. 
He finally chooses to reject civilian life altogether and re-enlist in the Army for another 
tour in Iraq. Jamal, who lacks a direct parallel in Wyler’s film, is a unique case for the 
film. Unable to get a proper medical discharge and the care he needs for his physical and 
mental injuries, Jamal is angry, confrontational, and increasingly violent. In a bout of 
rage, he holds his ex-girlfriend and her co-workers hostage at the creamery they work at. 
Tommy arrives to try to talk him down, but Jamal panics and dies when a police sniper 
shoots him. Tommy and Jamal’s narratives more closely align with the resolutions of the 
Vietnam War returning soldier film as neither of them successfully reintegrate into 
civilian society as the result of their failure to reconcile their masculine and identity 
crises. 
 Of the films discussed in this chapter, Home of the Brave features the most 
diverse group of characters in terms of race and gender. Will and Jamal are both black 
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men, while Vanessa is a white woman; these characters challenge the stereotypical 
presentation of U.S. soldiers as white men. As such, race influences the nature of the 
crises that each of the characters endures, though the film does not uniformly code 
blackness. Will is presented as wealthy, professionally successful as a surgeon, and 
devoted husband, but his race never factors into these representations. Jamal, on the other 
hand, is racialized — his name, his slang-heavy speech, his (lack of) occupation, and his 
willingness to resort to violence are all related to his status as a black man. Jamal also 
recognizes himself as a black man, and acknowledgement that Will never makes for 
himself. It is telling that it is Jamal, not Will, who cannot overcome his struggle to 
reintegrate into civilian society — as a black man who acknowledges his race, Jamal 
dooms himself to a narrative demise. 
 The crisis of masculinity that Jamal faces is notably different from Will’s as well. 
Where Will experiences alcoholism that is resolved through the love of his family and 
psychotherapy, Jamal navigates an administrative quagmire in his attempts to receive a 
medical discharge. Jamal is marginalized within the military — unable to receive the 
medical care he needs, but unable to leave the service that fails to help him. He is also 
marginalized within the narrative of the film — Jamal’s struggles are seen exclusively 
through Tommy’s perspective, and he is the only major character who does not receive 
an independent plotline. Though the film does not directly address the issue of systemic 
racism within U.S. society, the film’s representations of Will and Jamal do suggest that 
the struggles of reintegration are at least partially informed by race.  
 Vanessa is unique to the War on Terror since it is the first war in which female 
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soldiers are numerous and active, though mostly in non-combat roles (the U.S. military 
did not permit women in combat roles until 2015).133 Her crisis, therefore, is presumably 
not one of masculinity but rather one of femininity. Her representation is complicated, 
however, by her amputated arm. Her amputation makes her a visual double-lack, both 
literal (the lack of a penis) and symbolic (her amputation visually representing 
castration). Her crisis is paradoxical: she must undergo a crisis of “masculinity” even 
though she already lacks sexual masculinity, and sexual difference must be reasserted 
against her double-lack. For Vanessa to successfully reintegrate, then, she must restore 
her traditionally-feminine place in society as a mother and “wife.” When she first arrives 
back from Iraq, she struggles with the daily chores of raising her young son and rebuffs 
the advances of a fellow school coach Cary (Jeffrey Nordling). She is only able to accept 
her amputation when she accepts the romantic love she feels for Cary — an action that 
reasserts sexual difference as the “solution” to her trauma. Accepting the rigid gender 
roles of American society, as informed by sexual difference, is presented as the 
ideological tonic needed for Vanessa’s successful reintegration. 
 Tommy is the only character who deals explicitly with the conflict between the 
warrior identity and the civilian identity. While the others either voluntarily leave the 
Army or leave via medical discharge, Tommy struggles to reconcile his sense of purpose 
in the Army with his listlessness as a civilian. He chooses to re-enlist because of the 
value the Army provides him; thus, the warrior identity supersedes the civilian identity. 
                                                
133 Matthew Rosenberg and Dave Phillips, “All Combat Roles Now Open to Women, 
Defense Secretary Says,” New York Times, December 3, 2015, accessed February 18, 
2017, https://www.nytimes.com/2015/12/04/us/politics/combat-military-women-ash-
carter.html?_r=1. 
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The other three characters, however, also must reconcile their warrior identities with their 
civilian identities, although in more subtle ways. Will and Jamal both suffer from bouts 
of rage at home, though only Jamal fails to control his rage. Vanessa, too, experiences 
flashbacks to the firefight that left her injured and she harshly rebukes anyone who tries 
to help her with her prosthetic. Will and Vanessa, however, successfully reconcile their 
warrior identities with their civilian identities, while Jamal’s conflict goes unresolved 
because of his death. 
 The film visually emphasizes the personal experiences of the soldiers by largely 
framing scenes with medium shots and close-ups that center the frame on the characters. 
Unlike the other films in this chapter, however, Winkler frequently employs wider shots 
to show the characters interacting with their domestic environment. These shots create a 
larger visual space for the characters to interact in, and thus also open the frame for the 
viewer to consider the experiences of the non-soldier characters. By opening the frame to 
other characters, Winkler highlights the soldiers’ interactions with civilians and the 
successes and failures of their reintegration into civilian society. The film, therefore, does 
not isolate the characters but visually implies the importance of reintegration. 
 The film also employs overlapping images to convey memory when the soldiers 
recount their stories. Tommy and Jamal’s group meetings best illustrate this technique: 
for example, as Tommy recounts his experiences in Iraq in a group therapy meeting, 
images of his service appear over the image of him sitting in the group.  
The technique is similarly employed when Jamal remembers killing an innocent 
woman during the film’s opening firefight scene; unlike Tommy, however, he silently 
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remembers this event. Overlapping images occur again when Vanessa details what 
happened to her arm to Cary and when Will explains to his therapist the trauma he 
endured in his makeshift operating room to his therapist. By visualizing their memories 
as they recount them, the film enunciates their personal experiences through both 
dialogue and image, thus depicting reconciling the warrior and civilian identities 
onscreen simultaneously. The overlapping images are a visual attempt at reconciling the 
two identities, and yet they remain separated and therefore unresolved: the warrior 
identity still exists “over there” in the memories of the characters rather than in the 
present of the scene. 
 In melodramas, an excessive score orients the viewer toward empathy with the 
characters and manipulates the viewer’s emotions. Home of the Brave utilizes an 
excessive score that frequently features piano, strings, acoustic guitar, and, in moments of 
death, a male or female voice. Though it can be heard in the background of most scenes, 
the score becomes especially prominent in the film’s soundtrack, thus manipulating the 
viewer’s emotions to match the emotions of the characters onscreen. The film also 
features a mid-tempo pop song, performed by pop singer Sheryl Crow, that features much 
of the same instrumentation as the score and lyrics about memory, service, and healing. 
This song plays over the end credits of the film and provides a musical, emotional 
summary of the film’s major themes. The song, too, is an excessive technique to 
emphasize the personal experiences of the soldiers. Yet the song, nonetheless, speaks to 
the film’s pro-war ideology of the necessary sacrifice soldiers make in going to war and 
the nation’s obligation to take care of soldiers when they return from war. The inclusion 
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of the song at the end of the film, therefore, appeals to both pro-war and anti-war 
ideologies, preventing the film from being truly one or the other. 
 Home of the Brave represents the most straightforward adaptation of the World 
War II returning soldier film as a reparative project in the context of the War on Terror 
returning soldier film. The film borrows the narrative structure of The Best Years of Our 
Lives to tell the story of four soldiers returning from Iraq, yet unlike the three men of 
Wyler’s film, only two of the soldiers in Home of the Brave successfully reintegrate into 
civilian society. Each of the soldiers faces an identity crisis that requires them to 
negotiate their warrior identity with their civilian identity; Tommy and Jamal fail to 
properly reconcile the two as the former returns to the battlefield and the latter dies. Their 
identity crises are also crises of masculinity, which the characters can only resolve 
through the reassertion of sexual difference. The film’s close framing, visual 
representation of memory, and excessive musical score focus the viewer on the personal 
experiences of the returning soldiers and thus create empathy for the characters while 
allowing for both pro-war and anti-war ideologies. Home of the Brave therefore 
represents an attempt to transplant the humanist techniques and negotiated ideologies of 
the World War II returning soldier film into the War on Terror returning soldier drama. 
 
Stop-Loss 
 If Home of the Brave attempts an argument of how War on Terror veterans can be 
healed by society, Stop-Loss presents a vision of how the United States and its military 
fails to take care of its soldiers. The film, produced by MTV Films and therefore targeted 
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at a young adult audience, was released in early 2008 as public support for the Iraq War 
reached new lows.134 The film’s narrative revolves around a “model soldier’s” desertion, 
which director Kimberly Pierce uses as a source of anti-war resentment. The film’s 
redeployment resolution and characterizations of the soldiers as loyal to each other (and 
thus the nation) complicates the purely anti-war reading of the film. The crisis of 
masculinity in the film is strained by the presence of only one female character, thus 
limiting the opportunity for asserting sexual difference. It is through this character, 
however, that a sense of responsibility for serving one’s country is established, resulting 
in the resolution of the crisis of masculinity. Additionally, the film stakes a claim for 
authenticity through the incorporation of home video footage from the soldiers, which 
clashes with the more polished visuals of the rest of the film and provides the soldiers a 
chance to “speak” for themselves. The film, therefore, presents itself as an anti-war 
statement, but like other films within the War on Terror returning soldier genre, it in fact 
contains negotiated pro-war and anti-war ideologies. 
 The film concerns three U.S. Army soldiers finishing their tour in Iraq and 
returning home to Brazos, Texas: Brandon King (Ryan Philippe), Steve Schriver 
(Channing Tatum), and Tommy Burgess (Joseph Gordon-Levitt). Brandon and Steve 
look forward to getting out of the Army for good, but discover after a weekend of leave 
that they are “stop-lossed,” meaning they must return to Iraq for another tour. Brandon 
flees the base, along with Steve’s fiancée Michelle (Abbie Cornish) to speak with a 
                                                
134 “Public Attitudes Toward the War in Iraq, 2003–2008,” Pew Research Center, last 
modified March 19, 2008, http://www.pewresearch.org/2008/03/19/public-attitudes-
toward-the-war-in-iraq-20032008/ 
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senator about rescinding the stop-loss. Steve and Tommy, meanwhile, try to find him and 
bring him back to base while struggling with their collapsing relationships, heavy 
drinking, and bouts of violence. 
 The narrative of Stop-Loss involves Brandon, Steve, and Tommy struggling to 
reintegrate into civilian society, but with the added wrinkle of the Army functioning as an 
obstacle by sending Brandon and Steve back to Iraq. The first night after they return 
home, Steve gets drunk, hits Michelle, and digs an encampment in their front lawn. 
Tommy, too, drinks heavily and gets into a fight with a man at a bar for talking to his 
wife, who kicks him out of their home later that night. The scene at the bar and 
subsequent scenes of domestic turmoil illustrate the civilians of Brazos’ inability to 
properly appreciate the soldiers’ sacrifice, despite the parade put on for the soldiers’ 
return. As they drink together, one man asks Steve, “we winning this thing,” which 
prompts Steve and Tommy to complain about fighting urban warfare and mourn their 
fallen brethren. The other men, perhaps expecting to hear positive news about the war, 
instead hang their heads in silence. The lack of sympathy for the soldiers recalls the 
Vietnam War returning soldier film, in which the war’s divisive nature muted the 
response of U.S. society to soldiers returning from war. The scene demonstrates the limits 
of the town’s — and therefore the nation’s — appreciation for the soldiers: they support 
the warrior identity, but struggle to comprehend the consequences of the soldiers’ 
experiences. 
 If the returning soldier genre positions women as the caretakers of the men 
returning from battle, then Steve and Tommy are abandoned in their attempt at 
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reintegration. Tommy’s wife kicks him out of the house, and the two fail to reconcile 
during Tommy’s disciplinary action and bad conduct discharge. Steve, on the other hand, 
loses Michelle when she goes with Brandon to Washington, which results in their 
breakup and Steve’s decision to voluntarily re-enlist. The film’s narrative, therefore, 
emphasizes how U.S. society fails to assist Steve and Tommy readjust to civilian life, 
though it should be noted that Steve considers reenlistment early in the film and Tommy 
adamantly wants to serve another tour. More significantly, then, neither Steve nor 
Tommy have a female companion against whom they can reassert sexual difference. The 
two men’s crises of masculinity, therefore, go unresolved, leading to their respective 
failures to reintegrate through voluntary reenlistment and suicide, respectively. 
 Brandon, however, consistently interacts with civilians, most notably Michelle. 
Like Steve and Tommy, Brandon experiences bouts of rage, particularly in a scene in 
which he pursues a trio of men who rob him and Michelle. Unlike Steve and Tommy, 
Brandon articulates his experiences and his emotional reactions to Michelle, who 
provides him with the opportunity to reassert sexual difference (even though their 
relationship is not sexual) and, in turn, helps him make his decision about reintegration 
into civilian society. As a result, Brandon’s ability to speak about his experiences and, in 
the case of his visit with his injured comrade Rico (Victor Rasuk), speak with other 
soldiers helps him manage his emotional response to his experiences. Michelle is not 
explicitly a romantic interest for Brandon, but she does perform the role of the Home 
Front Wife for him by listening to him and helping him reassert his sexual difference and 
resolve his crisis of masculinity. 
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 It should be noted that Brandon’s situation is unique: his stop-loss means that the 
Army itself is preventing him from leaving the war. His reintegration narrative, therefore, 
is not one about re-entering civilian society but re-entering military society. He considers 
moving to Canada or Mexico and rescinding his U.S. citizenship as desperate measures to 
avoid returning to Iraq, but ultimately decides to return to base and report back to the 
Army. Brandon’s narrative follows the basic trajectory of reintegration as he returns 
home, struggles to fit in, and then finally accepts his position. The position he accepts, 
however, is the role of soldier, not civilian, thus inverting the returning soldier genre’s 
reintegration narrative. This inversion reflects soldiers’ inability to adjust to life outside 
of the military during an ongoing war and suggests that the U.S. military prevents 
soldiers from properly reintegrating because of its own wartime demands. It should be 
noted, then, that Brandon is not challenging the concept of military service, only the 
breach of contract that the stop-loss represents. His objective, therefore, is not necessarily 
anti-war as much as it is anti-draft (the stop-loss standing in for the military draft that was 
not instated for the Iraq War). 
 The inversions of the reintegration narrative impact the identity negotiations and 
conflicts of Brandon, Steve, and Tommy. Though the phrase “PTSD” is never mentioned 
in the film, all three men exhibit symptoms of the disorder. Each character’s PTSD marks 
the conflict of masculinity they confront upon returning home: as previously discussed, 
Steve and Tommy are ejected from their homes, preventing them from reasserting sexual 
difference, while Michelle plays the role of Home Front Wife for Brandon to help him re-
assert his masculinity. Even with Michelle’s assistance, however, Brandon hallucinates a 
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body in a motel pool and holds a trio of burglars at gunpoint, referring to them as “hajis” 
and telling them to “pray to Allah.” Steve, as previously mentioned, drunkenly hits 
Michelle and digs a hole in the front yard believing he’s on a mission in Iraq. Though 
both men exhibit symptoms of PTSD, neither Brandon nor Steve are defined by the 
disorder. PTSD is frequently used to generate anti-war sentiments through sympathy for 
the soldier, but in the case of Stop-Loss, not mentioning it by name prevents the nation 
from shouldering the blame for the soldiers’ trauma. Brandon and Steve’s experiences in 
Iraq may have traumatized them, but they do not question the necessity of their 
involvement in the country. Their PTSD symptoms, therefore, encourage viewer 
sympathy with the men, but disowning the name of the condition prevents the film from 
explicitly blaming war or the nation for their trauma. The men experience their trauma in 
different ways, but they agree that their military service was worth the consequences. 
 As such, Brandon and Steve provide counterpoints to one another. Brandon 
desires to abandon his warrior identity, but cannot because of his stop-loss. For Brandon, 
it is not civilian society that does not appreciate his experiences, but rather the Army 
itself by refusing to let him leave. His conflict is therefore between his desire to become a 
civilian and his calling to continue being a warrior. Steve, too, states that he wants to 
leave the Army and re-enter civilian society, yet his drunken entrenchment upon 
returning home suggests that the warrior identity is not easy for him to shed. It comes as 
no surprise, then, that Steve shortly, voluntarily re-enlists on an offer to attend sniper 
school from his commanding officer. In this sense, Steve’s inability to adjust to civilian 
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life is the result of his indifference to relinquishing his warrior identity, whereas Brandon 
actively seeks his civilian identity over his warrior identity.  
 The counterpoints provided by Brandon and Steve serve the film’s ideological 
project of being pro-war and anti-war as well. Both men are described as “model” 
soldiers, but Steve’s indifference toward civilian life casts him as a potential career 
soldier who could move up the ranks of the U.S. Army through years of service. 
Brandon, on the other hand, is another type of soldier: one who completes his service but 
does not want a career in the military, instead opting to return to the civilian ranks of U.S. 
society. Ideologically, Steve supports war while Brandon theoretically leaves war behind; 
it is significant, however, that both men were voluntary soldiers before the events of the 
film, meaning that neither truly opposes war nor expresses anti-war sentiments. The men, 
therefore, appeal to both sides of the ideological spectrum while implicitly favoring the 
pro-war ideology. 
 The contrast of characterization between the two men is most evident in the scene 
in which Steve arrives at Brandon and Michelle’s hotel to convince him to come back to 
base. Steve arrives in his Class A green uniform, while Brandon is dressed in a bloodied 
T-shirt and blue jeans. Costuming alone distinguishes which identity each man embraces: 
Steve is a soldier and Brandon is a civilian. Outside of the room, Steve tries to convince 
Brandon that returning to base is in his best interest: 
“This isn’t who we are, man! Look, we didn’t get through all this shit together just 
for you to end up like one of these AWOL shitbags. We ain’t like these guys. 
We’re soldiers, we stand for something, man, we’re from Texas!” (italics mine) 
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Steve emphasizes the soldier identity throughout his argument, noting the brotherhood he 
and Brandon share because of their experiences in Iraq. Brandon scoffs at the suggestion, 
telling Steve that he “did what [he] signed up to do” and that his service is resolved. 
Brandon maintains his civilian identity throughout the argument until Steve turns around 
to leave, in which he tells Steve to “watch your six.” Brandon’s use of military jargon 
implies that despite his conviction, he too struggles to completely shed his soldier 
identity. The two men stand on opposite ends of their respective identity conflicts, but 
their argument brings the conflict into an explicit confrontation between the soldier and 
civilian identities. 
 Steve’s emphasis on being from Texas is also significant to how both men 
construct their identities. The above exchange is not the only mention of Texas in the film 
— in fact, almost every character at some point proclaims their Texan pride and/or their 
satisfaction with being “back in Texas.” Texas serves a dual ideological function. The 
state serves as a symbol of the nation — a bond forged by President George W. Bush’s 
constructed identity as a Texan — and thus represents patriotism and politically-
conservative values. Yet setting the film in Texas also raises the specter of the Alamo — 
a failure of military action that, by the film’s 2008 release, certainly appealed to anti-war 
viewers who considered the Iraq War to be a similar failure. Texas, too, thus allows for 
oppositional pro-war and anti-war ideological readings within the negotiated framework 
of the film. 
 Tommy’s identity crisis, on the other hand, is tragically ironic. Upon arriving 
back in Texas, Tommy boasts about how much he loves being a soldier, and eagerly 
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anticipates returning to Iraq. Instead, he drinks constantly, which earns him repeated 
disciplinary actions from his commanding officer. Though his narrative occupies the least 
amount of screentime, other characters refer to Tommy driving his car into a restaurant, 
getting thrown out by his wife, and calling the family of one of his deceased comrades. 
Eventually, he receives a bad conduct discharge for his behavior, thereby permanently 
ejecting him from the Army. Tommy’s crisis is the inverse of Brandon’s: he desperately 
wants to stay in the Army, but is declined. Because of his inability to resolve his identity 
conflict, Tommy commits suicide; his reintegration narrative ends in failure, while 
Brandon and Steve’s end in “success,” though notably none of the men are civilians at the 
end of the film. 
 Aesthetically, the film emphasizes the soldiers’ personal experiences through 
handheld cinematography and a melodramatic score. Pierce’s camera is almost always 
moving in each shot, either through constant adjustments that suggest a handheld camera 
or through sweeping rotations around the characters as they talk. Most of the film is shot 
in close-up or medium shot, focusing on the characters rather than their surroundings. 
Close-ups and medium shots emphasize the characters and their experiences. The string 
and horns score, too, is emotionally stirring and patriotic. This score prominently plays 
under emotionally heightened scenes and reaches its climax at the end of the film, as 
Brandon sits on the bus back to base and statistics about the U.S. government’s stop-loss 
procedure display onscreen. The score assists viewers empathize with the characters by 
musically cueing emotional reactions to their experiences. 
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 The most interesting technique Pierce uses to emphasize personal experience, 
however, is the recreation of homemade videos by the soldiers. In the film’s Iraq-set 
prologue, Brandon, Steve, and Tommy serve alongside a soldier they refer to as 
“Eyeball” (Rob Brown) who always carries a portable digital camera with him. Three 
times during this prologue grainy footage supposedly shot by Eyeball appears. The first is 
the opening scene of the film, which features Tommy playing a guitar and leading the 
men in singing country singer Toby Keith’s song “Courtesy of the Red, White, and 
Blue.” The second is the opening credits sequence, which features a montage of the men 
with the subtitle “In loving memory of our fallen brothers” and scored with a spare, 
acoustic guitar based rap song. This song, which also plays over the end credits, is 
significant: it was recorded by 4th25 (pronounced “fourth quarter), a rap group consisting 
of U.S. Army soldiers who served in Baghdad in 2004 and 2005.135 The use of music 
recorded by actual U.S. soldiers provides a unique opportunity for U.S. soldiers to speak 
for themselves within the film; that the song accompanies fictional footage that presents 
itself as “soldier-made” video emphasizes the film’s attempts at creating an “authentic” 
soldier experience. The third comes after Steve and Tommy’s drunken episodes and 
features a montage of the men in combat in Iraq, set to the soundtrack of a heavy metal 
song in which the singer wails “nothing wrong with me” repeatedly. After this montage, 
Eyeball’s videos do not appear again in the film. 
                                                
135 “4th25 (Fourth Quarter),” accessed April 6, 2017, 
https://www.facebook.com/pg/4th25-Fourth-Quarter-
228986923785016/about/?ref=page_internal. 
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 The use of homemade videos correlates to the phenomenon of soldiers in Iraq and 
Afghanistan recording their experiences and posting them to video-sharing websites such 
as YouTube. Soldier-produced videos “lend a heightened sense of veracity and 
immediacy to their representations of war” though “the soldiers’ personal points of view 
and the often-raw emotionalism and poor technical quality.”136 By using the aesthetic of 
homemade videos, Pierce emphasizes the characters’ personal experiences by presenting 
their time in Iraq through a look and sound that is associated with “raw emotionalism” 
and a “heightened sense of veracity.” The recreation of soldier-produced videos recalls 
the war dispatches and diaries of soldiers in the Vietnam War, yet unlike those examples, 
Eyeball’s videos do not question the motivation for the war or present the war negatively. 
Instead, the videos purport to show the “daily life” of the soldiers as they serve their tour 
in Iraq, and the war merely provides a backdrop for their exploits. The placement of 
Eyeball’s videos at the beginning of the film establishes the narratives of Brandon, Steve, 
and Tommy as personal stories independent of institutional interference, but they are not 
critical of the military or the war effort. 
 Stop-Loss exemplifies the returning soldier film in a uniquely War on Terror 
context: because the war is ongoing, not every soldier who returns permanently stays 
home. Though none of the men successfully reintegrate into civilian society, Brandon, 
Steve, and Tommy’s narratives invert the genre’s typical narrative by making re-
enlistment the resolution of their reintegration efforts. The internal conflict between the 
                                                
136 Leah Shafer, “’TiK ToK on the Clock, but the Party Don’t Stop, No:’ The Parodic 
Military Dance Video on YouTube,” in A Companion to the War Film, edited by Douglas 
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warrior and civilian identities remains the same for each character, however, as does the 
crisis of masculinity they face. Each character exhibits signs of PTSD, even though the 
disorder is never explicitly named. And the film’s handheld camerawork, manipulative 
score, and incorporation of homemade videos highlight the personal experiences of the 
men. Though the film presents itself as an anti-war statement, the characters’ 
unwillingness to question the war or their loyalty to the nation complicates the film’s 
ideological project by opening the film to both pro-war and anti-war readings 
 
The Messenger 
 The first two films discussed in this chapter, Home of the Brave and Stop-Loss, 
represent major studio examples of the War on Terror returning soldier genre: produced 
by studios with financial clout and esteemed reputations (MGM and MTV 
Films/Paramount, respectively) and made with well-regarded filmmakers. The 
Messenger, on the other hand, is an independently produced film for small, politically-
liberal distributor Oscilloscope Laboratories, which previously specialized in politically-
charged documentaries. The film presents itself as being “independent” of the 
“mainstream” works of Hollywood studios: the film claims to evade the play-it-safe 
ideologies of mainstream films by disavowing politics altogether.137 As this analysis will 
demonstrate, however, The Messenger, just like Home of the Brave and Stop-Loss, 
contains both pro-war and anti-war ideologies and incorporates many of the same 
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techniques as the studio-produced films. The film is unique, however, in two significant 
respects. First, the film includes a Gulf War veteran as a companion and point of 
comparison to the soldier returning from the Iraq War, using the differences in their 
respective reintegration crises to comment on similar ideological issues. Secondly, the 
film aesthetically emphasizes the personal experiences of the characters through long 
handheld takes and a sparsely utilized score, which encourage sympathy without the 
melodramatic excess of the previous two films but is, nonetheless, emotionally excessive. 
 Directed by Oren Moverman, The Messenger concerns Army Staff Sergeant Will 
Montgomery (Ben Foster), who returns to the United States after being injured in Iraq. 
He cannot be deployed again and is instead assigned to a casualty notification team. 
Alongside Captain Tony Stone (Woody Harrelson), Will’s responsibility is to notify 
families of soldiers that their loved ones were killed or missing in action. Will and Tony 
bond over the course of their service together as they struggle with the difficult emotions 
the job inspires. 
 Narratively, the film unfolds as a reintegration narrative that, like the Vietnam 
War returning soldier genre, may not resolve with success. Will is, for the most part, 
alone when he returns to the United States. A young woman, Kelly (Jena Malone), picks 
him up from the Veterans Affairs hospital, but she is revealed to be engaged to another 
man and having an affair with Will. His only consistent contact is with Tony, who is 
neither a civilian nor a veteran of the current conflict. His only contact with civilians 
comes in the form of the notifications. These interactions are hardly marked with 
appreciation. Instead, the families they visit sob uncontrollably or violently lash out of 
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the men, and frequently demand them to leave. As a result of their work, the men are 
unwanted by the civilians they visit; they are “the knock nobody wants to hear.”138  
 The only civilian Will positively interacts with is Olivia (Samantha Morton), a 
woman whose husband dies in Iraq. Even this relationship is tenuous, however, as it 
never evolves beyond a brief kiss before Olivia moves out of town with her young son. 
Olivia and Kelly both provide an opportunity for Will to reassert sexual difference and 
thus resolve his crisis of masculinity, yet neither character is fully available to him since 
they are each in relationships with other men (or, in Olivia’s case, grieving the loss of her 
husband). It is important to note, however, that there is no indication that Will would 
fully accept the opportunities the women provide. Indeed, like the Vietnam War returning 
soldier film, Will’s — and to an extent, Tony’s — crises seem to be irreconcilable 
through the traditional ideological tonics the returning soldier genre provides because of 
the controversial nature of their wars. 
 As such, Tony provides little assistance for reintegration because he himself has 
not yet successfully reintegrated into civilian society. Foremost, Tony continues to serve 
in the Army even though he has not been deployed since Operation Desert Shield in the 
Gulf War. Tony reveals his personal struggles as well when he mentions his three failed 
marriages, his off-and-on sobriety, and his difficulty sleeping at night — all signs of the 
failures of traditional reparative ideologies. Tony’s failure to reintegrate only reinforces 
Will’s own inability to adjust to civilian life. Of course, both men are still soldiers in the 
U.S. Army, meaning that they are not yet truly civilians again. Their domestic service, 
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however, means that they must interact with civilians and conduct themselves according 
to the rules of U.S. society, and thus must begin negotiating their warrior and civilian 
identities. 
 The conflicts of masculinity and identity are present in the characterizations of 
both Will and Tony. Will, having been injured during his tour in Iraq, bears the physical 
scars of battle around his eye. He goes back to the hospital for regular check-ups on his 
damaged eye and leg. These wounds are not as severe as the amputations seen in Home 
of the Brave or Stop-Loss, but they represent lack through diminishment of Will’s able-
bodiedness. As in Stop-Loss, the phrase “PTSD” is never mentioned, but Will has 
emotional injuries to accompany his physical wounds. He struggles to sleep, which leads 
him to play loud heavy metal music in his apartment during the night. The absence of a 
domestic relationship and his emotionally distant interaction with civilians means that the 
crisis of the solider and civilian identities goes unresolved. He resists the reassertion of 
sexual difference and seems unwilling and possibly unable to ever properly reintegrate 
into civilian society. 
 Tony’s status as a Gulf War veteran provides an interesting contrast to Will’s 
experience since he did not face the kind of combat in the Gulf War that Will experienced 
during his tour in Iraq. Ground and air combat in the Gulf War was brief, lasting from 
January 16, 1991 to February 28, 1991, with only 383 U.S. casualties.139 Tony notes he 
was not engaged in combat during his service in the Gulf War and indicates he feels some 
regret for that. Tony’s crisis of masculinity — his lack — is not an injury incurred during 
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what he did experience but rather the dissatisfaction of the war’s anticlimax and the guilt 
that he did not endure the same experiences as the generations before and after his. Tony 
is emasculated by his lack of combat action during the Gulf War and his subsequent 
service on the casualty notification team. His emasculation informs his identity crisis as 
well: because he has not seen combat, there is an unasked question of whether he is a 
“real” soldier. His two crises are unresolved and thus contribute to his inability to adjust 
to domestic life. 
 The contrast between the men’s crises is exemplified in a scene late in the film. 
Will and Tony sit on the couch and drink beer at Will’s apartment. Will recounts the 
story of the firefight that caused his injuries, which were caused by an IED detonation 
when he tried to save the lives of one of his fellow soldiers. Will’s tone of voice is 
matter-of-fact, but he struggles with being called a hero as he asserts that it is his fault the 
bomb exploded and killed the man he tried to save. He admits that he contemplated 
suicide but could not follow through. When Will goes to the kitchen to get another beer, 
Tony breaks down weeping. This creates a cathartic moment in the narrative, as it is the 
first time either man shows emotional vulnerability. Yet neither can resolve their 
respective crises: Will continues to feel guilty about what happened in Iraq, while Tony 
can only listen to Will’s experiences without a mutual frame of reference. Both Will and 
Tony thus struggle to reintegrate into the domestic sphere. 
 The purpose of making the comparison between the Gulf War veteran and the 
Iraq War veteran is to provide opportunities for both pro-war and anti-war readings of the 
film. On the one hand, Tony’s emotional breakdown and Will’s horrific experiences in 
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war encourage anti-war sentiments by demonstrating how war has damaged these two 
men irrevocably. It should also be noted that the Gulf War is generally considered a 
military success, which is starkly contrasted by Tony’s feelings of inadequacy and 
struggles to adjust to civilian society, while the Iraq War is considered a military 
quagmire and failure. To present a veteran of a “successful” war as similarly damaged to 
a veteran of a “failed” war — albeit for different reasons — condemns war in general as a 
damaging and unnecessary activity. On the other hand, neither man blames war or the 
United States for what happened to them; at no point do either Will or Tony question 
their loyalty to the cause or the necessity for war. Tony’s sobs, especially, could be more 
of an expression of what he did not experience in the Gulf War than sympathy for what 
Will did experience. The film therefore provides viewers with both anti-war and pro-war 
ideologies that are carefully negotiated, just as Home of the Brave and Stop-Loss did. 
 The film visually presents Will’s personal experiences with the same basic 
techniques that all the films in this chapter employ: a series of close-ups and medium 
shots that emphasize his position within the frame and contain the scope of the film to an 
intimate space. The film is significant, however, in its visual presentation of the 
notification scenes. These scenes are almost always shot in a single long take or a series 
of long takes that give the illusion of the scenes unfolding in “real time.” Moverman 
utilizes a handheld camera that provides a less polished look for the scenes, and the 
camera moves haphazardly as if the operator were not sure where it should be pointed. In 
almost every scene, no matter how the notified react, the camera will zoom on Will’s face 
to emphasize his reaction to the situation (Figure 3). This visual technique draws the 
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viewer’s attention to Will as a reminder that the film is about his personal experiences, 
not the experiences of the bereaved, and therefore excessively emphasizes his facial 
expressions and reactions. 
 The film’s soundtrack, too, emphasizes Will’s personal experiences through the 
lack of a traditional melodramatic score. Aside from a brief snippet of electric guitar in 
the opening scene, the score rarely intrudes on the action. Instead, most of the film’s 
music is provided diegetically, whether through the car radio as the men travel to and 
from their assignments, the stereos at their own home, or the bar where they go to drink. 
Most of the music, therefore, consists of the music the characters select: heavy metal for 
Will, classic rock for Tony. The use of subjective musical selections therefore 
emphasizes the men’s personalities and experiences by positioning the viewer in the 
character’s perspectives. Unlike the manipulative scores of the other three films in this 
chapter, the music of The Messenger is personal and informed by the characters’ 
experiences. It is not, however, any less excessive: the reliance of more “natural” sounds 
such as footsteps, dialogue, and car doors shutting emphasizes the “authenticity” of the 
film, making the experiences of the soldiers seem more “real” and “personal.” The lack 
of music, therefore, is just as emotionally manipulative and excessive as the scores in the 
other films discussed in this chapter. 
 The Messenger, unlike Home of the Brave and Stop-Loss, is not a major 
Hollywood production. This does not, however, preclude it from following many of the 
same generic conventions as those films. The film presents a failed reintegration 
narrative, in part because of Will’s continued enlistment in the U.S. Army, in part 
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because of his lack of opportunities to resolve the masculine and identity crises he faces, 
and in part because of his unwillingness or inability to resolve said crises. Though it goes 
unnamed, Will and Tony both are characterized by symptoms of PTSD, which add to 
their reintegration struggles, but where Will’s trauma originates in combat, Tony’s 
trauma is motivated by guilt and dissatisfaction with never seeing action. The film’s 
aesthetic techniques emphasize the Will’s personal experience through excessively 
“authentic” visuals and sounds. Visually, the film uses handheld camerawork to bring the 
focus on Will’s reactions during his notification responsibilities. Sonically, diegetic 
popular music informed by the characters’ personalities positions the viewer to empathize 
with the characters, and natural sounds emphasis the “reality” of their experiences. The 
Messenger, therefore, attempts to present itself as an independent alternative to 
mainstream Hollywood returning soldier films, but instead exemplifies many of the same 
ideological approaches to the War on Terror returning soldier as the films it positions 
itself against. 
 
Grace is Gone 
 Each of the three films previously discussed in this chapter concerned the 
experiences of U.S. Army soldiers returning home from war zones and the emotional gulf 
between them and the civilians at home. Grace is Gone, directed by James C. Strouse, 
presents a different kind of returning soldier narrative: that of the soldier who does not 
return. Though the deceased soldier is absent for the entirety of its running time, the 
film’s narrative structure involves the concept of reintegration through grief. Crises of 
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masculinity and the warrior/civilian identities also figure into the film’s construction of 
the main character, a now-widowed father of two daughters. The film’s aesthetics 
emphasize personal experience through close-ups, rural and suburban settings, and an 
excessive piano-based score. 
 Grace is Gone stars John Cusack as Stanley, a home furnishings store manager 
and father of two young daughters, Heidi (Shélan O’Keefe) and Dawn (Gracie 
Bednarczyk). When Stanley learns that his wife, Grace, died in a firefight in Iraq, he 
takes his daughters on a road trip to an amusement park while he figures out how to break 
the news to them. Along the way, Stanley works through his own grief by calling the 
family voicemail receiver to hear Grace’s voice and leaving messages about his 
whereabouts. The trip brings Stanley and his daughters closer together, and together they 
mourn Grace’s loss. 
 The reintegration narrative of Grace is Gone is not immediately obvious because, 
in addition to being a returning soldier film, it is also a road trip film. The road trip film, 
as a genre, typically involves characters travelling from one point to another over the 
course of the film. The emphasis of the film, however, is often on the “space between A 
and B;” that is, the road is not a “transitional space” but rather the locus for the film’s 
action and ideological themes.140 Similarly, the road trip film emphasizes mobility and 
progression that appeals to “the freedom to move – or the fantasy of movement” that 
naturally lends itself to “stories of (self-)discovery.”141 In other words, the road trip film 
                                                
140 Neil Archer, The Road Movie: In Search of Meaning (New York: Columbia 
University Press, 2016), 3. 
141 Archer, The Road Movie, 8. 
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is rarely about the physical destination of the characters so much as it is what they 
discover about themselves or each other during the journey. 
 Grace is Gone uses the conventions of the road trip film as both a means of 
“deploying” Stanley, setting him up to be the “homefront solider” who must reintegrate 
into civilian society after losing his wife. Stanley is not actually a soldier; he is already 
settled into civilian society at the beginning of the film. The road trip dislocates Stanley 
and the girls: if the family remains in a domestic space, then Stanley must confront his 
grief and his new position within the family hierarchy as a widow and single father 
without the necessary experiences and encounters that the road trip provides for him. 
Over the course of their trip, Stanley reveals more sides of himself to his daughters, 
allowing them to see him as more than the straitlaced paternal figure he is at the 
beginning of the film. Similarly, Stanley learns more about his daughters: he discovers 
that Heidi secretly watches news coverage of the war against his wishes, and Dawn 
struggles with not having her mother at home. The conventions of the road trip film genre 
require Stanley to discover these things about his family and himself before the end of the 
trip — the amusement park where he will have to tell his daughters the truth about their 
mother. As such, the narrative cannot resolve without reintegration: Stanley and the girls 
cannot return home until Stanley properly confronts his grief and informs his daughters 
about Grace’s death. 
 The road trip itself consists of several stops where Stanley confronts the prospect 
of telling the girls and facing his own grief. The most notable of these stops is a visit to 
Stanley’s mother’s house. Instead of his mother, however, Stanley finds his brother, John 
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(Alessandro Nivola), staying at the house. This leads to a conversation about the war, 
which John opposes while Stanley supports unquestioningly. While the girls are out 
playing, however, John receives a call and learns about Grace’s death. The confrontation 
between Stanley and John presents a potential turning point for Stanley: John urges 
Stanley to tell the girls, but Stanley reacts violently and demands that they leave 
immediately. John’s pleas for Stanley to stay and wait for their mother to return go 
unanswered. Stanley’s refusal is a rejection of reintegration and results in his continued 
evasion of his grief. 
 The resolution comes after the family spends the day at a Florida amusement 
park. As a road trip narrative, this scene is past the climax: the characters reached their 
destination in spite of the obstacles in their way. The resolution of the road trip narrative, 
therefore, means that the reintegration narrative must reach its climax and resolution. 
Leaving the park, Stanley pulls over onto a beach to finally break the news to his 
daughters. As he tells the girls, they sob; Heidi tries to push Stanley away but he pulls her 
into his embrace. This cathartic moment expresses the grief that all three characters 
experience in learning of Grace’s death, but also provides resolution to their emotional 
crisis (Figure 4). As a result, the family can properly reintegrate back into their everyday 
lives with Stanley as a single parent and widow. Thus, the narrative presents reintegration 
not through a soldier’s inability to adjust to civilian society but rather through civilians 
adjusting to a new domestic order to which the soldier will not return. 
 Stanley’s position within the domestic order, however, already differed 
significantly from the other films discussed in this chapter. Stanley, despite not being an 
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enlisted soldier, experiences both a crisis of masculinity and a crisis of the warrior and 
civilian identities while fulfilling the role of Home Front Wife. The crisis of masculinity 
is the result of his domestic position while his wife serves as a soldier for the U.S. Army 
in Iraq. As mentioned in the discussion of Home of the Brave, the U.S. military featured 
more women in key roles during the War on Terror than it did during World War II and 
the Vietnam War. As a result, the phenomenon of male spouses staying at home while 
women go to war proliferated to a stronger degree. Stanley, therefore, assumes the role of 
“Home Front Wife” by taking care of his daughters, patriotically defending Grace’s 
deployment, and maintaining morale at home by prohibiting his daughters from watching 
news coverage of the war. His masculinity, however, is nonetheless imperiled by the 
assumption of the domestic role. An early scene reveals that Stanley is the only man 
attending a support group for military spouses, and his posture and position in the group 
reflect his malaise. In a scene late in the film, Stanley calls the house voicemail machine 
and leaves a message for Grace, telling her: 
“I just wanted to apologize because I was so angry back then. And, um, I just 
wanted to let you know I was thinking that…that the reason I was so angry was 
because I was ashamed that it was you who was going and not me. You’d have 
been better off if it were me. The girls would have been better off. And I’ve made 
such a fucking mess of this thing. I’m such a mess.” 
 
Stanley is ashamed that his wife is the one serving overseas while remains at home. Like 
the returning soldiers of the other films, Stanley confronts a crisis of masculinity in his 
domestic role as caretaker and Home Front Wife. 
 Moreover, Stanley’s lack manifests in his poor eyesight, which prevented him 
from enlisting in the military when he was a younger man. When John takes the girls out 
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to eat during their visit, he reveals that Stanley desperately wanted to serve in the military 
but was turned down because of his poor eyesight. Stanley’s lack, therefore, is not 
incurred in battle but rather the dissatisfaction of what he could not experience (much like 
Tony in The Messenger). The film is unique, however, in how it establishes sexual 
difference. Grace’s death requires him to fulfill the role of both mother and father for his 
daughters, a role that he at first flees but later accepts once he informs his daughters of 
their mother’s fate. Stanley, already effeminized by his lack, must learn to embrace and 
normalize his feminization in order to reintegrate into civilian society. His crisis of 
masculinity, therefore, is not resolved through the ideological solutions presented in the 
previously-discussed films but rather by disavowing hegemonic gender norms and 
normalizing the effeminized male. 
 Stanley’s crisis of masculinity correlates with his identity crisis as well. 
Throughout the film, Stanley appears to be uncomfortable with his identity as a civilian. 
In the opening scene, for example, he leads his employees at the store in an aggressive 
chant that is reminiscent of a drill sergeant instructing his recruits. At home, Stanley is 
gentle but authoritative with his daughters: he controls what they watch on television and 
they do not argue with the things he asks them to do, just as lower-rank soldiers obey 
their superiors. Stanley, therefore, struggles to reconcile his desire to be a soldier with his 
status as a civilian. Stanley’s confessional voicemail reveals that Grace’s death 
intensified this conflict: he wishes that he could have gone to war so that she would still 
be alive. Stanley’s struggle with his grief represents his identity conflict. 
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 The role of Home Front Wife, however, provides him with resolution to both 
crises. As Basinger noted in her definition of the role, the Home Front Wife is a solider of 
the homefront who performs the work of a soldier with a different set of responsibilities. 
Over the course of their road trip, Stanley learns how to be Home Front Wife for his 
daughters. Previously a stern-but-gentle authoritarian, Stanley breaks from his normal 
behavior by encouraging his daughters to skip school to go on the trip. He also bends his 
previous rules by allowing them to pierce their ears and watch news coverage of the war. 
These experiences serve as Stanley’s “boot camp” for being a single parent so that, by the 
time he tells his daughters about Grace, he successfully reconciles his identity crises and 
accepts his position as a Home Front Wife. Stanley successfully resolves his identity 
crises by embracing the feminized role of Home Front Wife, which allows him to serve 
as a different kind of soldier and reintegrate into the domestic sphere of civilian society. 
 Like the other films discussed in this chapter, the film aesthetically emphasizes 
the personal experiences of the characters. Visually, the film accomplishes this through 
medium and close-up shots that center the characters within the frame. Strouse’s camera 
stays close to the characters and creates a contained worldview for the film. The film also 
achieves this through its setting. The family lives in an unnamed small town somewhere 
in the Midwestern United States (the license plate on their minivan suggests Minnesota), 
and the entirety of their road trip consists of travelling through rural and suburban areas. 
In the film’s travelling montages, the road is lined with gas stations, fast-food restaurants, 
strip malls, and pastures, all markers of rural and suburban spaces. The film’s visuals 
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create a world that, despite the scope of the road trip, is self-contained and intensely 
personal. 
 The film also emphasizes personal experience with an excessive emotional score. 
The score is mostly piano and occasionally acoustic guitar, and the arrangement is spare 
and simple. The score’s excess, however, is in its presence throughout the film. The score 
plays under every emotional moment of the film with the intention of manipulating the 
viewer’s emotional response. As previously discussed, an excessive, manipulative score 
is a hallmark of the melodrama and therefore the returning soldier genre. Similarly, like 
Home of the Brave, the film includes an original song written for the film that plays over 
the end credits. The inclusion of this song, a plaintive ballad perform by jazz artist Jamie 
Cullum, reflects the excessive manipulation of the film’s music. 
 These personal experiences allow for both pro-war and anti-war readings of the 
film. Focusing on the personal experiences of soldiers and their families is a noted anti-
war strategy, and in interviews while promoting the film at the Sundance Film Festival in 
January 2007, Cusack referred to the film as “anti-war.”142 The film’s focus on a family 
grieving the loss of a loved one in war appeals to anti-war viewers, and John’s vocal 
opposition to the war allows for anti-war ideology to explicitly manifest in the film. 
Neither Stanley nor the girls, however, reject the war; in fact, all three characters 
continue to vocally support the war and refer to their mother courage and honor in 
serving her country. The United States is not to blame for Grace’s death; her death is 
                                                
142 David Germain, “Cusack Grieves in Sundance’s ‘Grace,’” The Washington Post, 
January 22, 2017, accessed April 10, 2017, http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-
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merely one of the costs of war, a cost that Stanley and, to a certain extent, his daughters 
acknowledge she could have to pay. The film provides space for both pro-war and anti-
war ideologies behind the scenes as well: while Cusack is a well-known liberal actor who 
vocally opposes the war, the film’s composer is Clint Eastwood, a noted conservative and 
supporter of the Iraq War. The film, therefore, provides space for both pro-war and anti-
war ideologies in an effort to appeal to viewers of both political persuasions. 
 Despite not actually featuring a returning soldier, Grace is Gone provides a 
unique take on the War on Terror returning soldier film. Stanley deviates from the 
traditional narrative by being a male spouse awaiting his wife’s return from war, yet the 
conventions of the genre still play out in the film’s narrative. Stanley confronts crises of 
masculinity and his soldier/civilian identity through his grief over Grace’s death, and 
takes his daughters on a road trip that displaces them from the domestic sphere. These 
crises are resolved when Stanley accepts his domestic role as a Home Front Wife and 
successfully reintegrates into civilian society. The film emphasizes the personal 
experiences of the characters through contained visuals and an excessive score. Grace is 
Gone, therefore, presents a variation on the War on Terror returning soldier genre. 
 
Conclusions 
 Many of the first narrative films produced about the War on Terror were returning 
soldier films. Like any film cycle, these films were produced with commercial interests in 
mind, and the cycle concluded when it became apparent that U.S. audiences were not 
flocking to see the films. Of the four films examined in this chapter, only Stop-Loss 
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received a nationwide release, grossing $10.9 million from 1300 screens.143 The 
Messenger, which earned critical praise as well as two Academy Award nominations, 
grossed $1.1 million from 50 screens.144 Home of the Brave pulled in only $51,708 from 
44 screens, which is a significantly low turnout for a film with mainstream stars Samuel 
L. Jackson and Jessica Biel.145 And Grace is Gone, despite the presence of star John 
Cusack, grossed $50,899 on only four screens.146 It is perhaps not surprising that 
Hollywood mostly abandoned this cycle in favor of other takes on the War on Terror, 
such as the combat film and the espionage film. 
 These four films, however, provide an outline for the War on Terror returning 
soldier genre. Home of the Brave borrows extensively from the narrative structure of the 
World War II returning soldier film, particularly The Best Years of Our Lives, but 
includes not only the experiences of black and female soldiers but also failed 
reintegration narratives. The latter feature derives from the Vietnam War returning 
soldier film and speaks to the controversial nature of the current conflict in Iraq and the 
divisive reception of the veterans of the war. Stop-Loss concerns three failed reintegration 
narratives that attempt to generate anti-war sentiment, but the film complicates this 
attempt by including pro-war ideology as well. The Messenger draws comparisons 
between Gulf War veterans and the soldiers of the Iraq War, noting the similarities and 
                                                
143 Box Office Mojo, “Stop-Loss,” accessed February 19, 2017. 
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144 Box Office Mojo, “The Messenger,” accessed February 19, 2017. 
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differences in their respective reintegration narratives in an effort to provide space for 
both pro-war and anti-war readings of the film. Grace is Gone reflects the trials of the 
family of a soldier who does not return from war and the patriarch who confronts his own 
frustration with not being able to serve. It should be noted that all four of these films — 
and indeed, the clear majority of War on Terror returning soldier films — focus on Iraq 
War veterans rather than Afghanistan War veterans. The reasons for this distinction, 
however, are perhaps the subject of further study. 
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CONCLUSION 
This project has demonstrated that the American War on Terror genre may have 
clearly recognizable ideological contours, but conventions of narrative, characterization, 
and aesthetics can vary greatly between subgenres and individual films. The three 
subgenres examined in this study — the combat film, the espionage film, and the 
returning soldier film — illustrated how the films in each subgenre constituted a cycle 
informed by the films of previous wars. These cycles are not formed from only a single 
previous war film genre, however, and in fact mix aspects from various war film genres 
to create a unique War on Terror genre. Though the conventions and generic structures 
may vary among the three subgenres, the ideological structures remain consistent: the 
United States is presented as a force of good combating a foreign force of evil, and even 
though war requires sacrifice, the moral rightness of the nation and its fight against 
terrorism makes sacrifice worthwhile. 
 The combat film, as examined in the first chapter, borrows from the conventions 
of both the World War II and Vietnam War combat film genres in form and ideological 
project. The narrative challenges the U.S. soldier protagonist(s) to complete a military 
objective while under attack by a Muslim enemy in either Iraq or Afghanistan. In the 
cases of American Sniper (2014), The Hurt Locker (2009), and Good Kill (2015), the 
narrative is bifurcated, showing the soldiers at home in the United States and on the 
battlefield (even if that battlefield is virtual, as in Good Kill). The U.S. soldier 
exemplifies the virtuous ideals of the United States — courageous, skilled, and just — 
even though he may be traumatized by the experience of combat. Muslim characters are 
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characterized as the opposite: dangerous, primitive, and alien. If Muslim characters are 
not combatants, they are at the very least potential threats looming in the margins of the 
film; very few, if any, are sympathetic. Aesthetic excess such as explosions and gunfire 
create a spectacle of warfare that allows both pleasure and horror for the viewer, thus 
opening the film to multiple political interpretations. The characterizations of U.S. 
soldiers and Muslims, combined with the narrative objectives the soldier faces, affirm the 
necessity of the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan for preventing future terrorist attacks. 
 The espionage film, discussed in the second chapter, recycles the formal and 
ideological structures of the Cold War espionage film. The narrative involves an 
intelligence officer protagonist tracking a terrorist abroad while overcoming the 
bureaucratic red tape of the U.S. government. The protagonist is skilled and capable but 
must overcome a lack of personal agency to complete the mission. The intelligence 
agency that employs the protagonist may be presented as either cooperative and effective 
or obstructive and ineffective, but the protagonist is always the former. Even when the 
protagonist engages in ethically questionable activity, such as torture, the information 
gathered from those actions justifies the means. Muslim characters are almost uniformly 
untrustworthy, and are frequently depicted as either terrorists or prisoners. The espionage 
film does, however, allow for more sympathetic Muslim characters, as The Kingdom 
(2007) and Body of Lies (2008) prove through their representations of Muslim allies of 
the protagonists. Visual strategies such as point-of-view shots and aural techniques such 
as manipulative musical scores create tension and thrills that excite and shock the 
audience. The espionage film performs two ideological functions: it justifies the non-
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military aspects of the War on Terror, including the use of torture, and it enacts a fantasy 
of the individual’s ability to alter historical events, thus providing a sense of closure to a 
real-world campaign that seems unending. 
 Finally, the returning soldier film, analyzed in chapter three, combines the formal 
and ideological functions of both the World War II and Vietnam War returning soldier 
films. Unlike the combat film, however, the ideological projects of these two war films 
are contradictory, and so the War on Terror returning soldier film is threatened by an 
ideological paradox that must be reconciled: the United States is a nation worth fighting 
wars for, but the nation is not capable of taking care of the traumatized soldier when he 
returns from war. The narrative of the returning soldier film, therefore, involves the U.S. 
soldier’s struggles to reintegrate into civilian society after serving in Afghanistan or Iraq. 
Most of the narrative takes place in the United States, often in small towns or suburban 
areas in “heartland” states such as Texas or Minnesota. The soldier is characterized by 
psychological trauma resulting from combat experience and the struggle to negotiate the 
warrior identity with the civilian identity. U.S. society is unprepared to care for the 
soldier, and thus the success of the soldier’s reintegration depends on the availability of 
individuals who can provide the proper care. Muslim characters rarely appear, but may be 
spoken of in patronizing or antagonistic terms. Close-ups of the soldier’s face and 
excessive musical scores create an emotional spectacle that is coded as “personal” for the 
soldier. This aesthetic excess generates sympathy for the soldier but does not question the 
soldier’s dedication to the U.S. military or the rhetoric of the War on Terror. Indeed, the 
soldier frequently affirms the “higher calling” of the warrior and the decision to enlist in 
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the absence of a draft. The virtue of the U.S. soldier and the necessity of the War on 
Terror are affirmed, though the reconciliation of the film’s ideological paradox is 
typically left unresolved. 
 Of course, this study only provides a partial investigation into the War on Terror 
film; there are numerous opportunities to expand this study beyond the scope of these 
three subgenres. The most obvious opportunity for expansion is into documentary. Like 
narrative film, documentaries are not immune to generic labels, conventions, and 
ideologies. Perhaps the most notable distinction between narrative fiction filmmaking and 
documentary is not what is presented but how it is presented. Ideologies in documentary 
are frequently conveyed through “objectivity” rather than a fictional narrative, yet 
narrative, characterization, and aesthetics are still crucial to the generic and ideological 
construction of the documentary. Similarly, genre labels are frequently applied to 
documentaries to distinguish, for example, an “on the ground” combat documentary such 
as Restrepo (2010) or Gunner Palace (2004) from a “behind the scenes” political 
documentary such as Fahrenheit 9/11 (2004) or No End in Sight (2007). An examination 
of how genres are constructed within documentary would prove enlightening. War on 
Terror documentaries are also significantly more numerous than narrative films, 
providing an immense corpus of films for genre study. 
 Within the realm of narrative fiction films, there are many areas for potential 
beyond the three subgenres examined within this chapter. Films such as Lions for Lambs 
(2007), Rendition (2007), and Charlie Wilson’s War (2007) are political procedurals that 
focus on the counterterrorism strategy decisions made within the halls of government 
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power. These films are not quite espionage films, since their protagonists are politicians 
rather than intelligence agents, and thus constitute a separate type of film that is open for 
analysis. Similarly, films such as United 93 (2006), World Trade Center (2006), and 
Patriots Day (2016) dramatize real-world terrorist attacks on Americans from the 
perspective of victims and first responders. These films thus rehearse actual historical 
events and would thus make ideal subjects for genre study. Expanding this project’s study 
beyond the combat, espionage, and returning soldier subgenres would provide a more 
complete understanding of the War on Terror in American cinema. 
 The representation of certain topics related to the War on Terror would also prove 
fruitful for future study. As of 2017, the majority of War on Terror films about the two 
ground wars has focused on the Iraq War. Indeed, of the twelve films analyzed in this 
study, Lone Survivor (2013) is the only film that predominantly concerns Afghanistan, 
and none of the returning soldier films feature Afghanistan War veterans. This is not to 
say that there are not narrative fiction films about the Afghanistan campaign — Brothers 
(2009), for example, concerns a prisoner-of-war in Afghanistan returning to the United 
States, while Whiskey Tango Foxtrot (2016) follows a journalist to Kabul during the early 
years of the war. Certainly, the dominance of Iraq in the reportage of U.S. news media 
plays a role in the underrepresentation of the Afghanistan War, but there is potential for 
this study to consider the formal and ideological differences in Iraq War films and 
Afghanistan War films, should any differences exist. 
 The shifting nature of the Iraq War will also provide new occasion to expand this 
study. So far, few narrative films have addressed the Iraq War beyond the initial invasion 
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and its immediate aftermath. Even films produced after the withdrawal, such as American 
Sniper (2014), are set in the early years of the war and, if a terrorist network is named, 
cast al-Qaeda as the villains. No major-studio films have yet addressed the emergence of 
ISIL in Iraq or the renewed escalation of conflict within the nation. As these historical 
events progress, the Iraq War film should be revisited to examine the continuities and 
changes in the formal and ideological representation of the war. 
 Drone warfare, too, changes the way the War on Terror is represented on film. As 
previously discussed regarding films such as Body of Lies (2008) and Zero Dark Thirty 
(2012), drones recurred in War on Terror films since before the federal government 
officially acknowledged the program. Good Kill (2015) is just one of a handful of films 
that makes their protagonists drone operators; the U.S./United Kingdom co-production 
Eye in the Sky (2015) is another recent example. As drone operations increase and the 
moral debates surrounding their use become more prevalent, more American films will 
likely be produced about the use of drones in the War on Terror. Good Kill provides a 
prototypical approach to how drone operations can be represented in the War on Terror 
film, and this study will benefit from closer consideration of this aspect of the War on 
Terror. 
 Terrorism, however, is not limited to bombings and mass shootings; 
cyberterrorism — such as the hacking of government or corporate databases — is an 
increasingly important aspect of the War on Terror. Though the issue of cyberterrorism 
has largely been approached by documentary thus far, recent examples of narrative 
fiction films include Blackhat (2015), The Fifth Estate (2013), and Snowden (2016). 
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These films depict cyberterrorism in the genres of the crime procedural (Blackhat) and 
the biopic (The Fifth Estate and Snowden), and therefore open new genres for study. The 
representation of cyberterrorism, too, comes with unique formal and ideological 
challenges, which makes it ideal for the expansion of this study. 
 All of the previously mentioned films, including the films discussed in this study, 
directly represent some aspect of the War on Terror. Other popular genres, however, 
sublimate themes of the War on Terror film — including imagery and ideologies — into 
films that are otherwise fantastical or historical in nature. The superhero film is one such 
example. Post-September 11 superhero films such as Spider-Man (2002), The Dark 
Knight (2008), and Marvel’s The Avengers (2012) have dealt with War on Terror themes 
such as terrorist attacks on New York, the surveillance state, and the invasion of the 
United States by foreign enemies, respectively. The Dark Knight and its companion 
films, Batman Begins (2005) and The Dark Knight Returns (2012), were especially 
notable examples of the genre’s attempts to set the fantastic action of the Batman comics 
in a recognizably post-September 11 United States. Similarly, Marvel’s The Avengers 
and the extended Marvel Cinematic Universe (MCU) have raised questions about the 
potential dangers of an unchecked police force that is closely associated with the United 
States, mimicking similar discussions about the U.S.’ role in the global War on Terror. 
The massive box office success of superhero films, domestically and globally, suggests 
that the genre is especially favorable to a genre study of formal and ideological 
constructions. 
 Though hardly the same billion-dollar revenue generator as the superhero film, 
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the home invasion horror film is a financially successful genre that also allegorizes War 
on Terror anxieties. Films such as The Strangers (2008), The Last House on the Left 
(2009), and Hush (2016) feature white protagonists who are stalked and attacked by an 
inscrutable outside enemy. These films rehearse the trauma of September 11: “foreign” 
terrorists who, seemingly without motive, attack an often-middle-class domicile that 
represents the United States. Plenty of studies have been conducted on the horror genre in 
both form and ideology; extending this study to include home invasion horror films 
would, however, contribute to previous studies on the horror genre by providing a new 
angle from which horror films can be analyzed. 
 Ancient-world epics, or “sword-and-sandal” films, experienced a brief revival in 
the wake of the September 11 attacks. Films such as Kingdom of Heaven (2005), Troy 
(2004), Alexander (2004), and 300 (2006) recounted historical events — both mythical 
and recorded, sometimes blending the two — as large-scale adventures with action, 
romance, and spectacle. Notably, all four of these films featured a conflict between a 
protagonist of European descent and a Middle Eastern enemy constructed as barbaric, 
exotic, and inherently dangerous. These films thus present the modern War on Terror as a 
potential extension of a conflict between “East” and “West” that spans millennia. The 
sword-and-sandal film provides an especially fruitful opportunity for genre study as well, 
and an extension of this study could take this genre into account. 
 Finally, scripted television is a potential avenue for expansion. Television, of 
course, involves a different theoretical framework than film, but genre plays an important 
role in how television programs are developed and promoted. Television is also often 
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quicker to respond to real-world trends, and scripted television has not shied away from 
depicting the War on Terror. Programs that a genre study could consider include 24 
(2001–2010, 2014), Sleeper Cell (2005–2006), Homeland (2011–present), Generation 
Kill (2008), Over There (2005), Quantico (2015–present), and NCIS (2003–present), just 
to name a few. Extending the scope of the study to include television could prove 
beneficial to understanding how the War on Terror is generically constructed across 
visual media for audience consumption. 
 As the War on Terror approaches the end of its second decade, it is likely that 
more filmmakers will create films that address the ongoing conflict. It remains to be seen 
whether these potential films will continue the cycles — and their encoded ideologies — 
outlined in this project, or if a new cycle will begin that draws from other historical 
sources. What is certain is that these films will be generically coded by both producers 
and consumers, and thus the opportunities to continue this study are unlikely to cease. 
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